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Abstract: 
The Risø Atmospheric Mixed Spectral-Integration Model (RAMSIM) 
is a micro-scale, linear flow model developed to quickly calculate the 
mean wind flow field over orography. It was designed to bridge the 
gap between WAsP and similar models that are fast but insufficiently 
accurate over steep slopes, and non-linear CFD models that are 
accurate but too computationally expensive for routine use on a PC. 
 
RAMSIM is governed by the RANS and E-ε turbulence closure 
equations, expressed in non-Cartesian coordinates. A terrain-following 
coordinate system is created from a simple analytical expression. The 
equations are linearized by a perturbation expansion about the flat-
terrain case. The first-order equations, representing the spatial 
correction due to the presence of orography, are Fourier-transformed 
analytically in the two horizontal dimensions. The pressure and 
horizontal velocity components are eliminated, resulting in a set of 
four ordinary differential equations (ODEs). RAMSIM is currently 
implemented and tested in two-dimensional space; a 3D version has 
been formulated but not yet implemented.  
 
In the 2D case, there are only three ODEs, depending on only two non-
dimensional parameters. This is exploited by solving the ODEs by 
Runge-Kutta integration for all useful combinations of these 
parameters, and storing the results in look-up tables (LUT). The flow 
field over any given orography is then quickly obtained by 
interpolating from the LUTs and scaling the value of the flow variables 
for each wavenumber component of the orography, and returning to 
real space by inverse Fourier transform. 
 
RAMSIM was tested against measurements, as well as other authors' 
flow models, in four test cases: two laboratory flows over idealized 
terrain, and two field experiments. RAMSIM calculations generally 
agree with measurements over upward slopes and hilltops, but 
overestimate the speed very near the ground at hilltops. RAMSIM 
appears to have an edge over other linear models in lee-side wind 
speed calculations and in predicting the occurrence of a recirculation 
region (though underestimating its size by half). RAMSIM is able to 
predict asymmetric flow over symmetric hills, while WAsP is not. 
Non-linear CFD models are more accurate than RAMSIM, but orders 
of magnitude more expensive computationally. 
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Nomenlature
Note: Variables used only loally are not exhaustively listed here.
Roman letters
A matrix of oeients of the system of ODEs
A∞ matrix of oeients A in the limit kz´ →∞
A = ikqU´
(0)
q
B = ik˘qU´
(0)
q
Cµ, Cε1, Cε2 onstants of the E − ε turbulene model
D Fourier-transformed rst-order dissipation of TKE (shorthand for εˆ1 )
E Turbulent kineti energy (TKE)
E Fourier-transformed rst-order TKE (shorthand for Eˆ1)
f

Coriolis parameter
F {⋆} horizontal Fourier-transform operator
g gravitational aeleration
h height above ground level
h
BL
depth of the boundary layer
h
t
terrain height
i the imaginary number
√−1
ℑ{φ} imaginary part of omplex number φ
J ≡ det ∂xi∂x´j , the Jaobian of the oordinate transformation
ki wavenumber in oordinate x´i, i = 1, 2
k wavenumber: in the 2D ase, we drop the subsript: k = k1
k horizontal wavenumber vetor: k = (k1, k2)
k˘i perpendiular wavenumber: (k˘1, k˘2) ≡ (−k2, k1)
L
buf
buering length appended to eah end of the domain
lmix mixing length
lmax maximum mixing length
Lσ length sale used to non-dimensionalize the ODEs
M oeient matrix of the lower boundary onditions on the rst-order quantities
N
v
number of dependent variables in the system of ODEs
n1, n2 number of boundary onditions speied at the lower and upper boundaries, respetively
P pressure
p hydrostati pressure (referred to simply as pressure in most of this doument)
Q oeient matrix of the upper boundary onditions on the rst-order quantities
ℜ{φ} real part of omplex number φ
s expansion parameter
Si soure terms of the i
th
omponent of the momentum equation
SE , Sε soure terms of the of TKE and dissipation transport equations, respetively
S matrix of soure terms in the system of ODEs
∆S frational speedup
Tσ time sale used to non-dimensionalize the ODEs
ui ith omponent of the veloity: (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w)
U´i ith omponent of the veloity in transformed oordinates (normalized by the jaobian)
W Fourier-transformed rst-order vertial veloity (shorthand for ˆ´U (1)3 )
xi ith Cartesian oordinate: (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z)
x´i ith transformed oordinate: (x´1, x´2, x´3) = (x´, y´, z´)
x´ transformed horizontal position vetor: x´ = (x´1, x´2)
X matrix of dependent variables in the system of ODEs
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z´ vertial oordinate in the terrain-following transformed oordinate system
z0 surfae roughness length
z´fit loation of the tting point (solving ODEs by shooting to a tting point)
Greek letters
αji ≡ ∂x´j∂xi =
(
∂xi
∂x´j
)−1
βij ≡ ∂xi∂x´j
γ angle between the upper-boundary foring stress and the wavenumber vetor
δij Kroneker delta
ε dissipation of turbulent kineti energy
ǫijk Levi-Civita permutation symbol
θf azimuthal angle of the upper-boundary foring stress
θm azimuthal wind diretion at a referene point in the domain
κ von Karman onstant
λi oordinate transformation in dimension i: xi = x´i + λi
Λi oordinate transformation in the Fourier domain: Λi = F {λi}
ν kinemati visosity
ν
m
kinemati moleular visosity
ν
t
kinemati eddy visosity
Π prodution of turbulent kineti energy
ρ density of air
σ standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing lter applied to the terrain
σE , σε onstants of the E − ε turbulene model
τij = u′iu
′
j Reynolds stress tensor
φ dummy variable
ω vortiity vetor
ω´3 vertial omponent of the vortiity in the transformed oordinates
Ω Fourier-transformed rst-order vertial vortiity (shorthand for ˆ´ω
(1)
3 )
Modiers
These subsripts, supersripts, et., modify the meaning of quantity φ:
φ, φ′ mean and utuating parts of φ (in the ontext of Reynolds averaging)
φ´ in transformed oordinates
φˆ Fourier-transformed horizontally (along x´ and y´)
φ′ vertial derivative ∂φ/∂z´
φ′′ seond vertial derivative ∂2φ/∂z´2
φ′′′ third vertial derivative ∂3φ/∂z´3
φ′′′′ fourth vertial derivative ∂4φ/∂z´4
φ0, φ1 salar: zero-order (basi ow), rst-order perturbation
φ
(0)
i , φ
(1)
i vetor: zero-order (basi ow), rst-order perturbation
φji (0), φ
j
i (1) metris α and β: zero-order (basi ow), rst-order perturbation
For vetors and metris, the order number is plaed in brakets
to avoid onfusion with the other subsripts and supersripts.
Aronyms
ABL atmospheri boundary layer
a.g.l. above ground level
BC boundary ondition
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FFT Fast Fourier Transform
LHS Left-hand side (of equation)
MSFD mixed spetral nite-dierene
MSI mixed spetral integration
ODE Ordinary dierential equation
RAMSIM Risø Atmospheri Mixed Spetral-Integration Model
PC personal omputer
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
RHS Right-hand side (of equation)
TKE turbulent kineti energy
WA
s
P Wind Atlas Analysis and Appliation Program
Units
kWh kilowatt-hour
MW megawatt
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1 Introdution
Over the past deade, the exploitation of wind as a soure of energy has reeived
inreasing support as a lean and viable alternative to energy extration from
fossil and nulear fuels. The motivation behind this push is, to be sure, in part
a rational onern over the planet-wide onsequenes of the ontinued burning
of fossil fuels, and over the safety issues of nulear fuel and waste. Added to
this, however, is the growing inseurity of supply and upward trend of the ost
of fossil fuels, a trend that an only be expeted to steepen, as the world's most
easily aessible deposits beome depleted and the fossil fuel industry moves on to
soures that are more diult and ostly to exploit. In ontrast, the ost of wind
energy has been falling steadily, due to the tremendous tehnologial progress that
has marked this relatively young industry: in the last twenty years, the ost per
kilowatt-hour (kWh) has fallen by more than half. Wind is therefore standing up
as an inreasingly advantageous energy soure, and is bound to play an important
role in the global energy industry of the twenty-rst entury.
Sine the mid-1990's, wind power has enjoyed spetaular expansion, and ontin-
ues to be a rapidly growing setor of energy prodution worldwide, with two-digit
annual growth rates. At the end of 2005, the installed global wind power apaity
stood at 59,000 megawatts (MW), 11,000 of whih were installed in 2005. The
mass deployment of wind turbines in the late 90's and early triple 0's ourred
mainly in a few European ountries: Denmark, whih led the way, and has long
held the world's highest proportion of national eletriity prodution by wind,
now at approximately 20%; Germany, whih urrently has the largest wind power
deployment in the world, at almost 20,000 MW; and Spain, urrently produing
8% of its eletriity from wind. Reent years, however, have seen a surge of growth
in Asia, with India in the lead; and in North Ameria, where even the author's
own ountry of birth, Canada, by all aounts a late starter, has inreased its
wind energy apaity by a staggering 54% in 2005  though admittedly only to an
modest total of 683 MW. (All gures from Global Wind Energy Counil, 2005.)
Continued, eetive growth into the oming deades will depend on a number
of soial and politial fators, but also on tehnial development in many areas,
inluding: wind turbine design and materials, inorporation of wind-generated
power into the power grid, and, not least, wind power meteorology.
1.1 Wind power meteorology
The eld of wind power meteorology has the goal of understanding all the atmo-
spheri phenomena that may aet the prodution of energy using wind turbines.
For a omplete review of the eld, the reader is direted to Petersen et al. (1998a)
and (1998b). Wind power meteorology addresses three main hallenges:
Foreasting of the wind phenomena suseptible to aet the prodution of wind
power in the one- to ten-hour horizon. This is vital for the eient oordination
of wind, a utuating soure of power, with the other power generation modalities
on the grid, whih often have signiant start-up and shut-down lag times. Firing
up a oal-red power plant an take up to eight hours, while a nulear power plant
an take the better part of a day.
Regional assessment of the wind resoure A regional assessment is in-
tended to reet the potential output of an large number of turbines deployed
aross this region. Inreasingly, resoure assessment has been aomplished with
the help of numerial wind ow models. Ideally, the assessment produes a re-
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soure map with a high resolution, down to tens of kilometers, with information
on the distribution of wind speed and diretion, as well as diurnal and seasonal
variability. This is ahieved using large- and meso-sale limate models (domain
size ∼ 104 to 103 km).
Loal assessment of the wind resoure a.k.a. siting Loal topographial
features an have a signiant impat not only on the output of a turbine deployed
at a spei site, but also on its durability. A miro-sale wind ow model (domain
size ∼ 101 km), with loal measurements as an input, an yield information on
the loal wind resoure, as well as on turbulene onditions and the eet of rotor
wakes.
Aurate resoure predition is essential in optimizing the plaement of wind tur-
bines, as well as in estimating the potential returns of a given wind farm projet
in relation to the investment required.
A urrent hallenge for the wind energy industry is the predition of the wind
resoure in omplex terrain. There is interest in plaing wind turbines in hilly and
mountainous areas, due to the potentially high speed-up in ertain areas, leading
to a loally high wind resoure. Currently missing, however, is a ow model that is
both aurate in omplex terrain, and simple and omputationally heap enough
to be used on a routine basis on personal omputers. The development of suh a
model is the subjet of the present thesis.
1.2 Wind resoure predition
Importane of auray
Auray is paramount in wind resoure predition, sine the power output of a
wind turbine an vary sharply with wind speed. The wind power available for
extration by a turbine varies in proportion to the ube of the wind speed. This is
easily shown by onsidering a small mass of air dm of density ρ passing through
a given rotor area A
r
in a short time interval dt (Figure 1). For simpliity, we
Figure 1: A mass of air dm passing through a rotor area A
r
at speed v in a time
interval dt.
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assume that the air mass has a uniform speed v, though in reality it is not uniform,
espeially due to a vertial speed gradient aused by frition at the ground surfae.
The air mass arries a kineti energy dEk that is proportional to the square of its
speed:
dEk =
1
2
dm v2
The size of the mass of air is in turn proportional to v:
dm = ρA
r
v dt
The power P
wind
owing through the rotor area is then
P
wind
≡ dEk
dt
=
1
2
ρA
r
v3
In reality, turbines an only extrat a fration of this available wind power. Betz
(1920) demonstrated that at most 16/27 ≈ 59.3% of the wind's kineti energy an
be onverted into mehanial energy using a wind turbine; real wind turbines never
reah this theoretial maximum. The turbine's torque must then be onverted to
eletrial power, leading to further losses.
All in all, a turbine an be haraterized by its power urve P
out
(v), indiating
the turbine's eletrial power output as a funtion of wind speed (Figure 2). For
Figure 2: Diagram of a typial power urve.
most ommon wind turbine designs, P
out
= 0 below a ut-in wind speed of v =
4 m/s. The power output then rises sharply until v reahes the so-alled rated
wind speed, usually 12 to 15 m/s; here, P
out
plateaus at the rated power (i.e. the
nominal power of the wind turbine). The power output is more or less onstant
until v reahes its ut-out value of 25 m/s (90 km/h), at whih point P
out
falls to
zero as safety mehanisms shut down the turbine to prevent damage. The power
urve thus has two regions where the power output varies very rapidly with wind
speed. It is therefore important to minimize the error on predited wind speed, in
order to avoid large errors in predited power output.
Predition: how?
The rst step in prediting the wind resoure at a given site, is olleting mea-
surements of wind speed and diretion at a nearby loation over several years, for
example using a meteorologial mast. These measurements are ompiled into a
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desription of the wind limate at the mast, usually a probability distribution of
the wind speed and diretion.
This observed wind limate must then be somehow related to the wind limate at
the proposed wind turbine site at hub height. Indeed, the wind limate at the wind
turbine is not idential to the wind limate measured at the meteorologial mast,
due to the dierent terrain features surrounding these two loations: dierent
obstales, surfae roughnesses, orographies, and thermal eets aet the loal
wind in dierent ways at these two points. This is where wind ow modelling
omes into play.
One the wind limate at the hub is predited, the annual energy prodution of
the projeted wind turbine an be estimated with the use of the power urve.
1.3 The WAsP approah
The Wind Atlas Analysis and Appliation Program (WA
s
P) was developed as a
ommerial PC-based tool to estimate the wind resoure at a potential wind tur-
bine site, given a set of wind limatology measurements taken at a nearby meteo-
rologial mast, and information about the loal terrain (Risø National Laboratory
1987). The wind measurements are ompiled into a wind rose, whih is a histogram
showing the diretional distribution of the wind, usually divided into 12 bins or
setors. To eah 30
o
setor is assoiated a Weibull distribution (Weibull 1951),
desribing the frequeny distribution of wind speed in eah setor.
One these data are input, WA
s
P employs a two-step approah (Troen and
Petersen 1989):
1. The measured wind data is leansed of the eets of loal terrain features
around the mast, using three models run in suession (desribed below).
The result is a generalized wind limate, or atlas, that would be observed
if, instead of the atual terrain, we had a at, obstale-free surfae with a
uniform, standard roughness length. It is a representation of the regional wind
limatology, dependent only on large-sale features, and is thus appliable over
a larger area, typially several tens of kilometers.
2. Assuming that this wind atlas is valid over a larger region, the eets of the
loal terrain features that surround the turbine site are introdued, to obtain
the predited wind limate as seen by the turbine.
Calulations for steps 1 and 2 are performed independently, in two separate miro-
sale omputational domains, entered on the meteorologial mast and the turbine,
respetively.
The loal terrain features  also known as the topography  in both these
steps are oneptually divided, aording to their size and proximity, into three
ategories. Eah of these is handled by a separate model, as three sub-steps of
both steps 1 and 2:
• Disrete obstales in the viinity of the site (buildings, trees, walls): In the
wake of an obstale, the wind speed is redued by an empirial fator depend-
ing on the dimensions, porosity, and position of the obstale.
• Surfae roughness and roughness hanges (grass, water surfaes, forest, ur-
ban areas): Empirially modelled perturbation of vertial veloity proles
(piee-wise logarithmi)
• Orography (hills and valleys):
 Calulation of the terrain-indued potential ow perturbation
 Corretion for turbulent momentum transfer near the surfae
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In reality, the perturbations aused by obstales, roughness hanges, and orog-
raphy interat to produe seond-order eets. As a rst-order approximations,
however, the three alulated perturbations are simply added together.
1.4 Objetive: a new orography model for WAsP
The urrent WA
s
P orography model is a potential-ow solver (see more detailed
review on page 24). It is very quik, and aurate in at to mildly undulating
terrain, and has been used ommerially with no inonsiderable suess for two
deades. However, it performs poorly when applied to omplex orography: slopes
steeper than about 30% lead to ows that violate its basi assumptions, espeially
in terms of ow separation, and thus disrepanies arise between the predited and
atual ow perturbations, most notably the speed-up. The speed-up eet ours
at the top of hills, as streamlines are ompressed and wind speed is inreased;
hilltops thus represent an area of interest for the plaement of wind turbines.
The present study relates the development of a model for inompressible wind
ow better able to aommodate steep slopes, in order to improve wind resoure
estimation in omplex terrain. This model is to be inluded in a future version of
WA
s
P, omplementing or replaing the orography model of the urrent version.
Requirements
WA
s
P is a ommerial program used by the wind energy ommunity. This poses
additional requirements on the new ow model:
Quikness The model must be quik at its user end, so that it an be used on a
routine basis on a standard PC platform (as opposed to a researh superomputer)
to generate the predited wind limate at a turbine site within, say, one work day.
Ease of use and stability It must be able to funtion with very limited user
intervention, and must not demand extensive knowledge of Computational Fluid
Dynamis on the user's part. The number of user-input parameters must therefore
be kept to a minimum. This also means that the model must be stable, to ensure
that onvergene takes plae without the user needing to perform extensive ne-
tuning.
From the viewpoint of wind resoure assessment, urrent non-linear ow models
based on nite-volume or nite-dierene tehniques (to be reviewed on page 27)
provide very aurate results, notably oering great improvements over WA
s
P and
similar models in the ase of steep hills. They are, however, muh too expensive
omputationally to be suitable for routine use on personal omputers, and will
probably remain so in the oming deade or two. Moreover, the proper use of
suh models often requires a good deal of uid dynamis knowledge, lest results
of unertain quality be returned.
There exists a gap, whih we have sought to bridge, between models that are
fast but insuiently aurate, and models that are aurate but too slow and
ompliated to use. To this end, we developed a new ow model, alled the Risø
Atmospheri Mixed Spetral-Integration Model (RAMSIM), based on rst prin-
iples and a linear approximation. Before giving a desription of our ow model,
we turn to an introdution of those priniples it is based on, and a review of how
they are treated in urrent sienti and engineering pratie.
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1.5 Problem denition: The modelling of turbu-
lent ow
The equations desribing the motion of uid, the Navier-Stokes equations (Equa-
tion 1, page 17), have been known for a very long time: they were formulated in
the rst half of the nineteenth entury. However, even though these equations an
be written in a simple and elegant form, they are extremely diult to solve due
to their nonlinearity. In fat, analytial solutions are unobtainable for all but the
simplest of ows: laminar (i.e. non-turbulent), steady-state ows in simple, ideal-
ized geometries (e.g. ow between two parallel, innite plates). The phenomenon
of turbulene, whih ours in the overwhelming majority of ows that surround
us, introdues, with its haoti soup of unpreditable eddies of all sizes, a level of
omplexity that renders all exat analytial work on the Navier-Stokes equations
impossible. The full desription of turbulene, for that matter, remains an un-
solved riddle to this day, and onstitutes a urrent eld of intense researh eorts
for uid dynamiists.
Computational Fluid Dynamis
The advent of omputers in the seond half of the twentieth entury has allowed
the pursuit of numerial solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations, thus giving birth
to an entire eld of siene, Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD). The bulk of
the eorts deployed in this eld has been direted at nding approximations and
assumptions, tailored to the partiular type of ow and geometry studied, that
would simplify the Navier-Stokes equations enough for numerial solutions to be
feasible with ontemporary omputers, without sariing too muh auray and
detail for the desired appliation. CFD methods an be lassied into three main
branhes, of whih we give a brief overview; for a more omplete review, the reader
is referred to Ferziger and Peri¢ (2002, hapter 9).
DNS The losest thing to an exeption in the quest for simpliation is Diret
Numerial Simulation (DNS), whih ould be niknamed the brute-fore approah.
DNS is an attempt to simulate all the sales of a given ow, from the largest ow
features, through the mid-size turbulent utuations, down to the smallest turbu-
lent eddies in whih kineti energy dissipates into heat due to frition (moleular
visosity). DNS an thus provide detailed information about the omplete stru-
ture of a ow. However, sine DNS omputational grids must be large enough to
enompass the entire studied ow, and ne enough to resolve the tiniest details,
grid sizes tend to be enormous. DNS is testing the outer limits of urrently avail-
able omputer power (as well as the patiene of DNS pratitioners): simulations
of ows in the simplest of idealized geometries may take many days to omplete
on the world's most powerful superomputers. DNS is thus likely to remain a tool
of fundamental researh in the deades to ome, rather than nding any pratial
appliation.
LES A step down in detail is Large-Eddy Simulation (LES), whih uses a oarser
omputational grid than DNS. The larger eddies are taken to be most important
in determining the main features of a ow. Therefore, as the name suggests, the
larger eddies are fully simulated, while only the eet of the smaller, sub-grid-sale
eddies on the larger ow is approximated using models of varying omplexities.
The unsteady nature of the ow is aptured, thus allowing the olletion of some
turbulene statistis. The omputational burden assoiated to LES, however, is
still onsiderable, and thus LES has been applied mostly to problems involving
isolated geometries, suh as the ow around an airfoil.
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RANS In many appliations, the subjet of interest is the so-alled mean ow,
while the moment-to-moment utuations due to passing turbulent eddies are on-
sidered to be superuous detail. In the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations, terms that depend on these utuations are parameterized in terms of
mean-ow variables, so that in the end, only variables desribing the mean ow
appear (disussed on page 19). The eet of the turbulent eddies on the mean ow
is modelled using so-alled turbulene losures of varying omplexities, but indi-
vidual eddies are not resolved. The level of detail onsidered, and the assoiated
alulation burden, are generally muh redued; RANS models have thus found a
wide range of pratial appliations.
In our ase, as we are interested in prediting the mean output of wind turbines,
and not the ne, instantaneous struture of the wind ow, the RANS equations are
apable of providing the desired level of detail. Sine Reynolds averaging in eet
represents a time averaging, however, the eet of time-dependent phenomena
suh as utuating reirulation regions annot be fully aptured. We now turn to
a brief disussion of the origins of the RANS equations and of turbulene losure
models.
Equations governing the turbulent ow of air in the atmosphere
The atmospheri boundary layer (ABL) an be desribed as a ontinuous eld of
seven variables: (u1, u2, u3, ρ, P, T, q), where ui is the omponent of the veloity
along oordinate xi, ρ is the density, P is the pressure, T is the temperature,
and q is the moisture ontent. These variables are related through the following
equations:
• The equation of motion (Navier-Stokes equations, relating the hange of the
three omponents of veloity to the pressure gradient, frition, thermal buoy-
any, and the Coriolis fore)
• Continuity equation (onservation of mass)
• Water ontinuity equation (water is neither reated nor destroyed, but may
hange phase)
• Gas law (relating pressure, temperature, and density)
• Thermodynami equation (hanges of temperature due to heating or ooling,
ompression or rarefation, et.)
In the never-ending quest for ompleteness, a number of other variables and
equations an also be added to this proession. In regions where important amounts
of liquid-phase water is suspended, suh as fog and louds, droplet dynamis be-
ome signiant. Suspended sand, sea salt, and other aerosols also play a role,
notably in droplet formation and preipitation. Eletromagneti eets an ome
into play in louds, and radiative heat transfer an have an inuene in situa-
tions where other heat transport mehanisms are suppressed. One has to stop the
madness somewhere, however; these eets will not be disussed further.
General equations The Navier-Stokes and ontinuity equations, expressed in
the Earth's rotating frame of referene, and using the Einstein notation, are, re-
spetively:
ρ
∂ui
∂t
+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
advetion
= − ∂P
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure
+
∂
∂xj
(
µ
m
∂ui
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
− 2Ω˜ǫijkηjuk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coriolis
+Fi (1)
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= 0 (2)
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where x1 and x2 are the horizontal oordinates, x3 is the vertial oordinate,
µ
m
is the dynami visosity of air, ηj is the unit vetor parallel to the Earth's
axis of rotation, Ω˜ = 2π/T
rot
is the angular frequeny of the Earth's rotation,
(with T
rot
= 23 h 56 min 4 s), and ǫijk is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol.
The kinemati visosity (whih we will also refer to as the moleular visosity) is
dened as ν
m
≡ µ
m
/ρ.
Fi represents the body fores ating on the uid. The only body fore of sig-
niane in the ABL is gravity; hene, Fi = −ρgδ3i, where g is gravitational
aeleration and δji is the Kroneker delta.
The Coriolis fore arises as a side-eet of our using a non-inertial frame of
referene, namely the ground, whih rotates one daily about the Earth's axis.
Seen from this frame, the Coriolis fore has the eet of pulling moving objets
perpendiularly to their diretion of motion, laterally to the left in the Southern
hemisphere, and to the right in the Northern hemisphere. The Coriolis fore also
has a vertial omponent, ausing a small hange in the apparent weight of moving
objets; this hange is muh smaller than the gravitational fore and is often
negleted. For the sake of ompleteness, we note that in the non-inertial referene
frame, the Earth's rotation also results in a small entrifugal fore, pulling objets
away from the axis of rotation; the orresponding term is ustomarily absorbed
into the gravity fore, and as suh does not appear expliitly in Equation (1).
Boussinesq approximation The density an be viewed as onsisting of a mean
part, ρ, and a utuating part, ρ′, suh that ρ = ρ + ρ′. The only fator ausing
signiant utuations in the density is temperature utuations T ′ about the
mean value T . Sine |T ′|/T rarely exeeds a few perent loally, we an take a
rst-order approximation of the gas law to yield
ρ′ ≈ −ρT
′
T
(3)
The study of the eets of density utuations is greatly simplied by the
Boussinesq approximation, whih postulates that ρ′ is too small to ause appreia-
ble dierenes in inertia, but large enough to ause buoyany eets. The density
is thus treated as a onstant (ρ = ρ) in all terms of Equations (1) and (2) exept
the gravitational term.
The pressure and gravitational term are treated as
− ∂P
∂xi
− (ρ+ ρ′)gδ3i = − ∂
∂xi
(P + ρgx3)− ρ′gδ3i = − ∂p
∂xi
− g T
′
T
δ3i︸ ︷︷ ︸
buoyany
(4)
where we dened the hydrostati pressure p ≡ P + ρgx3. The gravitational term
has beome a buoyany term, while the hydrostati balane between gravity is
and the vertial pressure gradient is paked into p, to whih we will refer simply
as pressure.
Assumptions The present work limits itself to neutrally stable onditions; we
thus neglet thermal eets and drop the buoyany term in the momentum equa-
tion. This approximation is by no means generally valid; however it is a neessary
rst step in the development of our ow model. The treatment of temperature and
the transport of thermodynami energy will be the subjet of future investigation.
Humidity also has an eet on the density of air; however, it is usually muh
smaller than the eet of temperature, and will not be inluded in our ow model.
For additional simpliity, we hose to neglet the Coriolis fore, responsible for
the turning of the wind with height, though this eet will be inluded in future
studies.
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In summary, we neglet hanges in the variables (ρ, T, q) and the equations
oupling them to the ow (gas law, water ontinuity, thermodynami). We are left
with the eld variables ui and p, and their governing equations:
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
advetion
=
1
ρ
∂p
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure
+ ν
m
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
(5)
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (6)
Equations for the mean ow
A turbulent ow an be thought of as onsisting of a mean ow plus a utuating,
zero-mean part; this is expressed by the Reynolds deomposition:
ui = u¯i + u
′
i
p = p¯+ p′

 (7)
with
u′i = 0
p′ = 0
The overline denotes ensemble averaging. In pratial, intuitive terms, this an be
thought of as time averaging over an interval suiently long to average out the
rapid turbulent utuations, yet short enough not to blur out the broad variations
in the mean ow.
In the ontext of wind energy resoure assessment, we are interested in the
harateristis of the mean ow, and not so muh in the details of the rapidly
utuating part. Equations for the mean ow are obtained by substituting Equa-
tion (7) into Equations (5) and (6) and ensemble-averaging. This approah, put
forth by Reynolds in 1895, yields:
∂u¯i
∂t
+ u¯j
∂u¯i
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂p¯
∂xi
+
∂
∂x´j
ν
m
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
− ∂τij
∂x´j
(8)
where the Reynolds stress tensor τij is dened as
τij = uiuj − u¯iu¯j = u′iu′j
The losure problem
The Reynolds stresses are additional unknowns, whih were not present in the
original equations for turbulent ow (5). One may attempt to obtain expressions
for these seond-order orrelations by deriving an equation for the utuating part
of the ow; this is done by subtrating Equation (8) (mean ow) from Equation (5)
(total ow), and using the ontinuity equation to rearrange. Doing this, however,
generates yet more unknowns, in the form of third-order orrelations of the type
u′pu
′
qu
′
r. Further attempts to obtain expression for these are futile; it an indeed
be shown that the derivation of an equation for an unknown nth-order orrelation
will generate ever more extra unknowns in the form of (n+1)th-order orrelations.
The equations for mean turbulent ow an thus not be solved unless additional
assumptions are made. This is known as the losure problem.
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Turbulene losure models
The full eets of turbulene are thus impossible to alulate using the RANS
equations; one must resort to losure models that are built on ertain assump-
tions. Many dierent turbulene losure models have been developed, in whih
the eets of turbulene are modelled with varying degrees of omplexity and
physial ompleteness.
The hoie of turbulene losure an have a tremendous impat on the alulated
turbulene eld, but has a lesser inuene over the mean veloity eld, at least
when there is no ow separation, as doumented by Taylor, Mason and Bradley
(1987), Ayotte, Xu and Taylor (1994) and Castelli, Ferrero and Anfossi (2001),
and perhaps also in the ase of ow separation (Kim and Patel 2000). An aurate
representation of the turbulene eld is of great importane when making disper-
sion alulations or estimating peak wind loads. However the main onern of the
present work is the alulation of the mean veloity eld, whih is not quite as
sensitive to the hoie of turbulene losure, and thus we are at greater liberty to
shun the most omplex losures and their assoiated greater omputational load.
Parameterization of the Reynolds stresses
One approah to the losure problem is to interpret the Reynolds stresses as
a turbulent addition to the moleular stresses. Intuitively speaking, these two
stresses at in a similar way: both have a diusive harater, in that they ontribute
to the loal mixing of uid properties, momentum in partiular, with the net
eet of transporting momentum (and other properties) against the loal gradient.
As noted by Wilox (1998, hapter 3), the theoretial basis of this analogy is
somewhat shaky, as it does not rest on fully rigourous physis. It has nevertheless
found widespread appliation, with no inonsiderable suess at desribing ows
in pratie. It an be expressed mathematially in the form of the Boussinesq
eddy-visosity approximation, whih relates the Reynolds stresses to the gradient
in the mean-ow veloity.
The Reynolds stress tensor τij is symmetri (τij = τji) but not traeless (τii 6=
0), while ∂ui/∂xj is traeless (∂ui/∂xi = 0) but not symmetri. The two are re-
lated by a turbulent transfer oeient alled the eddy visosity ν
t
by postulating
τij − 1
3
τkkδij = νt
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
whih makes both sides symmetri and traeless. By dening the turbulent kineti
per unit mass (heneforth abbreviated TKE), E, as half of the averaged sum of
the squared veloity utuations,
E =
1
2
τkk =
1
2
u′2 (9)
we an write
τij = νt
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
Eδij (10)
We thus introdue a total kinemati visosity ν onsisting of a moleular part
and a turbulent part (eddy visosity):
ν = ν
m
+ ν
t
(11)
In pratie, when turbulene is fully developed, as it is over most of the atmo-
spheri ow eld, ν
t
≫ ν
m
, suh that we an reasonably approximate ν ≈ ν
t

and we do so in the remainder of this doument. This approximation does not
hold very near the surfae, where the ow is highly visous in harater; however,
the present work is not onerned with the study of ow in this region.
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In muh of the geophysis literature, ν
t
is represented by the letter K, and the
set of onepts presented here is known as K theory. The earliest and simplest
models (suh as the 1905 model of Swedish oeanographer V. W. Ekman) simply
assumed a onstant K. This approximation is suient when seeking estimates of
small-sale diusion of passive traers in the high-altitude free atmosphere, where
turbulene has fairly uniform harateristis. However, it is not realisti in the
boundary layer, where turbulent eddies vary strongly in size and intensity with
inreasing distane from the ground. How does one then go about obtaining an
expression for ν
t
?
One-equation models
Arguably the simplest way in whih one an haraterize turbulene is by its TKE
and a length sale, the mixing length lmix. Equivalently, a veloity sale q =
√
2E
an replae the TKE. Dimensional arguments lead to the expression
ν
t
= Cµqlmix (12)
where Cµ is a onstant. Mixing-length models employ this expression, equating q
to the loal veloity gradient times lmix. In simple geometries, the mixing length
lmix an be proportional to, for example, the distane from a surfae. Suh a length
sale is, however, virtually impossible to presribe in the ase of three-dimensional
ows, separated ows, or omplex geometries.
Two-equation models
In equilibrium turbulent ows, the rates of prodution of TKE, Π, and of its
dissipation into heat due to visosity eets, ε, are in near-balane. The dissipation
an be thought of as representing
εij = νm
∂u′i
∂xq
(
∂u′j
∂xq
+
∂u′q
∂xj
)
(13)
where, under the assumption of isotropy (idential properties in all diretions),
εij =
1
3
εδij
In this ase, the following relationship an be used:
ε = C
owl
E
3
2
lmix
(14)
where C
owl
is a onstant. This result an be derived based on the onept of the
energy asade, whereby energy is ontinuously transferred to eddies of smaller
and smaller sales (and eventually dissipated at the Kolmogoro sale), or simply
on dimensional arguments.
This leads to the expression
ν
t
= Cµ
E2
ε
(15)
where the onstant C
owl
was absorbed into Cµ.
The E−εmodel (also known as k−ε in the engineering literature) was developed
by Jones and Launder (1972) and Launder and Sharma (1974) based on these
onsiderations. It has beome the most popular two-equation turbulene losure,
and will be disussed here. A number of other two-equations losures have also
been developed, notably the E−ω model, where ω is a turbulene frequeny sale
dened by the spei dissipation of TKE, ε/E. For a review of this and other
two-equation losures, the reader is direted to Wilox (1998, hapter 4).
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Standard E − ε model An equation for E an be inferred from the Navier-
Stokes equations, by treating the TKE as a transported quantity:
∂E
∂t
+ u¯j
∂E
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
t
σE
∂E
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
+Π− ε (16)
where Π and ε are soure terms that represent the rate of prodution and de-
strution (or dissipation) of TKE, respetively. TKE is produed when kineti
energy dissipates from the mean ow and is transferred to the turbulent eddies,
and destroyed when it dissipates into heat at the level of the smallest eddies due
to moleular visosity. The prodution of TKE stems from mean-ow dissipation,
whih in turn is modelled to be analogous to visous dissipation into heat. We thus
obtain an expression for the prodution Π that is analogous to Equation (13):
Π = ν
t
∂u¯i
∂xj
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
=
ν
t
2
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)2
(17)
A transport equation for the dissipation ε an also be modelled on the Navier-
Stokes equations, and parameterized as
∂ε
∂t
+ u¯j
∂ε
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
t
σε
∂ε
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
+
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε)︸ ︷︷ ︸
soure term
(18)
The soure term models how dissipation is produed and destroyed  some-
what artiial onepts. The prodution and destrution of ε are made to follow
those of E, on the intuitive grounds that the more TKE is made available, the
more dissipation into heat will take plae, and vie-versa; but they are saled by
the empirially-determined onstants Cε1 and Cε2. The empirial onstants σE
and σε similarly sale how E and ε diuse (see diusion terms of Equations 16
and 18). Note that the ε equation (18) is not based on entirely rigourous physis,
and may not represent the true dissipation very well; however, it has proven
quite suessful at yielding the appropriate ν
t
to model a variety of ows or-
retly, and is therefore widely used based on this empirial suess. The model
onstants presribed by Launder and Spalding (1974) are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Standard E-ε model onstants
onstant Cµ σE σε Cε1 Cε2
value 0.09 1.0 1.3 1.44 1.92
Thus Equations (16) and (18) and the onstants listed in Table 1 dene the
E − ε losure; this is the turbulene losure we hoose to use in our ow model.
We turn, however, to a short disussion of one additional two-equation losure of
future relevane to the ow model desribed in this work, atually a modiation
of the E − ε losure.
Limited-length-sale E− ε losure In neutral atmospheri ows, the size of
turbulent eddies annot grow indenitely, but is rather limited by the depth of the
boundary-layer. The standard E − ε losure, however, leads to a length sale that
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grows linearly with height: from Equations (14) and (15), we see that the length
sale is related to the dissipation by
lmix = C
3
4
µ
E
3
2
ε
(19)
and the dissipation, in an equilibrium shear ow, is inversely proportional to height
(see Equation 75 in Setion 3). The mixing length sale is therefore
lmix = κz
Applied to boundary-layer ows, the standard E−ε model thus gives inordinately
large mixing lengths (and thus eddy visosities) as z inreases, and exaggerates the
deepness of the boundary layer. This was observed by Detering and Etling (1985)
upon omparing E − ε alulations with data from the Leipzig wind proles. In
ontrast, they found that one-equations models performed well when the mixing
length was limited algebraially as
lmix =
(
1
κz
+
1
lmax
)−1
given a judiious hoie of maximummixing length lmax, e.g. for neutral onditions:
lmax =
h
BL
3
(20)
where h
BL
is the height of the boundary layer. This height may be estimated from
surfae data as h
BL
≈ 0.2U∗f, where U∗ is the frition veloity and f is the
Coriolis parameter.
Apsley and Castro (1997) addressed these deienies of the standard E − ε
losure by developing a modied E − ε losure that reets the fat that the
growth of eddies is apped by the height of the boundary layer. They ahieved a
limitation of the mixing length by modifying the ε prodution term, suh that the
ε transport equation beomes
∂ε
∂t
+ u¯j
∂ε
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
t
σε
∂ε
∂xj
)
+
(
Cε1 + (Cε2 − Cε1) lmix
lmax
)
ε
E
Π− Cε2 ε
2
E
(21)
As lmix inreases toward lmax with inreasing height, the prodution of ε inreases
(sine Cε2 > Cε1), and the inreased ε thus ats as a negative feedbak on the
mixing length dened in Equation (19).
This limited-length-sale E− ε losure has proven more suessful at modelling
boundary-layer wind proles than the standard E−ε, yielding realisti boundary-
layer depths as well as turning of the wind with height. We onrmed this by
performing, using our prototype ow model (see Setion 1.7, page 30), a prelim-
inary simulation of the famous Leipzig vertial wind prole, measured over at
terrain in onditions of near-neutral thermal stratiation (Lettau 1962). We dis-
retized the equations (inluding the Coriolis term) for horizontally homogeneous
ow over at terrain in a nite-dierene formulation and solved them by iteration,
with a moving-lid upper boundary and a law-of-the-wall, rough lower boundary.
Results using the standard and limited-length-sale E − ε losures are ompared
on Figure 3.
For the sake of simpliity, the urrent version of our ow model does not inlude
the Coriolis fore, and thus assumes an innitely deep boundary layer. As we will
see in Setion 3, this allows us to use analytial expressions for the unperturbed
(zero-order) ow; we therefore employ the standard E− ε losure. Future versions
of our ow model will remove this limitation and employ the limited-length-sale
E − ε losure.
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Figure 3: Vertial proles of the wind speed (left) and diretion (right): Leipzig
data ompared to alulations using the standard and limited-length-sale E − ε
losures.
Higher-order losures
The one- and two-equation losures disussed above rely on the Boussinesq eddy-
visosity approximation, by whih the Reynolds stress tensor τij and the mean
strain rate tensor,
Sij =
1
2
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
are related by a simple proportionality onstant, the eddy visosity ν
t
. In ertain
ows, however, the Reynolds stresses are signiantly aeted by ow-history ef-
fets, and annot be assumed to have a linear relationship to mean-ow features.
This is the ase for ows with sudden hanges in mean strain rate, or with inor-
dinately large strain rates, suh as those aused by extreme streamline urvature.
These deienies have been addressed via two basi approahes.
• Nonlinear onstitutive relations The Boussinesq eddy-visosity approxi-
mation, dened by Equation (10), an be viewed as the rst term in a series
expansion, to whih higher-order, non-linear terms an be added, following
dierent assumptions.
• Stress-transport models A transport equation for τij an be derived by
multiplying the Navier-Stokes equation by the utuating u′i and ensemble-
averaging the result. One thus obtains six new equations (aounting for the
symmetry of τij), but also twenty-two new unknowns (higher-order orrela-
tions) as a by-produt. These unknowns must in turn be aounted for by new
losure approximations, of whih a number have been developed, as reviewed
by Wilox (1998).
Neither of these approahes are trivial, and both entail, upon appliation, a signif-
iant inrease in omputational burden. Sine good results for ow over orography
have previously been obtained using the simpler E − ε losure, inluding in the
ourrene of ow separation (Jørgensen et al. 2006), we deem these higher-order
losures too omplex for our purposes at this point.
1.6 Wind ow over orography: a review
Over the past three deades, our understanding of the eets of topography on
ABL ow has improved substantially as a result of extensive work on the the-
oretial, numerial modelling, and experimental fronts. This progress has been
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reviewed by Kaimal and Finnigan (1994) and Belher and Hunt (1998), among
others.
The next few pages are devoted to a brief review of the modelling eorts of
the past 30 years. A few wind tunnel and eld experiments will be reviewed in
Setion 6, where their results are ompared to the output of our ow model.
Early analytial work Early work foused on developing an analytial model
of the ow perturbation over hills. Due to the intratability of the RANS equations,
whih desribe the mean ow of air, analytial work has only been possible on a
simplied, linearized version of these equations, and is therefore known as linear
theory. Typially, the ABL is oneptually divided into two to four layers. In
eah of these layers, the ow is argued to be dominated by dierent eets; the
equation terms representing the other, loally less important eets are simplied
or negleted, leading to equations of more manageable omplexity  typially a
balane between two dominant terms. These equations an be solved analytially,
and may be mathed at the interfaes between the various layers and to boundary
onditions.
Jakson and Hunt (1975) (JH) were the rst to develop an analytial model
for two-dimensional wind ow over a low hill. This model provided the basis for
subsequent eorts by a number of authors; we will thus give a short overview of
its substane.
Jakson and Hunt onsidered the asymptoti ase where the surfae roughness
z0 is uniform and negligible relative to L, the horizontal length sale of the hill,
and where there is no mean ow separation. The ow is onsidered to onsist of
the basi, upstream ow u0(z) over at terrain, displaed upward by the shape of
the hill, plus a perturbation ∆u introdued by the eet of owing over the hill
(Figure 4). It is formally assumed that ∆u ≪ u0, though the theory often still
holds even though this assumption is not stritly fullled in pratie.
Figure 4: Diagram of the ow over a hill. H is the hill height, L the hill length sale
(half-width at half-maximum), ht the terrain height, h the height above ground
level.
Jakson and Hunt divided the ow vertially into two layers, inner and outer,
that are demarated at a height of order l. In the outer layer (above l), the ow is
onsidered to be invisid, the basi ow is onstant with height (sine z0 → 0), and
there are signiant pressure perturbations, dereasing with height. In the inner
layer (below l), the basi ow is logarithmi (but is assumed to be onstant with
height in the advetion term), and there are signiant shear stress perturbations.
The magnitude of l is derived from an order-of-magnitude balane between the
advetion and stress divergene terms in the equation of momentum transport,
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yielding
l
L
ln
(
l
z0
)
= 2κ2
where κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán onstant.
Turbulent transport is represented by a mixing-length model. The equations are
Fourier-transformed horizontally, and an analytial solution is obtained in whih
the perturbation inreases with height. The JH model provided preditions for
the mean wind speed hanges and turbulene struture, but was stritly limited
to hills with small slope, i.e. H ≪ L, where H is the hill height.
In the following years, a number of authors worked on removing some of the
limitations of the JH model. Mason and Sykes (1979) extended the JH model to
three-dimensional hills (this extension is ommonly alled MS3DJH), and obtained
reasonable agreement with observations when applied to a real hill of moderate
slope.
Sykes (1980) improved linear theory by introduing a thin wall layer between
the ground surfae and the inner layer, providing a better math to the lower
boundary ondition. Hunt, Leibovih and Rihards (1988) subdivided the outer
layer into two sublayers: a middle region, where the ow is eetively invisid, but
still under the inuene of mean vortiity; and a redened outer region, in whih
the ow is taken to be invisid and irrotational.
Walmsley, Salmon and Taylor (1982) addressed the unrealisti propagation
to high altitudes, inherent to previous appliations of linear theory, of high-
wavenumber eets aused by small features in real terrain. This was due to
the assumption that the pressure perturbation eld was independent of height.
In their modiation, Walmsley et al. hanged the vertial oordinate used in
the outer layer, and found that the solution to the resulting pressure perturbation
equation delined with height in a wavenumber-dependent fashion. Using this new
pressure perturbation in the inner-layer equations led to a onsiderable redution
in high-wavenumber noise at high elevations.
The urrent WA
s
P model for wind ow over orography, developed by Troen and
de Baas (1986) and Troen and Petersen (1989) at Risø National Laboratory, has
many similarities with the family of models based on the JH model. In ontrast
to its predeessors, however, it is tailored to the task of alulating the veloity
perturbation at a single point of interest, namely the loation of a meteorologial
mast or projeted wind turbine, plaed at the enter of a polar omputational
grid. For any given wind speed and diretion, the veloity perturbation ∆~u is
related to its potential χ by ∆~u = ∇χ. The potential is deomposed into a Bessel-
Fourier expansion, whose oeients are alulated to satisfy the surfae kinemati
boundary ondition (ontinuity near the surfae). The veloity perturbation at a
height h above ground is then alulated from eah Bessel-Fourier omponent i as
∆~ui(h)
u0(h)
=
|u0(Louti )|2∣∣u0[max(h, Lini )]∣∣2
where u0(h) is the upstream wind prole, and L
in
and Lout are inner- and outer-
layer length sales, analogous to the l and L length sales of the JH model. Sine
χ is alulated independently at eah point of interest, and not on a omplete
Cartesian grid (as is ommonly done in other models), WA
s
P is very quik at
alulating the ow at a number of disrete, projeted wind turbine sites, but is
less eient at produing gridded output, suh as a high-resolution map of the
wind resoure over a given area.
The LINCOM model, also developed at Risø, was derived from the WA
s
P
model in order to be inluded in the WA
s
P Engineering program (Risø National
Laboratory 1999), a omplementary tool for the estimation of extreme winds,
shears, ow angles, wind proles, and turbulene over omplex terrain. Contrary
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to its parent, LINCOM alulates the wind vetor in every mesh point of a retan-
gular grid, and uses a dierent model for the inuene of variable surfae roughness
(Astrup, Mikkelsen and Jensen 1997), inluding the wind-speed-dependent rough-
ness of the sea surfae. LINCOM uses a simple one-equation turbulene losure.
Linear theory was applied extensively in the 1970s and 1980s due to its low
requirements for omputer proessing and memory, but models derived from it
have also had ontinued inuene up to the present, beause it gives reasonably
good results in the upstream region and on the top of hills. However, it suers
from two major limitations. First, its validity is formally limited to small ow per-
turbations, i.e. shallow hills, due to the underlying linear approximation. Seond,
all the linear models listed above used a mixing-length losure for the turbulent
stress perturbations; more omplex turbulene losures were prohibitively diult
to inlude in the analytial formulation of the vertial variations in the ow. (A
related limitation is the approximation of the non-linear advetion term.)
Zeman and Jensen (1987) devised a method for inluding a more omplex turbu-
lene losure by adopting a streamline oordinate system. They assumed a pressure
perturbation given by a linearized potential solution based on a given upstream,
undisturbed wind prole; this solution was obtained by numerially integrating
a known formula involving a funtion representing the shape of the hill. Mean
ow streamlines were then found by applying the von Mises transformation to
the steady-state momentum transport equation (i.e. hanging the vertial oordi-
nate from z to the streamfuntion ψ), whih is then solved by marhing along the
onstant-streamfuntion oordinate. The Reynolds stresses are obtained from a
linearized seond-order turbulene losure. Good agreement was obtained between
the model results and measurements taken over Askervein hill (the Askervein ex-
periment will be reviewed in Setion 6.4).
Non-linear CFD: nite-volume and nite-dierene Attempts were made
in the late 1970s to apply non-linear omputational uid dynamis (CFD) models
to the ow of wind over orography, but were severely limited by the omputer
power available at the time.
Taylor and Gent (1974) and Frost, Maus and Fihtl (1974) were the rst to
attempt the study of wind ow over hills with non-linear nite-dierene models.
Taylor (1977) suessfully developed a nite-dierene model for two-dimensional
ow over idealized terrain features of moderate slope, but reognized that three-
dimensional alulations were not yet feasible.
As omputer power inreased in the 1980s, CFD alulations over three-dimensional
orography beame possible. However, the largest grids manageable at the time re-
mained oarse by today's standards, ausing a loss of detail in the topography
as well as larger spatial disretization errors. This made it diult to identify
and interpret the model limitations aused by other fators. Raithby, Stubley and
Taylor (1987) used nite-volume tehniques to simulate the ow over Askervein
hill in a grid of 20× 20× 19 ells.
Wood (1995) performed CFD simulations of the ow over innite series of two-
dimensional sinusoidal hills as well as innite arrays of three-dimensional, axisym-
metri hills, using a 1 12 -order turbulene losure. By studying the simulated ow
over hills of varying amplitude, with maximum slopes ranging from 0.16 to 0.94,
Wood derived an analytial expression for the ritial slope at whih separation
ours, and showed its agreement with some experimental data.
Brown and Wood (2001) simulated the neutrally-stratied ow over an innite
array of ellipsoidal hills using a three-dimensional nite-dierene model developed
earlier (Wood and Mason 1993) and a rst-order mixing-length turbulene losure.
They performed numerous simulations, varying both the aspet ratio of the hills
and the diretion of the wind relative to the hills' axes, and were thus able to
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parameterize the omponents of the pressure drag along the major and minor
axes of the hills.
Castro, Palma and Silva Lopez (2003) simulated the ow over Askervein hill with
a nite-volume CFD ode employing the E−ε turbulene losure. They performed
simulations using grids ranging between 27 × 27 × 15 and 155 × 155 × 31 ells,
and found that results depended on the grid resolution in the lee of the hill, where
some reirulation was predited, but not above the upwind slope or hill rest.
More reently, Undheim, Andersson and Berge (2006) simulated the Askervein ow
using a similar model, but with a variant of the E − ε losure, whose onstants
are adjusted as algebrai funtions of the loal mean strain rate aording to
renormalization group theory (RNG), as reported by Kim and Patel (2000) and
Kim, Patel and Lee (2000). They obtained exellent agreement with experimental
data, but reported some dependene of results on the vertial resolution.
A three-dimensional nite-volume ode (EllipSys) with a E−ε losure was devel-
oped at Risø National Laboratory by Sørensen (1995). It inluded two versions of
the logarithmi law-of-the-wall boundary onditions (for smooth and rough walls)
so as to be able to handle both industrial and atmospheri ows. EllipSys was
used to suessfully simulate the ow over a variety of hills, inluding Hjardemål
esarpment (Jørgensen, Ott, Sørensen, Mann and Badger 2006), disussed in more
detail in Setion 6.3.
Eidsvik (2005) used down-saling of large-sale weather predition model re-
sults to alulate the miro-sale ow in hilly terrain. The results of the HIRLAM
hydrostati weather predition model (Errio and Baumhefner 1987) provided the
boundary onditions for the MC2 meso-sale model (Benoit et al. 1997), whose
results in turn provided the boundary onditions, most notably the inow velo-
ity and turbulene harateristis, for a miro-sale nite-element ow model. The
entire system ould be fored with historial large-sale meteorologial data, and
eah suessive model then foused on a smaller area, and had a ner resolution
(10 km, 1 km and 100 m, respetively) as well as a more omplete turbulene
losure (algebrai mixing-length losure, one-equation losure, and E − ε losure,
respetively) than the previous model. Using this sheme, Eidsvik obtained exel-
lent agreement with eld data from Askervein hill, and projeted that omputing
times of a few weeks on a 25-proessor omputer would be require to simulate a
full year's historial data.
Mixed models Full nite-dierene models are omputationally ostly, while
the linear analytial models disussed earlier are rigid, in that more omplex ele-
ments, suh as more physially omplete turbulene losures or non-linear terms,
are prohibitively diult to inlude. Beljaars, Walmsley and Taylor (1987) relaxed
this rigidity by disretizing the linearized equations and solving them by nite dif-
ferene vertially, thus introduing a new type of model termed Mixed Spetral
Finite-Dierene (MSFD). MSFD models inherit the redued omputational load
of spetral methods, while retaining some of the exibility of nite-dierene mod-
els. Beljaars et al. were thus able to use the E−ε losure, while Ayotte et al. (1994)
tested MSFD with a number of dierent losures, inluding two more omplex
seond-order losures.
Ayotte and Taylor (1995) relaxed the assumptions on the upstream basi ow
in the MSFD model. Their model alulated the upstream ow by iteration using
the full, non-linear RANS equations and a seond-order turbulene losure over
at terrain, and inluding the Coriolis fore. Nonlinear terms were still negleted
when alulating the perturbation.
The linear MSFD model of Beljaars et al. (1987), like other linear models, was
reasonably suessful at modelling the ow over isolated hills, even in the ase of
moderately steep slopes apparently violating the linearity assumption. However,
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they remained inaurate in the lee region, where the perturbation (speed redu-
tion, let alone ow separation) is grossly underestimated, and to a lesser extent
over hill rests, where the perturbation (inluding speed-up) is exaggerated lose
to the ground.
In response to this, Xu and Taylor (1992) and Xu, Ayotte and Taylor (1994)
developed NLMSFD, an extension to MSFD that inluded some non-linear ef-
fets, by retaining non-linear terms as extra soure terms in the nite-dierene
alulations. The equations were then solved iteratively in Fourier spae, with the
non-linear terms, alulated in physial spae, lagging behind by one time step.
On the one hand, this greatly improved the results in the lee of hills, inluding in
ertain ases of ow separation. On the other hand, NLMSFD experiened numer-
ial stability problems, failing to onverge for hills with moderate slopes (>0.3)
 this was rather unfortunate, sine the alulation of the ow over steep hills
was preisely the stated aim of the authors' eorts. Taylor (1998) reported that
satisfatory NLMSFD simulations of the ow over Askervein hill had still not been
obtained.
Large Eddy Simulation Sine turbulent eddies evolve in three dimensions,
LES requires a three-dimensional grid to orretly represent the turbulene dy-
namis, even in two-dimensional problems; and this grid must be isotropi so as
not to fore eddies into artiial strutures. Thus ne resolution in one diretion
implies ne resolution in all three diretions, and the number of grid ells grows
ubially with resolution.
The rst endeavours to apply LES to ow over idealized hills were made in
the mid-1990s, but were hampered by the tremendous omputational resoures
required. Despite the inrease in omputing power in the past ten years, this still
represents a major hurdle the appliation of LES to ow over realisti orography.
Another onern is the sensitivity of LES to a variety of parameters, suh as the
details of the inow and boundary onditions.
Gong, Taylor and Dörnbak (1996) attempted to simulate the boundary-layer
ow over a pair of sinusoidal hills, but realized that their grid resolution (128 ×
128 × 64) was inadequate to resolve the inner region. They estimated that the
atual number of grid points required would be about two orders of magnitude
greater, an estimate later orroborated by Wood (2000).
Brown, Hobson and Wood (2001) suessfully simulated the neutral boundary-
layer ow over sinusoidal hills with a maximum slope m = 0.2. By using ner
and ner grids, they demonstrated grid independene over sinusoidal hills with
m = 0.036, but were logistially prohibited from doing so over the steeper hills,
sine these required longer onvergene times.
Allen and Brown (2002) performed LES simulations of the separated ow our-
ring behind over rough hills, omparing results with laboratory measurements over
an isolated hill and a periodi sinusoidal hill. They reported mixed results, with
exellent agreement in the former ase and some wake-region disrepany in the
latter. Aording to the authors, this was due the sensitivity of their simulations
to the details of the anopy model used to obtaining a smooth math between
the well-resolved ow interior and heights omparable to the size of the roughness
elements. They nevertheless demonstrated how muh interesting information an
be obtained from LES on the turbulent strutures and the time evolution of the
ow, notably the length of the separation bubble. Ding and Street (2003) per-
formed further LES numerial experiments to study the wake struture behind an
axisymmetri hill under varying degrees of thermal stratiation.
The rst beahheads for LES simulation of the ow over omplex terrain are
urrently being established. Uhida and Ohya (2003) applied LES odes to the
alulation of turbulent airow over an area of 9.5 km × 5 km overing the new
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ampus of Kyushu University, Japan, with a horizontal resolution of 50 m and 61
vertial levels. The same group reports using their LES ode to simulate the wind
resoure at the site of an atual wind farm loated in omplex terrain (Uhida and
Ohya 2006). Whether the greater omputational expense assoiated to LES om-
pared to RANS odes is justied by signiantly better wind resoure preditions
remains to be determined.
1.7 The new WAsP ow model: a summary
History and andidates onsidered
All the work desribed in the present thesis was arried out in the Wind Energy
Department of Risø National Laboratory. The New WA
s
P projet was initiated in
early 2002 with a searh for possible model types to be onsidered. Out of many
dierent possible approahes, whih one to hoose?
The speed requirement provided the answer. Full CFD simulations of wind ow
using nite-volume or nite-dierene tehniques are the state of the art and an
give very aurate results. They are, however, very omputationally expensive,
and will likely remain beyond the horizon of routine use on PCs for at least a
deade or two.
We therefore hose to take a step bak and further explore the avenue of per-
turbation solvers, in whih the ow over orography is thought of as a basi part
equivalent to ow over at terrain, plus a perturbation part introdued by the
presene of the orography. In this we were inspired by the literature of the past
three deades.
Prototype Prior to to the development of the urrent model, a prototype based
on the perturbation approah was developed, muh inspired by the the MSFD
model of Ayotte and Taylor (1995) and the underlying work of Beljaars et al.
(1987). Unlike these previous models, however, the prototype used general urvilin-
ear oordinates, and a strong-onservation, invariant tensor form of the governing
equations. A hyperboli grid generator was used to reate terrain-following oor-
dinate systems. Apsley and Castro's (1997) limited length-sale E− ε losure was
employed. The basi, unperturbed ow was alulated by solving the non-linear
equations for horizontally homogeneous ow by nite-dierene. The rst-order
perturbation terms were alulated numerially by pseudo-spetral methods, and
solved vertially by nite-dierene, with the use of the frational step method
desribed by Perot (1993). Progress is reorded in tehnial reports by Jørgensen
(2003b), Jørgensen (2003a) and Myllerup, Corbett and Jørgensen (2005).
After three years of work, however, we abandoned the prototype in February,
2006, due to disappointing and unpromising behaviour, espeially in terms of
numerial stability (hardly any useable results ould be produed), but also of
auray and omputational load.
Current model The ow model desribed in the present thesis was reently
named Risø Atmospheri Mixed Spetral-Integration Model (RAMSIM). Like the
previous prototype, it was inspired by the MSFD family of models initiated by
Beljaars et al. (1987), but it departs radially from its predeessor in two important
respets: 1) The terrain-following transformed oordinate system is not reated by
a numerial grid generator, but rather based on an analytial expression, whih
an be built into the model equations. 2) The solution method in the vertial
diretion is dierent: the equations are not disretized and solved by iterative
nite-dierene methods, but rather rearranged into a set of ordinary dierential
equations (ODEs), solved by numerial integration.
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We oded our numerial model in the FORTRAN 90 programming language,
on a standard PC platform. We now turn to a brief overview of the RAMSIM ow
model.
Current limitation to 2D
RAMSIM has been implemented and tested in two-dimensional spae. However,
the derivations for the full 3D model equations is presented in this doument. The
dierenes between the 2D and 3D ases will be noted in the text.
Governing equations
RAMSIM is governed by the following equations, expressed in general urvilinear
oordinates:
• Steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for inom-
pressible ow and neutral thermal stratiation:
 transport equation for momentum
 transport equation for mass (ontinuity equation)
• Turbulene losure: The turbulent stresses are parameterized using the E− ε
model. This onsists of two equations:
 transport equation for the turbulent kineti energy (TKE)
 transport equation for the dissipation of TKE.
Coordinate system
A terrain-following, transformed oordinate system is reated from a simple ana-
lytial expression in the Fourier domain. The many fators that arise in the equa-
tions due to the oordinate transformation an therefore be replaed by analytial
expressions. This is a key feature ontributing to the rapidity of RAMSIM.
In the remainder of this doument, unless otherwise speied, horizontal and
vertial are to be respetively understood as horizontal and vertial in the trans-
formed oordinate system, where horizontal denotes the two terrain-following o-
ordinates, (x´1, x´2) = (x´, y´), and vertial, the oordinate running from the ground
to the sky, x´3 = z´.
Perturbation expansion: linearizing the equations
The RANS and turbulene losure equations are highly non-linear, whih makes
them diult and expensive to solve in their omplete form. Solving the full RANS
equations would resolve all non-linear eets. In nite-volume and nite-dierene
appliations, the non-linear onvetion term is usually linearized by replaing one
of the veloity variables by the veloity from the previous iteration. The ost is
the very large number of iterations required for onvergene on the non-linear
solution.
In the present study, we postulate that linear eets are the most important
for the purposes of wind resoure estimation at loations where wind turbines are
typially plaed. In order to simplify the equations and aelerate the solution
method, we disregard the non-linear eets, and hoose to linearize the equations
via a perturbation expansion, in whih only the zero-order and rst-order terms
are retained, while the higher-order terms are disarded. We thus obtain two
orresponding sets of equations, whih are to be solved in suession:
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• Zero-order equations. The zero-order ow variables are onstrained to be hor-
izontally homogeneous. These equations redue to those desribing the ow
over at terrain.
• First-order equations, whose solution then omes as a spatial orretion, pro-
viding a more omplete solution for ow over omplex terrain.
The nal solution is obtained by adding the zero- and rst-order solutions together,
for eah of the ow variables (veloity, pressure, and turbulent quantities).
In future work, we will attempt to inlude some non-linear eets in the al-
ulations, in order to improve the auray, espeially in the lee of hills. One
the linear solution has been found, non-linear eets an be resolved by inlud-
ing some of the most signiant seond-order terms as extra soure terms. These
terms are alulated based on the linear solution. Inspired by Xu et al. (1994), we
will diret future eorts in this diretion; however the present thesis desribes the
development of the linear model only.
Solution method: Spetral horizontally, ODE numerial integration ver-
tially
Motivated by our requirement for omputational speed, we hose to use spetral
tehniques based on the Fourier transform, as they are generally less omputation-
ally expensive than nite-dierene tehniques. An added advantage of spetral
methods is that they have a high formal order of auray, and tend to minimize
numerial errors. They do require, however, that the domain be interpreted as pe-
riodi in the diretion of Fourier transformation. This an represent a reasonable
approximation in the horizontal dimensions, given a judiious sizing, buering and
periodiizing of the alulation domain (see Setion 5.7).
One Fourier-transformed in the two horizontal dimensions, the rst-order equa-
tions are rearranged into a set of four (three in the 2D ase) ordinary dierential
equations (ODEs) by algebraially eliminating the pressure and the two horizon-
tal veloity omponents. The independent variable is z´, the transformed vertial
oordinate. Sine we speify boundary onditions both at the lower (ground) and
upper (sky) boundaries, this onstitutes a two-point boundary value problem,
whih we solve by numerial integration and the shooting tehnique, desribed
in Setion 5.3.
We thus have a solution method that an be alled Mixed Spetral-Integration
(MSI), distint from the MSFD approah of Beljaars et al. (1987).
Storage of results in look-up tables
In the 2D ase, the ODEs, when non-dimensionalized, depend on only two param-
eters: a non-dimensional height kz´, and a non-dimensional roughness length kz0
(k is the horizontal wavenumber, z0 is the surfae roughness length). In the 3D
ase, an additional parameter is the angle γ between the upper-boundary foring
stress and the wavenumber vetor.
This is exploited by solving the equations for all foreseeable ombinations of
these parameters, and storing the results into a look-up table (LUT). This is a
one-time proess. The ow eld over any given orography is then quikly obtained
by interpolating from the LUT and saling the value of the spetral ow variables
for eah wavenumber omponent of the orography, and nally returning to real
spae by inverse Fourier transform.
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Summary of results
RAMSIM's alulations were ompared to those by various other ow models and
to measurements in four test ases: two laboratory ows over idealized terrain, and
two eld experiments (Askervein hills and Hjardemål esarpment). We found that
RAMSIM performs well over upward slopes: there is good agreement with wind
speed and pressure measurements. This is also true at the top of hills or esarp-
ments, where there is most interest in plaing wind turbines, though RAMSIM
like other linearized models, has a tendeny to predit a spuriously large speed-up
very near the ground.
The wake region is more diult to model: the wind speed in the wake region is
muh overestimated by RAMSIM, and reovery ours more rapidly than is mea-
sured. The pressure also reovers too rapidly, resulting in a redued pressure drag.
RAMSIM is not as aurate as non-linear CFD models, whih are muh better
at apturing the wind speed redution, pressure inrease, and TKE inrease in
the wake region. Compared to other linear models, however, RAMSIM appears
to have a slight advantage in ertain lee-side wind speed alulations and in pre-
diting the ourrene of a reirulation region (though underestimating its size).
Most notably, RAMSIM is able to predit asymmetri ow over symmetri hills,
while WA
s
P gives unhanged streamlines if the ow diretion is reversed.
Moreover, RAMSIM is orders of magnitude faster than non-linear CFD models,
and is likely faster than even linear MSFD models: alulating the entire 2D ow
eld on a 2048× 150 grid takes 3 seonds of CPU time.
1.8 Plan of this thesis
We now give a brief summary of how the remainder of this doument is organized.
In Setion 2, we present the theoretial and mathematial foundation of our ow
model. We state the raw governing equations, and desribe how they will be
proessed to produe zero-order equations for the basi, undisturbed ow, and
rst-order equations for the orography-indued perturbation.
Setion 3 deals with the zero-order equations for the undisturbed ow: their
derivation, and, sine they are omparatively simple, their solution.
Setion 4 is rather tehnial. The rst-order equations are derived and proessed
into their nal form: four ordinary dierential equations for four dependent spe-
tral variables (vertial omponent of veloity and of vortiity, TKE, dissipation)
with one independent variable (the transformed height z´). This proessing is rather
lengthy; the bulk of the manipulations is therefore relegated to Appendix B.
Solving the rst-order equations, i.e. the ordinary dierential equations derived
in the previous setion, represents the greatest hallenge within our ow model.
In Setion 5 we disuss the tehniques we use to do so, and analyze the assoiated
numerial diulties.
In Setion 6, we present the results of RAMSIM alulations for the four test
ases briey mentioned above, and ompare these results to measurements as well
as to alulations by the numerial models of other authors.
Setion 7 is devoted to the disussion and interpretation of the results presented
in the previous setions, as well as the diulties experiened and potential ways
around them. In Setion 8, we sum up our ndings and point the way forward for
the ontinued development of our ow model.
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2 Theoretial formulation
2.1 Governing equations of the present ow model
For the remainder of this thesis, we will only be interested in mean quantities; we
therefore drop the overlines for the sake of legibility (e.g. u¯i is now simply desig-
nated ui). We also ignore the moleular visosity, suh that ν ≈ νt. Furthermore,
sine we are interested in the mean ow over a long period of time (years), we
assume steady-state ow, suh that the mean properties of the ow do not hange
with time:
∂ui
∂t
=
∂E
∂t
=
∂ε
∂t
= 0
Our governing equations are thus the steady-state momentum transport (RANS)
equation, the ontinuity equation, and the standard E−ε losure, whih onsists of
the TKE transport equation, and the TKE dissipation transport equation. These
are listed here in order:
uj
∂ui
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν
∂ui
∂xj
+ ν
∂uj
∂xi
)
(22)
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (23)
uj
∂E
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
σE
∂E
∂xj
)
+Π− ε (24)
uj
∂ε
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
σε
∂ε
∂xj
)
+
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε) (25)
where the prodution of TKE is
Π = ν
∂ui
∂xj
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
=
ν
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)2
(26)
and the (eddy) visosity is dened as
ν = Cµ
E2
ε
(27)
We also dene the vortiity ω as
ω = ∇× u (28)
2.2 Coordinate transformation
We dene the new oordinate system x´i, related to the Cartesian oordinates xi
by
xi = x´i + sλi (29)
The variable s will serve as an arbitrary expansion parameter; however, it is set
to s = 1 in the nal solution. Our aim is to design an analytial funtion λj(x´, z´)
that denes a terrain-following oordinate system with onvenient properties. For
better legibility, we will use in the following the notation (x, y, z) = (x1, x2, x3)
and (x´, y´, z´) = (x´1, x´2, x´3) as well as x´ = (x´1, x´2). An example of our terrain-
following oordinate system is shown in Figure 5. We will now desribe it in more
detail.
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Figure 5: The terrain-following oordinate system in the two-dimensional ase.
The red lines represent the (x´, z´) oordinate lines. The grey area represents the
ground.
Pratial requirements for the oordinate transformation
The ground surfae is dened by z = sh
t
(x, y), where h
t
(x, y) is the loal terrain
height. In order for the transformed oordinate system to be terrain-following,
z´ = 0 must orrespond to this ground surfae.
We want a oordinate transformation in whih eah Fourier omponent is inde-
pendent of all others. We therefore formulate it as a funtion in the Fourier domain,
Λj(k, z´), where k = (k1, k2) is the horizontal wavenumber vetor in transformed
oordinates. The oordinate transformation in the real domain is then
λj(x´, z´) =
∑
k
Λj(k, z´)e
ik·x´
(30)
where e is the base of the natural logarithm, and the imaginary unit
√−1 is
written i in order to avoid onfusion with the i often used as a subsript.
At the surfae (x´3 = 0) we would like λ1 = λ2 = 0, so that the Cartesian
and transformed horizontal oordinates are idential. It would also be nie if the
lines along x´3 were perpendiular to the surfae; this would ensure that a boundary
ondition in whih the gradient normal to the surfae of a quantity φ is presribed,
translates into a presription for
∂φ
∂z´ . Another desirable feature is
∂λi
∂x´i
= 0, whih
leads to major simpliations in the equations to be written. In the far eld
(x´3 → ∞), we want the oordinate system to beome Cartesian again: λi should
deay with height, e.g. exponentially.
Chosen transformation
These features are attained by a transformation of the form
λ3(x´, z´) =
∑
k
ψ(k, z´)hˆ
t
(k)eik·x´
λj(x´, z´) =
∑
k
ikj
k2
∂ψ(k, z´)
∂z´
hˆ
t
(k)eik·x´ for j = 1, 2
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where the funtion ψ(k, z´) obeys the following onstraints:
ψ(k, z´) → 0 for z´ →∞ (31)
ψ(k, 0) = 1 (32)
∂ψ(k, z´)
∂z´
∣∣∣∣
z´=0
= 0 (33)
∂2ψ(k, z´)
∂z´2
∣∣∣∣
z´=0
= − |k|2 (34)
Equation (31) ensures a return to Cartesian oordinates in the far eld. Equa-
tions (32) and (33) ensure that at the ground surfae, z´ = 0 and λ1 = λ2 = 0.
Equation (34) ensures that
∂λi
∂z´ = −∂ht∂x´i , so that a zero gradient of some quantity
φ aross the ground surfae translates into ∂φ/∂z´ = 0. This is demonstrated as
follows:
∂φ
∂z´
∣∣∣∣
z´=0
=
∂xi
∂z´
∂φ
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
z´=0
=
(
δi3 +
∂λi
∂z´
)
∂φ
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
z´=0
=
(
∂φ
∂z
− ∂ht
∂x´i
∂φ
∂xi
)∣∣∣∣
z=h
t
(x,y)
=
√
1 + (∇h
t
)2 n · ∇φ|z=h
t
(x,y)
where
√
1 + (∇h
t
)2 is always positive; hene n · ∇φ = 0⇔ ∂φ/∂z´ = 0.
A suitable andidate for the role of ψ is
ψ(k, z´) = (1 + |k| z´) e−|k|z´
∂ψ(k, z´)
∂z´
= − |k|2 z´e−|k|z´
In the two-dimensional ase, the transformation redues to
λ3(x´, z´) =
∑
k
(1 + |k| z´) e−|k|z´hˆ
t
(k) eikx´ (35)
λ1(x´, z´) =
∑
k
(−kz´) e−|k|z´ i hˆ
t
(k) eikx´ (36)
In the speial ase of a single sinusoidal hill of wavenumber k, we have
λ1(x´, z´) = 2hˆt(k) sin(kx´1) |k|z´ e−|k|z´
λ3(x´, z´) = 2hˆt(k) cos(kx´1) (1 + |k|z´) e−|k|z´
2.3 Transformed quantities
Salars suh as p, E, ε, and ν are invariant under oordinate transformation.
Veloity, a vetorial quantity, must undergo a transformation. The relationship
between the transformed veloity u´i and the veloity uj an be unovered by
onsidering the substantive derivative operator (a.k.a. onvetive or Lagrangian
or material derivative), whih is valid for all oordinate systems:
D
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
=
∂
∂t
+ u´ · ∇´
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Applying this operator in both forms to xi, we get
∂xi
∂t
+ uj
∂xi
∂xj
=
∂xi
∂t
+ u´j
∂xi
∂x´j
Sine the oordinate xi is independent of time, and sine ∂xj/∂xi = δij , we are
left with
u´j =
∂x´j
∂xi
ui
However, we will work with the onvenient variable U´j = Ju´
j
, whih, as we
will see, will allow us to write the ontinuity equation in its familiar, onise form
despite being in transformed oordinates. Indeed, given a volume element dV that
maps to dV´ in the transformed oordinate system, the momentum dpi ontained
in dV is dpi = ρuidV and is related to the transformed momentum dp´j in dV´ by
dp´j =
∂x´j
∂xi
dpi =
∂x´j
∂xi
ρuidV =
∂x´j
∂xi
ρ
∂xi
∂x´j
u´jJdV´ = ρU´jdV´
Hene the use of U´j preserves the expression for the momentum when swithing
to the transformed oordinates.
2.4 The equations in transformed oordinates
We now reformulate the governing equations (22) to (26) with all quantities ex-
pressed in transformed oordinates. We start by noting that one an demonstrate
the useful relation
J
∂φ
∂xj
= J
∂x´q
∂xj
∂φ
∂x´q
=
∂
∂x´q
(
J
∂x´q
∂xj
φ
)
(37)
where φ is any arbitrary quantity. This will be used in the derivations below.
Continuity equation
We reformulate the ontinuity equation in terms of U´j :
∂ui
∂xi
=
∂x´q
∂xi
∂
∂x´q
(
∂xi
∂x´j
U´j
J
)
= 0
Expanding the derivative of the produt,
∂x´q
∂xi
(
U´j
∂
∂x´q
( 1
J
∂xi
∂x´j
)
+
1
J
∂xi
∂x´j
∂
∂x´q
(
U´j
))
= U´j
∂
∂xi
( 1
J
∂xi
∂x´j
)
+
1
J
∂
∂x´j
U´j = 0
It an be shown that the rst term is zero, by expanding its derivative of a produt
and by noting the identity
δJ = δ(detJ) = detJ Tr(J−1δJ)
hene
∂J
∂xi
= J
∂x´q
∂xp
∂
∂xi
∂xp
∂x´q
So the ontinuity equation an be expressed in the same form as in the original
equation (23):
∂U´j
∂x´j
= 0 (38)
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TKE equation
Starting with the original equation (24),
uj
∂E
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
σE
∂E
∂xj
)
+Π− ε
and using the hain rule, we get
1
J
∂xj
∂x´i
U´i
∂x´i
∂xj
∂E
∂x´i
=
∂x´p
∂xj
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σE
∂x´q
∂xj
∂E
∂x´q
)
+Π− ε
whih an be rearranged as
U´i
∂E
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σE
J
∂x´p
∂xj
∂x´q
∂xj
∂E
∂x´q
)
+ J(Π− ε)
and, using the relation in Equation (37),
U´i
∂E
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σE
∂x´p
∂xj
∂
∂x´q
(
J
∂x´q
∂xj
E
))
+ J(Π− ε) (39)
Dissipation equation
We follow the same steps as for the TKE equation:
uj
∂ε
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ν
σε
∂ε
∂xj
)
+
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε)
1
J
∂xj
∂x´i
U´i
∂x´i
∂xj
∂ε
∂x´i
=
∂x´p
∂xj
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σε
∂x´q
∂xj
∂ε
∂x´q
)
+
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε)
U´i
∂ε
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σε
J
∂x´p
∂xj
∂x´q
∂xj
∂ε
∂x´q
)
+ J
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε)
U´i
∂ε
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σε
∂x´p
∂xj
∂
∂x´q
(
J
∂x´q
∂xj
ε
))
+J
ε
E
(Cε1Π− Cε2ε) (40)
Prodution of TKE
We start with the original equation (26) in Cartesian oordinates,
Π =
ν
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)2
By using the hain rule and the relation in Equation (37), we get:
Π =
ν
2
(
∂x´p
∂xj
∂
∂x´p
( 1
J
∂xi
∂x´r
U´r
)
+
∂x´p
∂xi
∂
∂x´p
( 1
J
∂xj
∂x´r
U´r
))2
=
ν
2J2
(
∂
∂x´p
(∂x´p
∂xj
∂xi
∂x´r
U´r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(∂x´p
∂xi
∂xj
∂x´r
U´r
))2
=
ν
2J2
[
∂
∂x´p
((∂x´p
∂xj
∂xi
∂x´r
+
∂x´p
∂xi
∂xj
∂x´r
)
U´r
)]2
(41)
Momentum transport equation
Similar derivations leads to the following expression for the momentum transport
equation in transformed oordinates:
∂
∂x´q
(
∂x´q
∂xj
ν
∂
∂x´r
((∂x´r
∂xj
∂xi
∂x´p
+
∂x´r
∂xi
∂xj
∂x´p
)
U´p
))
− 1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(
J
∂x´q
∂xi
p
)
= U´j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J
∂xi
∂x´q
U´q
)
(42)
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2.5 Perturbation expansion
Generalities
Any quantity f an be expressed as a funtion of an arbitrary expansion parameter,
s, and, barring singularities, expanded about s = 0 as
f(s) = f(0) + s
∂f(s)
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s=0
+
s2
2
∂2f(s)
∂s2
∣∣∣∣
s=0
+ . . .
This Taylor series expansion an be written more ompatly as
f(s) = f0 + sf1 + s
2f2 + . . .
where
f0 = f(s)|s=0
f1 =
∂f(s)
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s=0
et.
One an hoose to keep only the zero-order and rst-order terms of the expansion,
and neglet the rest. In this ase, the expansion is good for small s, or rather
sf1 < f0
s2f2 + ... ≪ f0 + sf1
Appliation
In our model, we hoose to have the s parameterize the oordinate transformation
as x´j = xj − sλj . Intuitively put, s represents the degree of departure from at
terrain toward real terrain, i.e. at s = 0, the terrain is at and the oordinates
remain plainly Cartesian. The zero-order quantities, f0, represent the quantities
alulated when s = 0, i.e. over at terrain. They are therefore horizontally ho-
mogeneous. As s inreases, the terrain is pumped up and the oordinate system
approahes its fully transformed state. At s = 1, the terrain is fully realisti
(at the lower boundary, z = h
t
(x, y)) and the oordinate transformation is full
(x´j = xj − λj). The proper equations (for the desired terrain) are obtained when
we set s = 1. The rst-order (linear) approximation's validity thus requires
f2 + f3 + ... ≪ f0 + f1 (43)
This requirement need not be stritly satised at every point in the domain, but
rather only in the general sense that, all Fourier omponents taken into aount,
higher-order eets have less impat on the ow than zero- and rst-order eets,
espeially at points of interest.
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Example of a perturbed quantity
What is the expression for (E
3
2 )1? It is simply
(E
3
2 )1 =
∂(E
3
2 )
∂s
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
(
3
2
E
1
2
∂E
∂s
)∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
(
3
2
(E0 + sE1 + ...)
1
2
∂
(
E0 + sE1 + s
2E2 + ...
)
∂s
)∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
(
3
2
(E0 + sE1 + ...)
1
2 (E1 + 2 sE2 + ...)
)∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
3
2
(E0)
1
2 E1
Other perturbed quantities are derived in a similar fashion.
Perturbed metris
We dene the metris
βij =
∂xi
∂x´j
αji =
∂x´j
∂xi
=
(
∂xi
∂x´j
)−1
J = detJ = detβij = det
∂xi
∂x´j
We insert the oordinate transformation stated in Equation (29) into the ex-
pressions for these metris.
βij =
∂(x´i + sλi)
∂x´j
= δij + s
∂λi
∂x´j
Thus βij(0) = δij and β
i
j(1) =
∂λi
∂x´j
.
αji =
(
∂(x´i + sλi)
∂x´j
)−1
= ... = δij − s ∂λi
∂x´j
+O (s2)
where we used the relation dA−1 = −A−1dAA−1, and where O (⋆) indiates the
order of the leading term of the remainder of the series. Thus αij(0) = δij and
αij(1) = − ∂λi∂x´j .
J = det
∂(x´i + sλi)
∂x´j
= det
(
δij + s
∂λi
∂x´j
)
= det

1 + s
∂λ1
∂x´1
s∂λ1∂x´2 s
∂λ1
∂x´3
s∂λ2∂x´1 1 + s
∂λ2
∂x´2
s∂λ2∂x´3
s∂λ3∂x´1 s
∂λ3
∂x´2
1 + s∂λ3∂x´3


= 1 + s
∂λi
∂x´i
+O (s2)
Thus J0 = 1 and J1 =
∂λi
∂x´i
.
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2.6 Fourier transformation
One the rst-order equations are expressed in the terrain-following transformed
oordinate system, they are Fourier-transformed along the two horizontal dimen-
sions. We now briey review the onepts and relations used in this proess.
Denition of symbols and onepts
The two-dimensional horizontal Fourier transform of a eld variable φ(x´1, x´2, x´3)
is dened as:
φˆ(k1, k2, x´3) =
1
2π
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
φ(x´1, x´2, x´3)e
−i(k1x´1+k2x´2)dx´1dx´2
where k1 and k2 are the wave numbers and φˆ denotes the Fourier-transformed
variable. The orresponding inverse Fourier transform is:
φ(x´1, x´2, x´3) =
1
2π
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
φˆ(k1, k2, x´3)e
i(k1x´1+k2x´2)dk1dk2
The horizontal disrete Fourier transform (DFT), as its name implies, is a dis-
rete version of the Fourier transform, applied when a quantity φ is dened by
a nite number of samples in a domain of nite size L1 × L2. Given N1 sam-
ples at regular intervals ∆x´1 = L1/N1 along x´1 and N2 samples at regular in-
tervals ∆x´2 = L2/N2 along x´2, the set of N1 × N2 omplex numbers φq1,q2
(where q1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1 and q2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1) is transformed into the se-
quene of N1 × N2 omplex numbers φˆm1,m2 (where m1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1 and
m2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1) as
φˆm1,m2 =
N1−1∑
q1=0
N2−1∑
q2=0
φq1,q2e
−2pii(
m1q1
N1
+
m2q2
N2
)
The orresponding inverse disrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is given by
φq1,q2 =
1
N1N2
N−1∑
m=0
φˆm1,m2e
2pii(
m1q1
N1
+
m2q2
N2
)
Noting that the wavenumber vetor is k = (k1, k2) = (2πm1/N1∆x´1, 2πm2/N2∆x´1)
and the horizontal position vetor is x´ = (x´1, x´2) the DFT and IDFT an also be
written more suintly as, respetively,
φˆ(k, x´3) =
∑
all x´
φ(x´, x´3)e
−ik·x´
and
φ(x´, x´3) =
1
N1N2
∑
all k
φˆ(k, x´3)e
ik·x´
In pratie, we ompute the DFT and IDFT using a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm alled FFTW, developed by Frigo and Johnson (1998, 2005). In
the remainder of this doument, we will indiate the forward and inverse Fourier
transforms as φˆ = F {φ} and φ = F−1
{
φˆ
}
.
Spetral representation of equations
Equations in real spae have a orresponding spetral representation in Fourier
spae. For example, onsider the equation in real spae
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f0 a+
∂b
∂x´1
+
∂c
∂x´3
= 0 (44)
where f0 is horizontally homogeneous and a(x´1, x´2, x´3), b(x´1, x´2, x´3) and c(x´1, x´2, x´3)
are three eld variables. The orresponding spetral representation is derived from
the following relationships, where the eld arguments are dropped for notational
onveniene:
f0 a = f0F−1 {aˆ} = F−1 {f0 aˆ}
∂b
∂x´1
= F−1
{
ik1bˆ
}
∂c
∂x´3
=
∂
∂x´3
F−1 {cˆ} = F−1
{
∂cˆ
∂x´3
}
and
F−1 {X}+ F−1 {Y } = F−1 {X + Y }
Hene
F−1
{
f0 aˆ+ ik1bˆ+
∂cˆ
∂x´3
}
= 0
or simply
f0 aˆ+ ik1bˆ+
∂cˆ
∂x´3
= 0
whih is the Fourier-transformed version of Equation (44). Note that horizontally
homogeneous quantities, suh as our zero-order quantities, are treated as onstants
by the horizontal Fourier transformation.
2.7 Boundary onditions
Our alulation domain has a nite size, delimited by upper, lower, and lateral
boundaries. We must speify what happens to our eld variables at the edges
of this domain. The lateral boundaries represent the edges of the topographial
map above whih we are to alulate the ow eld. Our spetral treatment of
the equations require us to onsider all quantities to be horizontally periodi, and
so we have periodi lateral boundary onditions. The lower boundary and upper
boundaries respetively represent the ground and high up in the sky, a plae
where the orography-indued perturbations vanish. We will now express our lower
and upper boundary onditions in more mathematial terms.
Lower boundary
The lower boundary, z´ = 0, is a rough wall plaed at a height z0 above the atual
ground surfae, where z0 is the surfae roughness length. We assume that the ow
near a rough wall resembles a onstant-ux layer. Let n be the unit vetor normal
to the ground surfae. The lower boundary onditions are:
u = 0 (45)
n · ∇(n · u) = 0 (46)
n · ∇E = 0 (47)
ε =
C
3
4
µE
3
2
κz0
(48)
and in the 3D ase,
n · ω = 0 (49)
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where ω ≡ ∇ × u is the vortiity. Equation (49) an also be written as ω´3 = 0,
where ω´3 is the vertial omponent of the vortiity. Equation (45) indiates a no-
slip boundary ondition. Equation (46) translates into ∂u´3/∂z´ = 0, and follows
from the ontinuity equation:
0 ≡ ∇ · u = ∇i(ninjuj + ui − ninjuj)
= n · ∇(n · u) +∇i(δij − niui)uj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
where the last term is zero beause it represents surfae-following dierentiation,
yet uj is uniformly zero on the surfae. Similarly, Equation (49) an be written as
n · (∇× u) = (n×∇) · u = 0
where n × ∇ represents surfae-following dierentiation, neessarily zero. Equa-
tions (47) and (48) follow from our assumption of a onstant-stress layer, whih
we will explain in Setion 3.2.
Upper boundary
The upper boundary, z´ = z´
top
, is loated high enough for e−|k|z´top to be small,
i.e. where the oordinates beome Cartesian again and all perturbations beome
negligible, but not so high as to ause numerial instability problems (disussed in
Setion 5.5, page 69). We found |k|z´
top
= 10 to be satisfatory (e−10 = 4.5×10−5).
Of ourse, xing the boundary at |k|z´
top
= 10 means that the alulation domain
ends at a dierent height z´
top
for eah wavenumber omponent k, as illustrated
shematially in Figure 6. We assume that the ontribution of a given wavenumber
Figure 6: Loation of the upper boundary for three wavenumber omponents of
a hypothetial terrain. Above the upper boundary for a given wavenumber (blue
area), the perturbation is assumed to be zero. Diagram is not to sale.
to the perturbation at some height of interest z´a is zero if kz´a > 10, i.e. if z´a is
above the upper boundary for this partiular wavenumber (e.g. k = 0.03 m−1 on
Figure 6). In our alulations, the perturbation does indeed fall to negligible levels
as the upper boundary is approahed.
We therefore make the assumption that the upper boundary is high enough to be
a reasonable approximation to z →∞, where the ow beomes purely horizontal.
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The upper boundary-onditions are then:
u´3 = 0 (50)
Π = ε (51)
∂E
∂x3
= 0 (52)
τ3q = onstant for q = 1, 2 (53)
and in the 3D ase,
ω´3 = 0 (54)
Equations (50), (51) and (52) represent the return to purely horizontal ow, equi-
librium turbulene, and uniform TKE, respetively, as the orography-indued ow
perturbation dies out with height. Equation (54) follows from the same arguments
as the no-vortiity lower boundary ondition in Equation (49). Imposing a on-
stant foring stress τ3q (downward ux of horizontal momentum) at the top an
be spelled out as
τ3q = ν
(
∂uq
∂x3
+
∂u3
∂xq
)
= Cµ
E2
ε
∂uq
∂x3
(55)
where we used u3 → 0. In Equation (64) (Setion 3.2), we will dene the frition
veloity U∗ ≡ (−u′1u′3)
1
2 =
√−τ13, whih we will use as a onvenient saling
veloity. Hene in the two-dimensional ase we an write
Cµ
E2
ε
∂u
∂x3
= −U2∗ (56)
where u is the horizontal veloity. The onstant U∗ an be used for proper saling,
i.e. hosen suh that the veloity at a ertain point in the domain onforms to some
measurement. In the three-dimensional ase, the foring stress has two horizontal
omponents, and so we have to speify the angle γ between the diretion of the
foring stress and the wavenumber vetor k.
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3 The zero-order equations: deriva-
tion and solution
As stated previously, the zero-order ow variables U´
(0)
i , p0, E0, ε0, and ν0 are all
horizontally homogeneous; hene the zero-order equations are one-dimensional in
x´3. The equations under these onditions are well known. For the sake of om-
pleteness, we nevertheless summarize here their derivation from the full governing
equations; the zero-order equations are readily obtained as many of their terms
vanish due to horizontal homogeneity. The solution to the ow equations un-
der onditions of horizontal homogeneity has also been known for deades (see
for instane Monin and Yaglom 1971 or Businger 1973). We will summarize its
derivation here and introdue the onept of surfae layer.
3.1 Deriving the zero-order equations
Continuity equation
The zero-order ontinuity equation is
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´j
=
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´1
+
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´2
+
∂U´
(0)
3
∂x´3
= 0
Sine U´
(0)
j is horizontally homogeneous, we are left with
∂U´
(0)
3
∂x´3
= 0
i.e. U´
(0)
3 is uniform throughout the domain. Sine there is no ow (U´
(0)
3 = 0) aross
the lower boundary, we obtain the simple result
U´
(0)
3 = 0 everywhere. (57)
Momentum transport equation
Using only zero-order quantities, we an write the zero-order momentum transport
equation as
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
− ∂p0
∂x´i
= U´
(0)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
Examining the advetion term,
U´
(0)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
= U´
(0)
1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´1
+ U´
(0)
2
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´2
+ U´
(0)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
= 0
we observe that it vanishes, sine U´
(0)
i is horizontally homogeneous and U´
(0)
3 = 0.
For the same reason, the o-diagonal diusion term vanishes:
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
=
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
3
∂x´i
)
= 0
For the ases i = 1, 2, the pressure term vanishes sine p0 is horizontally homo-
geneous. We an thus write the zero-order momentum transport equations as
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
)
= 0 and
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
)
= 0 (58)
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For the ase i = 3, the diusion and advetion terms vanish, sine U´
(0)
3 = 0.
The vertial momentum transport equation thus redues to
∂p0
∂x´3
= 0
i.e. p0 is uniform throughout the domain. Sine the mean value of pressure has no
signiane (only its gradient does), we an arbitrarily hoose it to be p0 = 0.
TKE equation
U´
(0)
j
∂E0
∂x´j
=
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´j
)
+Π0 − ε0
As in the momentum equation, the advetion term vanishes. Due to horizontal
homogeneity and U´
(0)
3 = 0, the prodution term redues to
Π0 =
ν0
2
(
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´q
)2
=
ν0
2
(
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´q
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´q
+ 2
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´q
)
=
ν0
2
(
2
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
+ 2
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´j
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´q︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
)
= ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(59)
for q = 1, 2. Hene the zero-order TKE transport equation is:
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+Π0 − ε0 = 0 (60)
Dissipation equation
U´
(0)
i
∂ε0
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´j
)
+
ε0
E0
(Cε1Π0 − Cε2ε0)
As before, the advetion term vanishes, and the prodution Π0 redues as in
Equation (59). The zero-order dissipation equation is therefore
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
ε0
E0
(Cε1Π0 − Cε2ε0) = 0 (61)
3.2 The surfae layer
The RANS equations (8) for horizontally homogeneous ow an be written as
∂ui
∂t
+ Ci = −∂u
′
iu
′
3
∂x3
(62)
where i = 1, 2 and where Ci represents the Coriolis fore, whih we re-inlude
to generalize this disussion. Representing the LHS of this equation by Hi and
integrating from the ground up yields∫ z
0
Hi = u′iu′3
∣∣∣
0
− u′iu′3
∣∣∣
z
(63)
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We an hoose the upper limit of integration to be a ertain height z = hs, at
whih the integral of Hi is small, e.g. 10% of u′iu′3
∣∣∣
0
. Doing so denes a surfae
layer of height hs within whih the Reynolds stresses are approximately onstant:
u′iu
′
3
∣∣∣
z
≈ u′iu′3
∣∣∣
0
. In the atmosphere, hs is typially of the order of 1 to 100 m, or
about 10% of the ABL. In our ase, sine we neglet the Coriolis fore and assume
a steady state (∂ui/∂t = 0), Equation (62) straightforwardly implies a onstant
stress.
By hoosing a oordinate system in whih x1 is aligned with the wind ow near
the surfae, we an dene the onvenient saling quantity,
U∗ =
(
−u′1u′3
) 1
2
(64)
U∗ is alled the frition veloity, and is taken to be onstant with z throughout
the stationary, horizontally homogeneous and neutral surfae layer.
3.3 Homogeneous ow in the surfae layer: solu-
tion
Let us restate the zero-order equations:
U´
(0)
3 = 0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂z´
)
= 0
p0 = 0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+Π0 − ε0 = 0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+
ε0
E0
(Cε1Π0 − Cε2ε0) = 0
Π0 = ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
where q = 1, 2. These are in eet the equations for horizontally homogeneous
ow in the surfae layer over at terrain. An analytial solution to these equations
has been known for deades; it an be obtained semi-empirially, provided ertain
assumptions are made. These assumptions, though requiring a bit of hand-waving,
have been onrmed as valid by a onsiderable body of experimental evidene. We
summarize here the derivation of this solution; Monin and Yaglom (1971) present
a more rigourous and omplete derivation.
The ux of the momentum imparted to the surfae by turbulent transfer an
be written as
Fm = −ρνt ∂u
∂z´
(65)
where ν
t
is the eddy visosity. By denition,
Fm = −ρu′w′ = τw (66)
where the surfae stress, τw, is the drag fore per unit area on the surfae exerted
by the momentum transfer down to the surfae. In Equation (64), we dened the
frition veloity, whih we now use as a onvenient saling veloity, assuming a
onstant-stress surfae layer: U∗ ≡ (τw/ρ)
1
2 =
(−u′w′) 12 . We an thus re-write
Equation (65) as
ν
t
∂u
∂z´
= U2∗ (67)
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One must now make an assumption about ν
t
; from dimensional arguments one
an write
ν
t
= κU∗z´ (68)
where κ is von Kármán's onstant, a proportionality onstant evaluated empiri-
ally to be equal to 0.4. Substituting this into Equation (67) yields
∂u
∂z´
=
U∗
κz´
This expression is impratial, sine it is singular at z´ = 0, leading to innite shear
at the surfae. We therefore introdue a surfae roughness length, z0, dened suh
that U = 0 at z´ = 0:
∂u
∂z´
=
U∗
κ (z´ + z0)
(69)
Integrating this expression yields the well-known logarithmi wind prole:
u =
U∗
κ
ln
(
z´ + z0
z0
)
(70)
It is readily shown that under neutral onditions, and assuming we are in a surfae
layer where the momentum ux (a.k.a. shear stress) is uniform from the top of
the layer to the ground, i.e. uniform TKE, the TKE transport equation for a
horizontally homogeneous ow redues to an equilibrium between the prodution
and dissipation of TKE:
ε = Π
= U2∗
∂u
∂z´
=
U3∗
κ (z´ + z0)
(71)
In the E-ε model, ν
t
is given by
ν
t
= Cµ
E2
ε
Combining this with Equations (68) and (71) yields an expression for E:
E =
U2∗√
Cµ
3.4 Summary and analysis
We therefore have an analytial solution to the zero-order equations, whih an
be summarized as:
U0 =
U∗0
κ
ln
(
z´ + z0
z0
)
(72)
p0 = 0 (73)
E0 =
U∗
2
0√
Cµ
(74)
ε0 =
U∗
3
0
κ(z´ + z0)
(75)
ν0 = κU∗0(z´ + z0) (76)
Substituting these expressions bak into the zero-order equations onrms that
they onstitute a valid solution, with one proviso, stemming from the substitution
into the equation for ε0: the onstants of the E−ε model must satisfy the relation
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(Cε2 − Cε1)σε
√
Cµ = κ
2
(77)
As a result of empirially ne-tuning the onstants based on experiene, the
onstants listed in Table 1 do not satisfy Equation (77) exatly. This is a further
indiation that the turbulene model is not based entirely on rigourous physis,
but rather involves a signiant empirial element.
In the present work, we assume that the zero-order solution derived in this
setion holds throughout the height of the domain. These expressions are thus
substituted diretly into the rst-order equations wherever zero-order ow vari-
ables our.
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4 The rst-order equations
The rst-order equations are obtained by performing a perturbation expansion
(Setion 2.5) on the equations expressed in transformed oordinates (Setion 2.4),
and retaining only the rst-order terms. We then proeed to struture them into
ordinary dierential equations of a form onvenient for numerial integration:
1. All terms ontaining the unknown rst-order ow variables are plaed on the
left-hand side (LHS) of the equations, and the other terms ontaining only
zero-order ow variables (and known rst-order geometry fators J1, β
i
j(1)
and αji(1)) are grouped into the soure terms Si, SE and Sε on the right-hand
side (RHS).
2. We Fourier-transform the equations horizontally.
3. The pressure and horizontal veloity omponents are eliminated from the
momentum transport equation.
4. We derive a rst-order equation for vortiity.
5. We formulate boundary onditions speially for the rst-order quantities.
The result is a set of four ordinary dierential equations (ODEs), to be solved
numerially. In the omputer ode, all the zero-order ow variables present in the
rst-order equations derived in this setion are replaed by the expressions of the
zero-order solution (Equations 72 to 76).
The full derivation and proessing of the rst-order equations is a somewhat
lengthy aair involving a onsiderable amount of algebra, and therefore onsti-
tutes an open eld for human error when done manually. In order to obtain an
independent hek on our manually-derived equations, we also performed the ma-
nipulations listed above using Mathematia (Wolfram Researh, In. 2005), a spe-
ialized software pakage for symboli manipulation. This allowed us to ath a
few mistakes in our manual derivations (most notably, sign errors), but also in our
Mathematia-based derivations. In the end, both methods arrived at the same re-
sult; we are thus ondent of the mathematial orretness of the ODEs derived.
The full manual derivation of the rst-order equations is presented in Ap-
pendix B. Only a summary of the results are presented here. The ontinuity
equation is examined rst, as it is most simple. We then move on to the TKE
and dissipation equations; as we will see, their expressions will be required in the
momentum equation, due to the term involving the rst-order visosity, ν1.
We start, however, by introduing a shorthand notation that will help redue
the lutter in the nal equations.
Shorthand notation
z´ = x´3 E = Eˆ1 Ω = ˆ´ω(1)3 = ik˘q ˆ´U (1)q
W = ˆ´U (1)3 E ′ = ∂E∂z´ Ω
′ = ∂Ω
∂z´
W ′ = ∂W
∂z´
E ′′ = ∂2E
∂z´2
Ω
′′ = ∂Ω
∂z´
W ′′ = ∂2W
∂z´2
D = εˆ1
W ′′′ = ∂3W
∂z´3
D′ = ∂D
∂z´
A = ikqU´
(0)
q
W ′′′′ = ∂4W
∂z´4
D′′ = ∂2D
∂z´2
B = ik˘qU´
(0)
q
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for q = 1, 2. In B, we use the perpendiular wavenumber vetor (k˘1, k˘2) =
(−k2, k1).
4.1 Eddy visosity
The rst-order visosity is given by
ν1 = ν0
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
(78)
Using the shorthand notation, its Fourier-transformed form is
νˆ1 = ν0
(
2
E
E0
− D
ε0
)
(79)
In subsequent equations, the rst-order visosity will be eliminated using this
expression.
4.2 Continuity equation
We have simply
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´j
= 0 (80)
Fourier-transforming the ontinuity equation yields
F
{
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´j
}
= F
{
∂U´
(1)
1
∂x´1
+
∂U´
(1)
2
∂x´2
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´3
}
= ik1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 + ik2
ˆ´
U
(1)
2 +
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
= 0
whih an be rearranged into the simple form
ikq
ˆ´
U (1)q = −W ′ (81)
with q = 1, 2. This expression will subsequently be substituted into the momentum
transport equation in order to eliminate the horizontal veloity omponents.
4.3 TKE equation
The rst-order TKE equation is:
∂(U´
(1)
i E0)
∂x´i
+
∂(U´
(0)
i E1)
∂x´i
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)
−
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
Π0
−2 ν0∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
+ε1
= SE (82)
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where
SE =
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))
−J1Π0
+2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
−J1ε0 (83)
After Fourier transformation and use of the shorthand notation, we get:
∂E ′
∂z´
=
σE
ν0
[
+
[
−
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
− 1
σE
∂ν0
∂z´
]
E ′
+
[
A− ∂
∂z´
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+ kqkq
ν0
σE
− 2 Π0
E0
]
E
+
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+
Π0
ε0
+ 1
]
D
−2 ν0 1
krkr
∂A
∂z´
W ′′
+
[
∂E0
∂z´
− 2 ν0 ∂A
∂z´
]
W
+2 ν0
1
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
−SˆE
]
(84)
with q = 1, 2, and where SˆE is the Fourier-transformed soure term.
4.4 Dissipation equation
The rst-order dissipation equation is:
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∂(U´
(1)
j ε0)
∂x´j
+
∂(U´
(0)
j ε1)
∂x´j
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε1
∂x´j
)
−Cε1CµE1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
−2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
+Cε2
(
2ε0ε1
E0
− (ε0)2 E1
(E0)2
)
= Sε (85)
where
Sε =
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σε
αp3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´j
(
J1ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ε0
))
−Cε1CµE0J1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+2Cε1CµE0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
−Cε2J1 (ε0)
2
E0
(86)
After Fourier transformation and use of the shorthand notation, we get:
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∂D′
∂z´
=
σε
ν0
[
+
1
σε
(
ν0
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
− ∂ν0
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
A+
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+ Cε2
2ε0
E0
+ kqkq
ν0
σε
]
D
−2
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
E ′
+
[
−2 ∂
∂z´
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
− ε0
(E0)2
Cε1Π0 − Cε2
(
ε0
E0
)2]
E
−2Cε1CµE0 1
krkr
∂A
∂z´
W ′′ +
[
∂ε0
∂z´
− 2Cε1CµE0 ∂A
∂z´
]
W
+2Cε1CµE0
1
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
−Sˆε
]
(87)
with q = 1, 2, and where Sˆε is the Fourier-transformed soure term.
4.5 Momentum transport equation
The rst-order momentum transport equation is
U´
(1)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+ U´
(0)
j
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
(∂U´ (1)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
))
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν1
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´i
= Si (88)
where
Si = U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
J1U´
(0)
i − βiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
+
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
( ∂
∂x´r
(
αrj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´r
(
αri(1)U´
(0)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
)))
(89)
Fourier-transformation of the momentum transport equation
In the ase i = 1, 2:
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+ i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
+(k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´3
)
−iki ∂ν0
∂x´3
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
ikipˆ1 = Sˆi (90)
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and in the ase i = 3:
i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 + (k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
)
− ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´i
− iνˆ1
(
k1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
+ k2
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂x´3
= Sˆ3 (91)
Soure term
Sˆq = ikrU´
(0)
r
(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
q − βˆqr(1)U´ (0)r
)
+ikrαˆ
r
3(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
)
−kskrν0αˆrs(1)U´ (0)q + iksν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+ikr
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
))
−krkrν0βˆqs(1)U´ (0)s +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqs(1)U´
(0)
s
))
−krksν0αˆsq(1)U´ (0)r + ikrν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3q(1)U´
(0)
r
)
−krkqν0βˆrs(1)U´ (0)s + ikq
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0βˆ
3
s(1)U´
(0)
s
)
(92)
where q, r, s = 1, 2 and
Sˆ3 = −ikrU´ (0)r βˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s
+ikrαˆ
r
s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂x´3
)
−krkrν0βˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
))
−kskrν0αˆr3(1)U´ (0)s + iksν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
s
)
+ikrν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆrs(1)U´
(0)
s
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
))
(93)
where r, s = 1, 2
Eliminating the pressure and horizontal veloity omponents
We wish to eliminate p1 as well as U´
(1)
1 and U´
(1)
2 from the rst-order equations,
so that only an equation for U´
(1)
3 remains.
This is done by substituting the ontinuity equation (81) into the horizontal
momentum equation. We then take the vertial derivative of the horizontal mo-
mentum equation and add it to the vertial momentum equation. After a great
deal of rearranging, we obtain
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∂W ′′′
∂z´
= − 1
ν0
[
+ 2
∂ν0
∂z´
W ′′′
+
(
−A− 2 kjkjν0 + ∂
2ν0
∂z´2
)
W ′′
−2 kjkj ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′
+
(
∂2A
∂z´2
+ kjkjA+ kjkjkqkqν0 + kjkj
∂2ν0
∂z´2
)
W
−2 ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
E ′′
−4 ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
E ′
+
[
−2 ∂
2
∂z´2
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
− 2 kjkj ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
]
E
+
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
D′′
+2
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
∂2
∂z´2
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
+ kjkj
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
]
D
−ikj ∂Sˆj
∂z´
−kjkjSˆ3
]
(94)
But E ′′ = ∂E′∂z´ and D′′ = ∂D
′
∂z´ , and Equations (84) and (87) preisely provide
expressions for these. We therefore substitute them for E ′′ and D′′ in the ode.
4.6 Obtaining an equation for rst-order vortiity
As seen above, the expression ik˘q
ˆ´
U
(1)
q appears in the prodution terms of the rst-
order TKE and dissipation equations. This expression is simply the rst-order
vertial vortiity, ω´
(1)
3 , expressed in the Fourier domain:
ik˘q
ˆ´
U (1)q = ik˘1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 + ik˘1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
= −ik2 ˆ´U (1)1 + ik2 ˆ´U (1)1
= F
{
−∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
∂x´2
+
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
∂x´1
}
= F
{
ω´
(1)
3
}
= ˆ´ω
(1)
3 = Ω (95)
The vortiity Ω annot be expressed in terms of the variablesW , E ,D and their
derivatives. We must therefore derive an equation for Ω . We do this by multiplying
the
ˆ´
U
(1)
q equation by ik˘q (q = 1, 2). Doing so yields
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∂Ω ′
∂z´
=
1
ν0
[
− ∂ν0
∂z´
Ω
′ + (B + krkrν0)Ω
+
∂B
∂z´
W
−2 ν0
E0
∂B
∂z´
E ′ − 2 ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂B
∂z´
)
E
−ν0
ε0
∂B
∂z´
D′ − ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂B
∂z´
)
D
−ik˘qSˆq
]
(96)
4.7 First-order pressure
Reall that p0 = 0 (Equation 73), so that p = p1. One the equations are solved,
the pressure is obtained from
ρpˆ = −4ihˆ
t
U∗
2
0ke
−kz´ − 2ihˆ
t
z0U∗
2
0k
2e−kz´ + 2ihˆ
t
U∗
2
0k
2(z0 + z´)e
−kz´ +
iκD
U∗0k
+
iκ(z0 + z´)D′
U∗0k
− 2i√CµE ′k−1 − 2ihˆtz0U∗20k2 ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)
e−kz´
+4ihˆ
t
U∗
2
0k
2(z0 + z´) ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)
e−kz´ + hˆ
t
z0U∗
2
0k
2
[
ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)]2
e−kz´κ−2
−hˆ
t
U∗
2
0k
2(z0 + z´)
[
ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)]2
e−kz´κ−2 + κU∗0W +
iU∗0W
κk(z0 + z´)
−κU∗0(z0 + z´)W ′ − iU∗0 ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)
W ′κ−1k−1
+κU∗0W ′′k−2 + κU∗0(z0 + z´)W ′′′k−2 (97)
4.8 Boundary onditions for rst-order quantities
The boundary onditions (BCs) presented in Setion 2.7 must be expanded so as
to provide boundary onditions speially for the rst-order variables.
Lower BCs
Equations (45), (46), (47), and (49) simply translate as, respetively,
W = 0
W ′ = 0
E ′ = 0
Ω = 0
The RHS of Equation (48) must be expanded. This results in
D − 3
2
C
3
4
µ
κz0
E
1
2
0 E = 0
We therefore have n1 = 4 lower BCs (n1 = 5 in the 3D ase). The freely speiable
variables are W ′′,W ′′′, E ,D′ as well as Ω ′ in the 3D ase.
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Upper BCs
We assume that the oordinate transformation vanishes at the upper boundary,
hene the oordinate system is bak to Cartesian. The rst-order geometry fa-
tors thus vanish (J1 = β
i
j(1) = α
j
i(1) = 0) and we have ui = U´i. The BCs in
Equations (50), (52), and (54) simply translate as, respetively,
W = 0
E ′ = 0
Ω = 0
Sine ui = U´i, the top BC for momentum ux (Equation 56) an be written
Cµ
E2
ε
∂U´i
∂z´
= U2∗ ei
where ei is the unit vetor along the wind diretion. Substituting the analytial
expressions of the zero-order solution into the left-hand side, we get
Cµ
U∗
4
0/Cµ
U∗
3
0/(κ(z + z0))
U∗0ei
κ(z + z0)
= U∗
2
0ei
and we see that the zero-order solution satises the BC on its own. Therefore the
ontribution of the rst-order equations to this BC must be equal to zero:[
Cµ
E2
ε
∂U´q
∂z´
]
1
= 0
i.e.
Cµ
E20
ε0
∂U´
(1)
q
∂z´
+ Cµ
(
2
E1E0
ε0
− E
2
0ε1
ε20
)
∂U´
(0)
q
∂z´
= 0
Fourier-transforming, multiplying by ikq, and using ontinuity redues the equa-
tion to
W ′′ = 0 (98)
The rst-order version of Equation (51) is εˆ1 = Πˆ1. In the full derivation of the
rst-order equation (Equation B.127), we saw that the rst-order prodution term
is
Π1 =
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
− J1
)
Π0
+2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
]
=
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
Π0 + 2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
where we used αpj(1) = β
i
r(1) = J1 = 0 at the upper boundary. Fourier-transforming,
using the previously derived result(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´j
=
1
krkr
(
∂A
∂z´
W ′′ − ∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
)
+
∂A
∂z´
W
and noting that Π0 = ε0 and that W = 0 and W ′′ = 0 at the upper boundary, we
an write the boundary ondition D = Πˆ1 as
D − ε0
E0
E + ν0
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′ = 0
We therefore have n2 = 4 lower BCs (n2 = 5 in the 3D ase). The freely
speiable variables are W ′,W ′′′, E ,D′ as well as Ω ′ in the 3D ase.
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Matrix form of the 2D boundary onditions
In the 2D ase, there is no vortiity (Ω = Ω ′ = 0). The lower and upper BCs an
be written in matrix form as
MX = 0 at z´ = 0 (99)
QX = 0 at z´ = z´
top
(100)
where
M =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −32
C
3
4
µ
κz0E
1
2
0 0 1 0


Q =


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 − ε0E0 0 1 0


X =


W
W ′
W ′′
W ′′′
E
E ′
D
D′


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5 Solution tehnique
In this hapter, we present the tehniques used to solve the rst-order equations,
and disuss the assoiated numerial diulties.
5.1 Redution to a set of rst-order ODEs
Equations (84), (87), (94) and (96) onstitute the system to be solved:
• one fourth-order1 ordinary dierential equation (ODE) for W , and
• one seond-order ODE for eah of E , D and Ω .
This system an be redued to a set of ten rst-order ODEs, by treating W , W ′,
W ′′, W ′′′, E , E ′, D, D′, Ω , and Ω ′ as ten dierent, dependent variables, and z´
as the only independent variable, and by using the following denitions as six
additional equations:
∂W
∂z´
= W ′
∂W ′
∂z´2
= W ′′
∂W ′′
∂z´3
= W ′′′
∂E
∂z´
= E ′
∂D
∂z´
= D′
∂Ω
∂z´
= Ω ′


(101)
This system of linear, rst-order ODEs an be written in matrix form as
∂X
∂z´
= AX+ S (102)
where, in the 2D ase,
X =


W
W ′
W ′′
W ′′′
E
E ′
D
D′


and the soure term S =


0
0
0
−ik ∂Sˆ1∂z´ − k2Sˆ3
0
−SˆE
0
−Sˆε


and A is the 8× 8 matrix ontaining the oeients of Equations (84), (87), (94),
and the rst ve equations in (101). The matries X, A and S are all funtions
of z´. The soure term S ontains the fator e−kz´ and therefore dies quikly as
z´ →∞.
In the 3D ase, Ω and Ω
′
and their equations would be inluded. However,
exept for a few remarks, we will fous on the 2D ase for the remainder of this
doument, as only the 2D ase has been implemented.
1
Note that order refers here to the formal order of the ODE, i.e. the order of its highest
derivative in z´. This is not to be onfused with the zero-order and rst-order terminology used
elsewhere in this doument, referring to the horizontally homogeneous ow and the orography-
indued perturbation, respetively.
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5.2 Saling and non-dimensionalization
The system of linear ODEs in Equation (102) an be onveniently saled suh that
its solution in one partiular ase an also be applied to other ases. This will now
be examined.
Saling by terrain height
Equation (102) still holds if both X and S are saled by some arbitrary funtion
fˆ(k) independent of z´. Upon examining the elements of the soure term matrix S,
we note that they all inlude the fator hˆ
t
(k), ultimately beause the rst-order
metris αˆij(1) and βˆ
j
i(1) that they ontain are saled by the terrain height hˆt(k)
found in the oordinate transformation funtion Λj(k, z´) (see Setion 2.2). We
make use of this in the saling desribed below.
Non-dimensionalization
Let us dene the length sale Lσ and the time sale Tσ
Lσ =
1
k
Tσ =
Lσ
U∗0
and, using those sales as well as hˆ
t
(k), the non-dimensional variables
˜´z = z´L−1σ
W˜ = WTσhˆt(k)−1
W˜ ′ = W ′LσTσhˆt(k)−1
W˜ ′′ = W ′′L2σTσhˆt(k)−1
W˜ ′′′ = W ′′′L3σTσhˆt(k)−1
E˜ = EL−1σ T 2σ hˆt(k)−1
E˜ ′ = E ′T 2σ hˆt(k)−1
D˜ = DL−1σ T 3σ hˆt(k)−1
D˜′ = D′T 3σ hˆt(k)−1
Substituting these into the equations in plae of the dimensional variables yields
(after some algebra) a system of ODEs,
∂X˜
∂ ˜´z
= A˜X˜+ S˜
depending on only two non-dimensional parameters:
• kz´ = z´/Lσ, a non-dimensional height, and
• kz0 = z0/Lσ, a non-dimensional roughness.
As we will now see, this presents an formidable opportunity to address one of the
main requirements posed to the user end our ow model, namely quikness.
Generation and usage of look-up tables
We exploit the dependeny of our system of ODEs on only two non-dimensional
parameters by solving the equations for X˜ all foreseeable ombinations (kz´, kz0)
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of these parameters, and storing the results into look-up tables (LUT). This is a
one-time proedure, during whih all the omputationally heavy work is done.
From the user end, the ow eld over any given orography with roughness z0 is
then quikly obtained by:
1. Fourier-transforming the orography;
2. For eah wavenumber omponent k and eah height of interest z´,
(a) interpolating from the LUTs the values of the dependent variables in X˜,
(b) saling the variables to obtain X;
3. Returning to the real domain by inverse Fourier transform
In the saling proess, the frition veloity U∗0 is set so that the alulated
veloity mathes a measured veloity at some point in the domain. This is an easy
task, sine W , U´i, and ultimately uj , are linearly proportional to T−1σ ∝ U∗0.
This is the proedure that is exeuted by the user-end portion of RAMSIM,
representing a relatively light omputational ost.
Range of kz´ and kz0 As mentioned in Setion 2.7, the alulation domain
spans from kz´ = 0 at the lower boundary to kz´
top
= 10 at the upper boundary.
As for the non-dimensional roughness kz0, its maximum foreseeable range spans
at least nine deades, as summarized in Table 2. We observed that the dependeny
of the variablesW , E ,D on kz0 was rather smooth; 102 samples of kz0 spread aross
this range were more than suient to generate a proper LUT.
Table 2: Range of the non-dimensional roughness parameter kz0
Terrain feature Example k (m−1) z0 (m) kz0
Long and smooth 20-km snow surfae 3.14× 10−4 2× 10−4 6.28× 10−8
Short and rough 1-m bump in a forest 6.28 1 6.28
Remarks on saling in the 3D ase
The 3D equations depend on an additional parameter: the angle γ between the
wavenumber vetor and the diretion of the foring stress at the upper boundary.
Hene, in the saling proess, both U∗0 and the azimuthal angle (relative to North)
of the foring stress θf must be set so that the alulations math a measured
wind speed u and diretion θm (relative to North) at some point in the domain.
Whereas uj is simply linearly proportional to U∗0, the relation between θf and the
wind diretion θm at an arbitrary point in the domain annot be determined in
advane: orographi features an deet the wind in ways that depend on their
own shape as well as on θf . It may therefore be neessary to nd the appropriate
θf by iteration.
If one is trying to math one spei measurement θm, then the total om-
putation time is multiplied by the number of iterations. With a θf = θm initial
ondition (still negleting the Coriolis fore), three or four iterations would pre-
sumably sue.
In the ontext of wind resoure assessment, however, the inrease in ompu-
tational expense is muh less, sine eah iteration yields useful information. One
wishes to alulate the ow eld for wind oming from all diretions θm, binned
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into, say, twelve 30
o
-setors (see Setion 1.3). Given an unknown relationship be-
tween θf and θm, the rst, best guess is to sample θf at 12 equal intervals, one
in eah 30
o
-setor. Note that obtaining the ow eld for n = 12 dierent θf 's
uniformly distributed over 0
o
360
o
requires only n/4 = 3 dierent alulations,
due to the mirroring of the terrain, whih we will desribe on page 72.
One an then evaluate whether θm was sampled appropriately. This is illustrated
for a hypothetial ase in Figure 7. After sampling θf uniformly, the θm setors 90
o

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360
0
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360
θf
θ m
Figure 7: Sampling (red dashed lines) a hypothetial, unknown relationship (blue
line) between the azimuthal angle of the upper-boundary foring stress θf and the
wind diretion at a given point in the domain, θm.
150
o
and 270
o
300
o
are under-sampled, and so one would add an extra alulation
around θf = 300
o
and perhaps two more around θf = 90
o
. Three alulations
were required for the initial sampling, plus three more to orret deienies. So
a roughly uniform sampling over twelve setors of θm required a total of only
six alulations. If a more uniform sampling of θm is needed, then a few more
alulations an be performed. On the other hand, in ertain luky ases, perhaps
the initial uniform sampling with three alulations will sue, requiring no extra
orretion.
5.3 Shooting: Two-point boundary value problem
To avoid notational lutter, we will in this setion (5.3) drop the tilde ˜ indiating
non-dimensionality. Our task is to solve the system of N
v
linear, rst-order ODEs,
∂X
∂z´
= AX+ S (103)
subjet to the boundary onditions derived in Setion 4.8. Sine we speify bound-
ary onditions both at the lower (ground) and the upper (sky) boundaries, this
onstitutes a two-point boundary value problem. We solve it by numerial integra-
tion and the tehnique known as shooting to a tting point. For non-linear ODEs,
shooting is an iterative proess; our linear ODEs, however, are solved by a more
straightforward method, to whih we now turn.
In the 2D ase, we have N
v
= 8 variables and equations; n1 = 4 boundary
onditions are speied at the lower boundary, and n2 = Nv−n1 = 4 at the upper
boundary. In the 3D ase, not examined here, the same methods as are desribed
in the following an be applied, with N
v
= 10, n1 = 5, and n2 = 5.
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Linear ombination of solutions
The soure term S makes (103) an inhomogeneous equation. The orresponding
homogeneous equation is
∂X
∂z´
= AX (104)
If X
toni
is a solution to the inhomogeneous equation (103) and X
gin
is a solution
to the homogeneous equation (104), then X
G&T
= X
gin
+X
toni
is also a solution
to the inhomogeneous equation  this is a tenet of ODE theory. In fat, one
an make it a double: X
toni
+ φX
gin
is also a solution to the inhomogeneous
equation for any value of the omplex onstant φ, sine X = φX
gin
satises linear
Equation (104) just as well as X = X
gin
does.
Why do we are? In order to integrate upwards from the lower boundary, one
must supply a full set of N
v
boundary values at the start of the integration.
However, these annot be determined uniquely from the n1 available boundary
onditions. One an supply an arbitrary guess at what the N
v
starting values
are. Upward integration using these starting boundary onditions will yield a trial
solution X0 to the inhomogeneous equation (103) that does not, in general, satisfy
the n1 lower and n2 upper boundary onditions.
If we then proeed to nd n independent solutions X1,X2, . . . ,Xn to the ho-
mogeneous equation (104), we an extend the trik desribed above to express a
general solution X
inh
to our inhomogeneous equation as
X
inh
= X0 +XhomΦ (105)
where X
hom
= (X1 X2 . . . Xn) and Φ =


φ1
φ2
. . .
φn

.
The seret is now to mix well: one must nd the n weighting oeients φ1, φ2, . . . , φn
that yield the linear ombination satisfying all the boundary onditions. We do
this using the shooting tehnique, of whih there are two variants, whih we now
desribe.
Shooting upwards
This variant is based on integrating from the lower boundary upwards using a
variety of starting onditions. Alternatively, one may start at the upper boundary
and shoot downwards; the method is exatly analogous.
We perform n2 + 1 = 5 shots from the lower boundary, labelled i = 0, . . . , n2,
eah with a dierent starting ondition Xi(0):
• Shot 0: The inhomogeneous equation is integrated using the starting ondition
in whih all freely speiable variables (W ′′,W ′′′, E ,D′) are set to zero, and
the others variables are adjusted so that the lower BCs (Equation 99) are
obeyed. This shot yields the solution X0(z´top).
• Shots i = 1, . . . , n2: the homogeneous equation is integrated using the starting
ondition in whih the ith freely speiable variables of the set (W ′′,W ′′′, E ,D′)
is set to 1, and the three others to zero; and again, the others variables are
adjusted so that the lower BCs are obeyed. These shots yield the solutions
Xi.
The true solution, i.e. satisfying all the BCs, an be expressed as a linear
ombination of the n2 + 1 shots  as in Equation (105), with n = n2. This true
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solution neessarily satises the n1 lower BCs, sine eah individual shot satises
them.
Satisfation of the upper BCs depends on the weighting fators φq. To nd
these, we substitute Equation (105) into Equation (100):
Q
(
X
top
0 +X
top
hom
Φ
)
= 0
i.e.
(QXtop
hom
)Φ = −QXtop0 (106)
This linear system is readily solved for Φ, thus yielding the weighting oeients.
Shooting to a tting point
Sometimes simple shooting is not possible: due to numerially diult equations,
the individual shots do not manage to reah the far boundary, or do so very un-
stably and beome ontaminated with numerial artifats. In suh a ase, one
an shoot to a tting point loated at a height z´fit judiiously plaed somewhere
within the domain. A total of n2 + 1 shots are then red from the lower bound-
ary (n2 shots with the homogeneous equations plus one with the inhomogeneous
equations) and n1 + 1 from the upper boundary.
The true solution in the lower part of the domain (below the tting point)
satisfying all the BCs, an be expressed as a linear ombination of the n2+1 trial
solutions:
Xbu = Xbu0 +X
bu
hom
Φbu (107)
where bu stands for bottom-up. Similarly for the solution in the upper part of
the domain,
Xtd = Xtd0 +X
td
hom
Φtd (108)
where td stands for top-down. The requirement is that the solution be ontinu-
ous, so that Xbu = Xtd at z´ = z´fit. From Equations (107) and (108), we therefore
have
Xbu0 +X
bu
hom
Φbu = Xtd0 +X
td
hom
Φtd at z´ = z´fit
whih is equivalent to( −Xbu
hom
Xtd
hom
)( Φbu
Φtd
)
= Xbu0 −Xtd0 at z´ = z´fit (109)
This linear system is then solved to nd the unknown weighting fators Φbu
and Φtd, whih are used to obtain the solution in the lower and upper part of the
domain from Equations (107) and Equation (108), respetively.
We used this method, and found that a tting point plaed at kz´ = 0.95 mini-
mized the numerial noise problem when kz0 → 0 (to be disussed on page 69).
5.4 Numerial integration
Remains to be disussed the numerial integration itself, i.e. the manner in whih
we obtain the individual shots. The ODE we wish to integrate has the form
∂X
∂z´
= f(z´,X) (110)
where f(z´,X) = AX + S in the inhomogeneous equation, and f(z´,X) = AX in
the homogeneous equation. Several dierent ODE integration methods have been
developed; however, only two have ome to dominate the modern market: the
Runge-Kutta method and the Bulirsh-Stoer method. A third lass of methods,
alled preditor-orretor, is still in use, but delining in popularity, and will not
be disussed here. Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling and Flannery (1992) oer a good
review of all these methods.
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Runge-Kutta method
The Runge-Kutta method has its roots in the very simple (and inaurate) Euler
method, whose underlying idea is to rewrite the derivative in the ODE (110) as a
disrete dierene:
∆X
d
≈ f(z´,X) (111)
where d = ∆z´ = z´n+1 − z´n is a disrete inrement in z´, ∆X = Xn+1 − Xn is
the orresponding inrement in X, and n is the step number. Say we are at step
n and wish to advane to step n + 1; we then only have information enough to
alulate the funtion f at the beginning of that interval, and so we approximate
f(z´,X) ≈ f(z´n,Xn). Substituting these into Equation (111) and rearranging, we
get the omputational equation for a single Euler step:
Xn+1 = Xn + f(z´n,Xn) d (112)
By starting at z´ = 0, applying Equation (112) repeatedly until z´ = z´
top
is reahed,
and saving Xn(z´n) at every step, one obtains a numerial solution for X(z´).
Order of auray In the limit d → 0, we retrieve the original ODE (110),
though this is possible in theory only. In pratie, as d is redued and the number
of steps inreases, the numerial solution beomes more and more representative
of the underlying ODE  until it starts getting worse, due to the aumulated
omputational errors that inevitably aompany eah step.
It is therefore ruial that too small a d not be needed for eah step to be
aurate. A power series expansion shows, however, that the leading error term
of an Euler step is O (d2), only one power of d smaller than the order of the
inrement ∆X. The Euler method is therefore only rst-order aurate, and has
little pratial use on its own.
It an, however, be juggled with in order to improve auray. In the midpoint
method, one takes a tentative Euler step to the midpoint of the interval (i.e. to
z´n+ 1
2
= z´n +
1
2d), and then uses the f(z´n+ 12 ,Xn+
1
2
) alulated at that point to
advane aross the entire interval d, replaing the f(z´n,Xn) in Equation (112).
This makes the midpoint method seond-order aurate.
The Runge-Kutta method is an extension of this same idea: three tentative
steps are taken  two trial midpoints, and one trial endpoint  and fourth-
order auray is attained. In our ode, we used a similar sheme, the fth-order
Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta method.
Bulirsh-Stoer method
The Bulirsh-Stoer method is a high-level algorithm, whih applies Rihardson
extrapolation to a lower-level algorithm, usually the modied midpoint method.
This method is designed to advane X from loation z´ by a large step D to
destination z´ +D, via a ertain number n of smaller substeps, eah of whih is a
midpoint-method step of length d = D/n (the rst and last substeps are slightly
dierent).
Rihardson extrapolation is then applied: a ertain number m of modied-
midpoint-method trials are performed, varying n eah time, but (usually) keeping
it small suh that the substep size d is muh larger than would otherwise be re-
quired for a solution with the desired auray. The m trial results at z´ +D are
then tted to a funtion of d, usually a polynomial or a rational funtion, whih
is then extrapolated to d = 0. One thus obtain an estimate of what the numerial
solution X(z´+D) would have been, had we taken n→∞ substeps on a omputer
with innite preision, yet this only ost a few trials with small values of n.
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This proedure is repeated until the entire domain has been rossed in large
steps. At eah step, D and m are ontrolled by error-estimation routines.
Our hoie
We hose the Runge-Kutta method for two main reasons. First, the Bulirsh-Stoer
method is usually both more eient and more aurate than Runge-Kutta when
the derivatives funtion f(z´n,Xn) is ontinuous and well-behaved. However, it
an be the soure of stability problems when f(z´n,Xn) is non-smooth, for example
when it is interpolated from a look-up table; in this ase, the Runge-Kutta method
is superior. In our urrent ow model, the A and S matries indeed onsist of
smooth, analytial funtions, but in future appliations, we will likely alulate a
numerial zero-order solution and store it in look-up tables instead of using the
analytial expressions in Equations 72 to 76 (page 48). In preparation for this, we
found it preferable to implement the Runge-Kutta method.
Naysayers will point out that a numerial zero-order solution ould be tted to
analytial funtions, whih ould then be substituted in plae of Equations 72 to
76, with the added benet of reduing omputation time. But this involves the
extra work of nding good tting funtions, a task not as easily automated as the
generation of look-up tables.
Our seond reason for preferring the Runge-Kutta method is that our numerial
integration task is about the journey, not (just) the destination, so to speak. The
Bulirsh-Stoer method is very eient at getting from start to nish, swiftly strid-
ing aross the domain in omparatively large steps of size D. While the solution
at every step may be very aurate, however, ertain solution features may not
neessarily be resolved, preisely due to the large step size (Figure 8). Yet we are
interested in the behaviour of the solution throughout the domain, not only at
the end point. With its expliitly stated step size, we felt that the Runge-Kutta
method provided us with greater ontrol over the mid-domain resolution.
Figure 8: The Bulirsh-Stoer method: the steps (dots) are very aurate, but they
onstitute a low-resolution representation (dotted line) of the true solution (full
line) throughout the domain.
Step size ontrol A related issue was adaptive step size ontrol in the Runge-
Kutta method. Ideally, one should exert some kind of automati, adaptive step
size ontrol, based on an error-estimation riterion, suh that small steps are taken
where f(z´n,Xn) hanges rapidly, and larger steps where it is at.
However, our task implies adding several shots at the same spei positions
(values of z´). Adaptive step size ontrol would have produed shots saved at dif-
ferent values of z´, and would have required interpolation.
We hose to ontrol step size manually, imposing small steps near the surfae,
where most of the ation happens, and large steps near the top of the domain,
where the perturbation slowly tapers o to zero.
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5.5 Analysis of the equation
Equation in the far eld
In the far eld (kz´ →∞), the soure term S rapidly falls to zero as e−kz´ , and the
matrix A tends toward a relatively simple form A∞, independent of z´. We are
thus left with the equation
∂X
∂z´
= A∞X (113)
where
A∞ =


0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
−k4 0 2k2 0 0 0 − 2ik3
U∗20
0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 k2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 k2 0


This matrix an be brought to a matrix G in Jordan's anonial form by a ro-
tation matrix T (also independent of z´) suh that T−1A∞T = G and, onversely,
A∞ = TGT
−1
, where
T =


0 −k−3 −3k−4 −6k−5 0 k−3 −3k−4 6k−5
0 k−2 2k−3 3k−4 0 k−2 2k−3 3k−4
0 −k−1 −k−2 −k−3 0 k−1 −k−2 k−3
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
−k−1 0 0 0 k−1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −2iU∗20k−4 0 0 0 2iU∗20k−4
0 0 0 2iU∗
2
0k
−3 0 0 0 2iU∗
2
0k
−3


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T−1 =


0 0 0 0 −k2 12 0 0
k2
4 0 − 3k4 12 0 0 3ik
2
8U∗20
0
−k44 k
3
4
k2
4 −k4 0 0 − 5ik
3
8U∗20
3ik2
8U∗20
0 0 0 0 0 0 ik
4
4U∗20
− ik2
4U∗20
0 0 0 0 k2
1
2 0 0
−k24 0 3k4 12 0 0 − 3ik
2
8U∗20
0
−k44 −k
3
4
k2
4
k
4 0 0 − 5ik
3
8U∗20
− 3ik2
8U∗20
0 0 0 0 0 0 − ik4
4U∗20
− ik2
4U∗20


and
G =


−k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −k 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −k 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −k 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 k 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 k 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 k 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k


Multiplying both sides of Equation (113) by T, we have
T
∂X
∂z´
= TA∞X = TA∞T
−1TX
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or simply
∂R
∂z´
= GR (115)
where R = TX. It is readily shown that the solution to this equation is of the
form
R =


a1
a2 + a3z´ + a4z´
2
a3 + a4z´
a4
0
0
0
0


e−kz´ +


0
0
0
0
a5
a6 + a7z´ + a8z´
2
a7 + a8z´
a8


ekz´ (116)
where a1, . . . , a8 are polynomial oeients determined by the boundary ondi-
tions.
Exponentially growing and deaying solutions
In the far eld, the exponential fators dominate the polynomials, and we thus have
four exponentially deaying and four exponentially growing solution elements. Now
eah element ofX is a linear ombination of the elements ofR throughX = T−1R.
So if R ontains exponentially growing solution elements, then the rst-order
perturbation variables grow exponentially with height in the far eld. This is
of ourse a physially unrealisti solution: we assume that the ow perturbation
aused by the orography dies out with height. We are therefore only interested in
the solutions that deay exponentially with height.
This analysis, in whih the exponentially growing and deaying solutions are
readily segregated, is only possible in the far eld where A → A∞. In the near
eld, A annot be transformed into a Jordan matrix independently of z´. Rather,
loally inreasing solutions may hange harater and beome dereasing as one
moves higher in z´, and vie-versa.
Equation (103) must therefore be solved as is. This means that eah individual
shot Xi is a linear ombination of exponentially growing and deaying solutions
 and the growing solutions always end up dominating as z´ inreases. Even if
we found start onditions for numerial integration that would, on paper, only
bring out the exponentially deaying solutions, tiny numerial errors due our nite
mahine preision would in fat also exite the exponentially growing solutions.
This fat poses a dilemma on how high our upper boundary should be. As
desribed in Setion 2.7, we wish kz´
top
to be high enough for the oordinates
to beome Cartesian again and for the perturbation to beome negligible. How-
ever, if kz´
top
is too large, the undesirable, exponentially growing solutions end up
swamping the interesting, exponentially deaying solutions at the upper boundary.
Only the deaying solutions an satisfy the upper boundary onditions, but
extrating them from the muh larger growing solutions beomes numerially dif-
ult: it is an extension of the familiar problem of alulating the small dierene
between two very large numbers, when only a limited number of deimal plaes
are available. In mathematial terms, the matries (QXtop
hom
) of Equation (109)
and
( −Xbu
hom
Xtd
hom
)
of Equation (109) beome ill-onditioned, suh that the
solution for Φ is rife with numerial error due to nite mahine preision.
The kz0 → 0 problem
This problem is aentuated as kz0 → 0, i.e. as the domain beomes large and
the terrain, smooth. With our upper boundary at kz´
top
= 10, we found that the
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problem beomes numerially ill-posed when kz0 falls below 5 × 10−6. This was
the best result we ould obtain, after optimizing the position of our tting point
at kz´fit = 0.95 (see Shooting to a tting point on page 65).
An example of the resulting numerial noise aetingW when kz0 = 6.28×10−8
is shown on Figure 9. The problem is idential for the other variables: the noise
beomes too intense near the tting point for any meaningful mathing to our.
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Figure 9: An example of the numerial noise on the real and imaginary parts of
W for kz0 = 6.28× 10−8.
We an therefore not over the entire range of non-dimensional roughnesses
dened in Table 2 (page 62): we would like to reah down to kz0 = 6.28 × 10−8,
but approximately two deades are missing. This illustrated on Figure 10: the
alulated value of the variable W at a non-dimensional height of kz´ = 0.9 is
plotted over the desired range of kz0. This non-dimensional height is in the most
aeted region, namely just below the tting point kz´fit = 0.95. The absolute value
ofW learly shifts to an unstable regime around kz0 = 10−6, but when we separate
W into its real and imaginary parts, it is apparent that the real part is even more
sensitive: it beomes unstable around kz0 = 5×10−6. This is of partiular onern,
sine the real part is responsible for the phase shift with respet to the terrain
2
.
Despite our best eorts at optimizing various parameters of the numerial in-
tegration (step size, position of the tting point, starting values for individual
shots), we have not yet been able to redue the kz0 → 0 problem to a more a-
eptable level. Potential ways around this problem will be disussed in Setion 7.2.
5.6 Analytial solution
In the ourse of performing manipulations with Mathematia, we fortuitously
found an analytial solution X
a
(z´) to the inhomogeneous equation (103). This so-
lution, detailed in Appendix C, deays exponentially with height, and thus satises
the upper boundary onditions; but it does not, unfortunately, even ome lose
to satisfying the lower boundary onditions: the perturbation grows enormously
near the surfae.
2ℜ{W} = 0 would imply symmetri ow given a symmetri hill. By symmetri ow we
mean that the streamlines would be perfetly symmetri with respet to the hill's enter. W
itself would of ourse be perfetly antisymmetri: the air ows up one side of the hill and down
the other. This is why the real and not the imaginary part of W is responsible for the phase
shift.
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Figure 10: The kz0 → 0 problem, illustrated for (from top to bottom) the absolute
value, real part, and imaginary part of the variableW at a non-dimensional height
of kz´ = 0.9.
Repairing the analytial solution would require four shots with the homogeneous
equation, and large weighting oeients Φ, thus enhaning the numerial noise
with whih they are ontaminated. The analytial solution an therefore not be
put to pratial use in any diret way, though a possible roundabout way of using
it will be disussed in Setion 7.2 (page 100).
5.7 Proessing the terrain
Making the terrain periodi
Our spetral treatment of the rst-order equations requires that the alulation
domain be interpreted as horizontally periodi. This is not a good approximation
to reality if the terrain of interest is left unproessed (Figure 11), for two reasons:
1. In the periodi interpretation, the lee of one replia of the hill aets the
inow over the next replia, sine it is so lose by.
2. At the interfae between two adjaent replias, there is an artiial, vertial
li that may lead to spurious ow disturbanes.
Figure 11: A naive periodiizing of the terrain.
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Buering A judiious buering of the terrain is our answer to problem 1: a
titious at plateau of length L
buf
is appended to eah end of the original terrain,
suh that suessive replias of the hill are far away enough from eah other for
their ows not to interat (Figure 12). L
buf
must not, however, be so large as to
unduly inrease the size of the alulation domain (and thereby the omputational
load). We hoose an L
buf
that is just large enough suh that there is no disernible
hange in the ow eld over the region of interest when doubling L
buf
. In the ases
where the ends of the original terrain are not quite horizontal, a short extra buer
is added to smoothly atten out the ends before appending the at plateaus, so
as to avoid reating sharp edges.
Mirroring Problem 2 is addressed by mirroring the terrain (Figure 12). This
ensures that both ends of the terrain are at the same height, thus avoiding the
reation of artiial lis. In the proess of mirroring, the alulation domain is
doubled in size. This does not, however, translate into a doubling of the ompu-
tational ost, sine the forward and bakward ows (i.e. the ow elds generated
by wind oming from two opposite diretions) are alulated simultaneously.
Alternatively, one ould have hosen to math the ends of the terrain by a long,
gentle-sloped buer. This would have inreased the omputational ost without
providing the benet of alulating the forward and bakward ows at one.
Figure 12: Buering and mirroring of the terrain.
The mirroring tati an be extended to the 3D ase: the buered terrain,
plaed in one quadrant, is mirrored into the three other quadrants. This quadru-
ples the domain size, but also the information provided by a single alulation,
namely the forward and bakward ows for two dierent wind diretions relative
to the hill, as illustrated in Figure 13. An exeption is when the wind diretion
is exatly parallel/perpendiular to the mirroring axes, in whih ase only one
unique forward-bakward ow pair is yielded; this onguration should therefore
be avoided.
Smoothing lter
Given that the terrain is sampled at a nite resolution, our spetral representation
of the terrain poses a limitation to how sharp terrain features may be. Sharp
edges annot be faithfully represented by anything less than an innite number
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Figure 13: Mirroring a hypothetial 3D terrain. Terrain height (m) is indiated
by the olour sale. Two dierent forward ows (`fwd 1' and `fwd 2') and their
orresponding bakward ows (`bkw 1' and `bkw 2') are alulated at one. The
dotted lines represent the mirroring axes.
of wavenumbers; utting o the spetrum at a nite wavenumber, as is neessary
for numerial work, results in ringing artifats. Even with an innite number of
wavenumbers, the representation is not adequate for our purposes, most notably
for sharp vertial lis: as the number of wavenumber rises, the overshoot at the
top of the li is redued in width, but onverges to a nite height  9% of the
li height, in the ase of a square wave (Figure 14). This is known as the Gibbs
phenomenon. The overshoot is of great onern to us, for no matter how narrow
it is, it still ats in eet as a wind-bloking wall, leading to spurious eets on
the ow, notably a reirulation region in its lee.
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Figure 14: The Gibbs phenomenon: a square wave approximated by a sum of
sinusoids. The overshoot an be eliminated by applying a Gaussian lter, at the
ost of blurring the sharp edges and lis.
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We irumvent this problem by rst sampling the terrain at a high resolution,
and then applying a smoothing lter  at the ost of blurring the terrain some-
what. The dampened high wavenumbers an then be disarded, and the ltered
terrain re-sampled at a lower resolution, without introduing ringing artifats. Our
lter was a Gaussian, with a standard deviation σ hosen so that no signiant
terrain feature was unduly blurred out. Vertial lis and sharp edges, however,
inevitably beome smoothed out; this limitation, intrinsi to the spetral nature
of our ow model, must be kept in mind.
An example of the eets of ltering on the power spetrum of a terrain (Askervein
hill, disussed in Setion 6.4) is shown on Figure 15, and the orresponding unl-
tered and ltered height proles are ompared on Figure 16. Filtering results in
hanges of loal height of at most 1 m, whih is unlikely to aet the ow pattern,
and is in any ase less than the resolution of the height ontour map from whih
the terrain was digitized.
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Figure 15: Power spetrum of Askervein hill line A, before (blue) and after
(green/blak) applying a smoothing lter. After ltering, the wavenumbers in
blak are disarded as they are negligible.
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Figure 16: Height prole of Askervein's hilltop along line A, before and after
applying a smoothing lter.
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6 Results
We now present a omparison of RAMSIM alulations with experimental data
as well as alulations by other ow models for a number of test ases of ow over
orography: two wind-tunnel experiments with idealized terrains, and two eld
experiments over real terrain. These two types of experiment are eah assoiated
with dierent advantages and diulties, mainly due to their dierene in sale.
In wind tunnels, one is free to build all forms of idealized hills or replias of real
terrain at miniaturized sales of 1 : 103 or so, and to reprodue experiments at
will. However, omparatively large roughness elements are required to maintain
aerodynami roughness, leading to larger roughnesses than might otherwise be
desired; one is usually limited to equivalent full-sale roughnesses of the order of
z0 ≈ 1m, typial of forests. Also, the sheer size of the roughness elements limits the
lowest height at whih meaningful measurements an be taken, sine the ow in
the lowest layer is ontaminated by loal 3D eets aused by individual roughness
elements. The entire inner layer is most often disturbed in this way.
In measuring the miniaturized ow, one is onstrained to instruments that have
a very ne spatial resolution. Hot-wire anemometers, the most usual instrument
for veloity measurements, have a retifying ation, making them insensitive to
ow reversal. Pulsed-wire anemometers (Bradbury and Castro 1971) an detet
the diretion of ow, but have traditionally been more bulky, thus posing a limit to
how lose to a wall they an be used; ironially, this is preisely where ow reversal
usually ours. Reent advanes in near-wall pulsed-wire anemometry have been
made by Shober, Hanok and Siller (1998) and Hanok (2004). Laser Doppler
anemometers, rst developed in the early 1970s (see for example Adrian 1971 and
MLaughlin 1973), are inreasingly being used in wind tunnel experiments. In
usual setups, they too are insensitive to ow reversal, as they detet the abso-
lute value of the veloity omponent normal to a fringe pattern reated at the
intersetion of two laser beams.
Field measurement ampaigns seize on the opportunity of observing the full-
sale ow over real terrain. Experiments are, by denition, not reproduible in a
ontrolled fashion, as one is at the mery of weather-related variability in wind
speed, wind diretion, and thermal stratiation. In order to apture the spatial
variation of the ow eld over orography, one needs a great many expensive and
deliate instruments (wind vanes, up and soni Doppler anemometers) perhed
on masts spread over a large area. The depth of the wake or reirulation region
behind hills is of the same order as the hill height, whih is usually muh higher
than the ommonly-used 10-meter towers; higher towers are more expensive to
deploy. Cost is thus a major limiting fator on spatial resolution, espeially far
from the ground. The advent of sodar and lidar remote-sensing tehnology (soni-
and laser-based equivalents of radar), reviewed by Zak (2003), promises to inrease
the availability of veloity measurements at heights beyond the reah of run-of-
the-mill meteorologial masts.
Here we draw on the strengths of both types of experiments: we ompare our
model results to wind-tunnel measurements over periodi sinusoidal hills (Se-
tion 6.1) and an isolated hill (Setion 6.2), and to eld measurements over Hjardemål
esarpment (Setion 6.3) and Askervein hill (Setion 6.4). Using the look-up table
built earlier, RAMSIM alulation time was at most a few seonds in all ases.
6.1 Sinusoidal hills in a wind tunnel
The simplest possible test ase for RAMSIM is a periodi sinusoidal hill, i.e. a
single wavenumber. No buering, mirroring or low-pass ltering of the terrain
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is required. Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) arried out measurements of the
neutral ow over rough, sinusoidal hills in the wind tunnel failities in the Envi-
ronmental Flow Researh Laboratory (EnFlo), University of Surrey. In this wind
tunnel, series of twelve sinusoidal hills of wavelength λ = 330 mm were built from
a wooden frame and a smooth plywood over, onto whih an aluminium mesh
was spread to provide some roughness. Two suh sets were built: small hills with
amplitude a = 10.5 mm and large hills with a = 21 mm. The maximum slope
was 0.2 for the small hills, and 0.4 for the large hills.
The roughness was determined to be z0 = 0.337 mm by measuring a vertial
veloity prole over a at surfae overed by the aluminium mesh. The shear
stress was onstant over the lower 16 % of the boundary layer, and then dereased
with height. The boundary-layer depth over the at surfae, taken as the height
where the shear stress is redued to 5% of its surfae value, was measured to be
h
BL
= 100 mm. Assuming a typial ABL height of 500 m, this represents a model
sale of 1:5000. The orresponding full-sale roughness is therefore 1.6 m, whih is
a typial value for forests or ities. This saling must, however, be regarded as very
oarse, sine boundary-layer heights in the atmosphere and in a wind tunnel are
determined by dierent fators. The trough-to-peak heights of the small and large
hills were approximately 0.2 and 0.4 times the depth of the undisturbed boundary
layer, respetively.
Athanassiadou and Castro measured the mean ow and turbulene statistis
using single hot wire, ross wire, and pulsed wire probes. Surfae pressure was
measured using pressure tappings plaed ush with the surfae, in the middle of
the diamond-shaped `holes' of the aluminium mesh  this was where the dierene
between the stati pressure and that measured in the free stream was minimum,
and where the measurements were most repeatable. All measurements were arried
out over the 10th and 11th hills (ounting from the inlet of the wind tunnel), at
whih point the ow had reahed an approximate equilibrium.
Small hills
Figure 17a shows vertial proles of the mean veloity measured by Athanassiadou
and Castro using a ross-wire probe at various loations over the 10th hill: the
rest (x = 0), the trough between the 10th and 11th hills (x = λ/2), as well as
two loations on the upwind (x = −λ/4,−λ/8) and downwind (x = λ/4, λ/8)
slopes. Equivalent proles were alulated with RAMSIM, assuming a periodi
sinusoidal hill (Figure 17b). For veriation, we also performed alulations over a
terrain onsisting of a series of twelve sinusoidal hills (as in the wind tunnel), then
buered and mirrored in the usual way. This aused only negligible dierenes on
the wind speed proles, ompared to the simply periodi sinusoidal hill.
The normalization veloity Ur for the measured prole was the free-stream
veloity, i.e. the uniform veloity measured at heights above ground level greater
than h = 200 mm. RAMSIM assumes the undisturbed prole to be logarithmi,
never levelling o to a uniform free-stream veloity. For the alulations, Ur was
therefore arbitrarily hosen so that the alulated prole above the rest mathes
the measured prole at a height of 30 mm; this appeared to be the loation where
the spurious eets aeting the laboratory and omputed ows would be of least
importane.
There is a qualitative agreement between the shapes of the measured and al-
ulated proles, with urves rossing eah other in the same order in both ases.
The ow remains attahed throughout. Quantitative omparison is diult due
to the partiularities of the ow inside the wind tunnel. RAMSIM assumes the
undisturbed ow to be logarithmi, i.e. with a uniform u′1u
′
3. The measured undis-
turbed ow, however, has a uniform u′1u
′
3 only in the lower 20 mm or so. Above
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Figure 17: Vertial proles of the normalized veloity over the small hills. Also
shown on (a) is the undisturbed prole over a at surfae with the same roughness.
this height, u′1u
′
3 gradually dereases in magnitude, so that at a given height,
more momentum is transported in from above than out to lower layers, leading to
supra-logarithmi ow up to the top of the boundary layer at a height of about
100 mm. Beyond this, u′1u
′
3 = 0, and the veloity prole attens out. Moreover,
the lower ends of the measured proles may be aeted by undetermined ow
features reated by the individual roughness elements, whih are 3.46 mm high.
RAMSIM results were also ompared with the available surfae pressure mea-
surements (Figure 18; note that the hill rest is entered at x = 0). There is some
degree of arbitrariness assoiated to the magnitude of the alulated prole, due
to the hoie of mathing point for the normalization veloity Ur. Moreover, the
pressure measurements are taken within the aluminium mesh, so that they may
very well be aeted by ow features reated by individual roughness elements.
These fators must be kept in mind when quantitatively omparing the measured
and alulated proles point by point. There is nevertheless exellent agreement
with the measurements on the upwind slope, the hill rest, and even half of the
downwind slope. In the trough, the pressure perturbation is overestimated. The
alulated pressure prole is slightly more de-phased with respet to the hill shape:
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Figure 18: Surfae pressure (normalized by ρU2r ) over the small hills. The hill rest
is entered at x = 0.
the pressure minimum ours 7.8 mm behind the hill rest, whereas the measured
minimum is around x = 5 mm. The measured pressure redution at the rest is
greater in magnitude than the pressure inrease in the trough. This is not aptured
by RAMSIM, whih is inherently limited to a zero-mean sinusoidal perturbation
in the ase of a sinusoidal hill.
Large hills
With their maximum slope of 0.4, the large hills are steep enough to ause ow
separation. This is niely illustrated by a plot of the alulated streamlines, on
whih the reirulation bubble is learly visible (Figure 19). The extent of this
reirulation region is perhaps best haraterized by the lous of u = 0, i.e. where
the mean ow is purely vertial. This lies below the separating (and, for this 2D
ow, reattahing) streamline, but is muh easier to measure. Using a pulsed wire
anemometer, Athanassiadou and Castro loated ve points of this urve (Fig-
ure 20). RAMSIM suessfully models the presene of a reirulation region, but
underestimates its vertial extent by about half, and also, to a lesser degree, its
horizontal extent.
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Figure 19: Streamline plot of the ow over the large hills, as alulated by RAM-
SIM.
Figure 21 shows the measured and alulated vertial proles of the mean velo-
ity over the large hills, taken at the same horizontal positions as previously over
the small hills. Compared to the small hills' ase, there is an additional obstale to
quantitative omparison between the alulated and measured proles: ross-wire
probes have a retifying ation, so that measurements in a reirulation region do
not show the diretion of ow, whereas the alulations learly show ow reversal
near the surfae in the trough.
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Figure 20: Lous of u = 0: RAMSIM alulation ompared to pulsed wire mea-
surements by Athanassiadou and Castro (2001).
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Figure 21: Vertial proles of the normalized veloity over the large hills. Shown
again on (a) is the undisturbed prole over a at surfae with the same roughness.
The omparison between the measured and alulated surfae pressure proles
highlight the greater inuene of non-linear eets in the large hills' ase (Fig-
ure 22). The shape of the measured pressure perturbation deviates markedly from
the sinusoidal to whih RAMSIM is onstrained. The measured pressure maximum
(x = −100 mm) is likely assoiated to the point where the ow reattahes. The
measured pressure minimum ours loser to the rest (near x = 3 mm) than in
the small hills' ase; this is not aptured by RAMSIM for whih the perturbation
is simply saled up in magnitude from the small hills' ase. The measured pressure
perturbation is again greater in magnitude at the rest than in the trough. RAM-
SIM apparently underestimates the former and alulates the latter orretly (but
not the loation of the pressure maximum); though again, the alulated magni-
tudes depend on our hoie of normalization Ur.
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Figure 22: Surfae pressure (normalized by ρU2r ) over the large hills. The hill rest
is entered at x = 0.
Pressure drag
The pressure drag per unit wavelength (normalized by ρU2r ) is related to the
surfae pressure p and the slope of the terrain by
Fp =
1
λ
∫ λ/2
−λ/2
p
ρU2r
∂h
t
∂x
dx (117)
where h
t
is the surfae elevation and λ is the wavelength of the hill. The slope of
the sinusoidal hill is simply given by ∂h
t
/∂x = (2πa/λ) sin(2πx/λ). The measured
and alulated urves p(x) of Figures 18 and 22 were t to pieewise third-order
polynomials
3
, whih were then used to integrate Equation (117).
The alulated pressure drag was too small by a fator of 2 for the small hills, and
3 for the large hills (Table 3). This is mainly a onsequene of the overestimation
of the pressure in the wake region, and in the large hill's ase, a misplaed ow
reattahment point, leading to an underestimation of the pressure on the upwind
slope.
Table 3: Pressure drag over the small and large sinusoidal hills
Fp × 103
small hills large hills
experiment
4
1.73 6.35
RAMSIM 0.89 1.99
disrepany -49% -69%
Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) ompare their measured drag fores to results
by Newley (1985) and Wood and Mason (1993). Newley performed numerial
simulations over hills of low slope (<0.25), and found that the pressure drag per
unit wavelength in this ase ould be parameterized as Fp = Aps
2
max(U∗0/Ur)
2
3
The urves were periodiized before tting, to ensure proper behaviour at the ends of the
urves.
4
The values ited by Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) are slightly dierent, probably beause
they used a dierent tting funtion.
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where smax is the maximum slope. The value of the onstant Ap depended strongly
on the turbulene losure used, with Ap ≈ 12 for a one-equation mixing-length
losure, and Ap ≈ 6 for a seond-order stress-transport losure. Wood and Mason
later found a dependeny of the pressure drag on λ/z0 (or, in other words, our non-
dimensional roughness kz0), and that the disrepany between the results given
by the two turbulene losures dereases as non-dimensional roughness inreases;
they derived heuristi formulas aounting for this eet as well as the eet of
steeper slopes. Their preditions for the onstant Ap for our ase of λ/z0 = 10
3
are
ompared with Athanassiadou and Castro's experimental results and RAMSIM's
alulations in Table 4.
RAMSIM's Ap is by denition invariant under hange of saling veloity U∗0
and hill amplitude a, sine it is the quotient of Fp ∝ p ∂ht/∂x ∝ (aU∗20)a and
s2max(U∗0/Ur)
2 ∝ a2U∗20 . It is smaller by 30% to 50% relative to the other values
listed. Oddly, the disrepany is roughly the same (even a bit smaller) in the large
hills' ase as in the small hills' ase, whereas the disrepany in Fp was larger
in the large hills' ase. This may indiate that our hoie of normalizing veloity
Ur ∝ U∗0 was too high in the large hills' ase, due to plaing the mathing point
in a region where RAMSIM exaggerates the speed-up, the result being that the
alulated pressure drag (∝ U∗20) in Table 3 was exessively deated.
Table 4: Measured and predited values of the pressure-drag onstant Ap
Ap
Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) small hills 12.33
Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) large hills 10.9
RAMSIM alulation (small and large hills) 6.53
Wood and Mason (1993) mixing-length losure 12.7
Wood and Mason (1993) seond-order losure 9.52
6.2 Isolated hill in a wind tunnel
Not as simple as single-wavenumber periodi hills, but perhaps more ommonly
found in nature, is the ase of a single, isolated hill. Ross, Arnold, Vosper, Mobbs,
Dixon and Robins (2004) arried out, also at EnFlo, a set of wind-tunnel ex-
periments over single two-dimensional hills with a height prole given by h
t
=
H cos2(πx/L) for −L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2, amid otherwise at terrain. They also per-
formed numerial simulations of the same ows using a range of dierent turbu-
lene losures.
Experimental setup
Two dierent hills were studied: both were of height H = 0.229 m, but the shal-
low hill had L = 2.4 m, while the steep hill had L = 1.0 m. With maximum
slopes of 0.3 and 0.72, respetively, these hills are steeper than those studied by
Athanassiadou and Castro (2001).
Roughness elements 20 mm high and 80 mm wide were plaed over the entire
surfae, with a streamwise spaing of 1 m and a lateral spaing of 1.6 m. The
resulting roughness length was determined to be z0 = 2.3 mm from a log-linear t
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to the measured vertial veloity prole over the at surfae. The boundary-layer
depth was approximately 1 m.
Assuming a model sale of 1:1000, the orresponding full-sale roughness would
be 2.3 m, representative of tall forests or ities, and the full-sale hill would be
230 m in height.
Ross et al. were able to produe two sets of thermally stratied onditions in
the wind tunnel through a ombination of heating the inlet air using multi-level
heaters and ooling the surfae using a system of ool-water pipes under the oor
panels. However, only the experiments with neutrally stratied onditions will be
onsidered here, sine RAMSIM is urrently limited to thermally neutral ows.
Veloity was measured with a two-omponent laser Doppler anemometer, as
well as with hot-wires in the ase of neutral ow. The free-stream wind speed,
measured at a referene point plaed 3.1 m upwind of the hill rest at h = 1 m,
was U∞ = 2.5 ms
−1
.
The undisturbed veloity prole ould be tted to a logarithmi prole up to
at least h = 1 m, indiating that u′1u
′
3 was uniform throughout the measurement
area. However, no useful measurements ould be taken below h = 0.05 m due to
the ow features reated by the individual 0.02-m high roughness elements. The
inner region, 0.059 m deep for the shallow hill and 0.031 m deep for the steep hill,
was therefore o-limits.
Numerial simulations by Ross et al.
Ross et al. simulated the ow over the shallow and steep hills with a CFD nite-
dierene ode, using four dierent turbulene losures:
a. A standard one-equation mixing-length losure
b. A mixing-length losure modied to redue the over-estimation of turbulent
transport in regions of high veloity gradients, suh as wakes
. A full seond-order losure with a transport equation for the Reynolds stresses
d. A losure with a presriptive equation for the dissipation, inluding the mixing
length equation of losure [a℄.
A full desription of these losures an be found in the original paper. Closure
[b℄ was most suessful at prediting the wind speed perturbation above the hill
rest, while [℄ and [d℄ performed somewhat better in the wake region. Numerial
stability was a serious issue, however: onvergene ould not be obtained with
losure [℄ in the ase of the steep hill.
RAMSIM alulations
The shallow and steep hills were reated at high resolution (1.4 mm), buered
with L
buf
≈ 50H = 11 m, low-pass ltered with σ = 0.02 m, and resampled at
a lower resolution (1.1 m) with 2048 points. We had kz0
min
= 6.3 × 10−4, well
within the range of numerial stability disussed in Setion 5.5.
Contour plots of the measured horizontal veloity and of that alulated by
RAMSIM are ompared on Figure 23 for the shallow hills, and on Figure 24
for the steep hills. Vertial proles of the relative wind speed perturbation (u −
u(0))/U∞ over the hill rest are shown on Figure 25; measurements are ompared
to alulations with RAMSIM as well as with the LINCOM model (introdued on
page 26). Also shown is one of the numerial simulations by Ross et al.; only the
best one is plotted, namely that with losure [b℄. Figure 26 ompares the surfae
pressure on the shallow hill alulated by RAMSIM to Ross et al.'s measurements
and numerial simulation with losure [b℄.
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Figure 23: Contour plot of u (m/s) over the shallow hill. Height is exaggerated by
a fator of 8.6.
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Figure 24: Contour plot of u (m/s) over the steep hill. Height is exaggerated by a
fator of 4.4. The olour sale is not the same as on Figure 23.
The maximum speed perturbation over the shallow hill is measured at h =
0.09m above the hill rest; here, RAMSIM overestimates the perturbation by 22%,
and predits an even larger perturbation at h = 0.05 m, whih is likely an artifat,
though no useful measurements are available this lose to the ground. LINCOM
predits a larger speed hange than both other models throughout almost the
entire available domain. Ross et al.'s numerial simulations over-predits the speed
perturbation at h = 0.09 m by 9% (losure [b℄) to 19%. Simulations with losures
[℄ and [d℄ (not shown) predit a larger speed-up at h = 0.05m, muh like RAMSIM
does.
Higher up, the perturbation proles yielded by RAMSIM and all of Ross et al.'s
numerial simulations onverge, but depart markedly from the measured pertur-
bation, whih dies out around h = 0.5 m. Sine this disrepany does not our
over the steep hill, doubt may be ast over the onditions in whih the shallow-hill
speed measurements were performed.
There is good agreement between the pressure measurements and RAMSIM's
results on the upstream slope (Figure 26). At the hill rest, however, RAMSIM
underestimates the pressure redution by 18%, while Ross et al.'s numerial simu-
lation overestimates it by 20%. Both models, espeially RAMSIM, predit a more
rapid reovery of the pressure than is measured in the wake region.
With a maximum slope of 0.72, the steep hill is a far ry from the gentle slopes
over whih linear models are stritly valid, and this does indeed aet RAMSIM's
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Figure 25: Hilltop vertial proles of the speed hange relative to the free-stream
veloity U∞.
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Figure 26: Surfae pressure over the shallow hill: RAMSIM results, wind-tunnel
data, and numerial simulation [b℄ by Ross et al. The pressure is normalized by
1
2ρU∞ and is relative to the pressure pfoot at the upstream foot of the hill.
results. The maximum speed perturbation over the steep hill's rest, measured at
h = 0.09 m, is overestimated by 70% by RAMSIM, whih again predits an even
larger speed-up loser to the ground, 84% larger than the maximum measured
speed-up. LINCOM's over-predition at h = 0.09 m is of 58%, but its speed-up
grows as the ground is approahed. Oddly, the numerial simulations by Ross et al.
seem to agree better with the proles over the steep hill than with those over the
shallow hill.
Reirulation ours in the lee of the steep hill. The measured ow reversal is
not steady, but on average, the lous of u = 0 extends from the hill's lee side at
almost half the hill height, downwind to x = 0.85 m. RAMSIM alulates a muh
redued ow reversal zone, with the lous of u = 0 extending only to x = 0.55 m,
just beyond the foot of the hill, and to about half the height of the measured urve.
The perturbation in the wake region as a whole is underestimated by RAMSIM,
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whih predits a more rapid reovery of veloity than measured, espeially in the
ase of the steep hill.
Ross et al.'s numerial simulations perform better in the wake region, notably
behind the steep hill, where they predit reirulation of almost the right size and
magnitude  exept when using losure [℄, whih ould not onverge.
Ross et al. do not omment on the odd ow feature at x = 4 m behind the steep
hill, where the ow suddenly slows down.
6.3 Hjardemål esarpment
Hjardemål esarpment in Northern Jutland onsists of a 30-degree ramp, utting
almost linearly through agriultural land, rising 16 meters from the post-glaial
seabed (now slightly above sea level) up to a wide, nearly-at plateau. This es-
arpment is as lose an approximation to two-dimensional terrain as one gets in
nature, and therefore, when the wind blows perpendiularly to the esarpment,
oers an exellent test ase for our two-dimensional ow model. A wind mea-
surement ampaign was onduted on Hjardemål esarpment in September and
Otober 1989. The omplete desription of the site, instrumentation, and results
is available in the data report produed by Emeis, Courtney, Højstrup and Jensen
(1993).
Uphill and downhill ow
From a wind energy point of view, the loation of greatest interest for siting wind
turbines would be the top of the esarpment, due to the antiipated speed-up
when the wind ows uphill. It is therefore important that ow models be able
to aurately alulate this speed-up eet. In an orographially more omplex
terrain, however, suh an advantageous loation may very well nd itself in the lee
of some other orographi feature when the wind hanges diretion. Hene it is also
of interest to evaluate the performane of wind ow models in the ase of downhill
ow at Hjardemål, even though one would never atually put a wind turbine in
the lee of an esarpment.
Experimental setup
The esarpment runs approximately in the southeast-to-northwest diretion (152
o
-
332
o
). On the lower side, a variety of hedges, ranging from a one-meter-high stone
wall to a row of thin, ve-meter-high trees, run almost perpendiular to it (along
236
o
). An array of eleven meteorologial masts was set up, to avoid unexpeted ef-
fets from the hedges, along a line running in this same diretion, halfway between
two hedges (40 m away from eah), and strething from 300 m downhill to 400
m uphill of the esarpment. When the wind diretion is in the interval 229-247
o
(owing uphill) or 47-64
o
(owing downhill), none of the masts are plaed diretly
downwind of any part of the hedges. The masts arried up and soni anemome-
ters, wind vanes, and temperature sensors, plaed at heights ranging from 2 m to
30 m above ground level. The soni instruments measured the three omponents of
the Reynolds stress τii needed to ompute the TKE (Equation 9). The experiment
took plae immediately after harvest; the fairly uniform roughness was z0 = 6 m,
as determined from a logarithmi wind prole measured at a referene mast.
Experimental data
Wind data was reorded for two weeks (weeks 40 and 41), during the periods when
the wind diretion diverged by less than 20-30
o
from the perpendiular to the es-
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arpment; 26 suh ontinuous periods, termed runs, were reorded. Among these
data olleted by Emeis et al., time intervals that had stationary meteorologial
onditions for at leat 30 minutes, favourable wind diretions (perpendiular to
the esarpment and unobstruted by hedges), and neutral thermal stability, were
subsequently seleted by Jørgensen et al. (2006). Six suh intervals were identied:
four in whih the wind ows uphill, and two with downhill ow. These intervals
provide the basis for omparison with RAMSIM alulations presented here.
RAMSIM alulations
A digitized height prole of the esarpment, sampled every 0.33 m, was derived
from the information in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1 of the 1993 data report, overing
a total distane of 700 m. The terrain was buered with L
buf
= 1000 m, low-
pass ltered with σ = 2 m, and re-sampled with 4096 points. Many wavenumbers
were used in order to resolve the relatively sharp foot and top of the esarpment
aurately, perhaps exessively so: the dierene between the measured and the
re-sampled terrain height was at most 30 m, thus having the same negligible
eet on the ow as the presene or absene of a large stone would have. We
had kz0
min
= 7 × 10−5, well within the range of numerial stability disussed in
Setion 5.5.
RAMSIM results for both the uphill and downhill ows will now be ompared
to the eld measurements using up anemometers, as well as to Jørgensen et al.'s
(2006) results using the WA
s
P ow model as well as EllipSys, Risø's in-house non-
linear CFD model introdued on page 28. To failitate omparison, all wind speeds
are normalized by uref , the veloity at the loation of the most upwind mast at a
height above ground level of h = 10 m. Correspondingly, all TKEs are normalized
by u2ref .
Uphill ow The uphill ow remains attahed, exept perhaps right at the foot
of the esarpment, where RAMSIM predits a small reirulation bubble about 1
m in size. The measured and alulated vertial veloity proles of the uphill ow
are shown on Figure 27. The wind speeds alulated by the three models are all
in general agreement with the eld measurements. The largest disrepany ours
right at the top of the esarpment (x = 0). Here, the wind speed measurements at
h = 10 m span a range of 5%, and EllipSys falls within this range. WAsP exeeds
the measurements by 6 to 11%. RAMSIM exeeds them by a lesser margin: 3
to 7 %. RAMSIM predits an exessively high speed-up at h = 2 m, where it
overestimates the wind speed by about 20%. Suh low heights are far below the
hub height of almost any wind turbine, and thus of limited signiane. However,
if we saled up the hill by an order of magnitude, the overestimate would be, to
a rst approximation, loated at h = 20 m; this is at the marginally low end
of hub heights for modern turbines, and is of the same order of height as most
meteorologial masts used for wind resoure assessment measurements (10 to 40
m).
The wind speed prole at 10 m a.g.l. alulated by EllipSys largely falls within
the data points. Both RAMSIM and WA
s
P overestimate by about 5% the wind
speed above the foot and the top of the esarpment (Figure 28).
In order to ompare TKE alulations with the measurements from the sonis,
an averaging time must be hosen for the latter. This hoie is somewhat arbitrary:
a shorter time will leave out some of what is onsidered turbulene, and a longer
time will inlude the eets of some of what is onsidered the mean ow. We had
at our disposition the TKE measurements with averaging times ranging from 1 to
10 minutes. Even between these two extremes, however, there was little hange in
the shape of the TKE proles at 10 m a.g.l. The 10-minute values were generally
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Figure 27: Uphill ow: vertial proles of the normalized horizontal wind veloity.
RAMSIM is ompared with up anemometer measurements, as well as WA
s
P and
EllipSys results. The proles should be read as follows: At a given height above
the terrain, the normalized wind speed is the dierene between the values of the
upper axis at the given height and at the bottom of the prole, where the speed
is zero. The grey area represents the terrain. Height is exaggerated by a fator of
5 relative to horizontal distane.
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Figure 28: Uphill ow: proles of the normalized horizontal wind veloity at 10 m
a.g.l.
15% larger than the 1-minute ones, exept run 22, for whih this proportion was
36%. We hose an averaging time of 5 minutes. Keeping the above dierenes in
mind, omparisons are possible.
The level of TKE given by the analytial zero-order solution at the unperturbed
upstream referene point is about 20% greater than EllipSys' value, whih falls
lose to the data points. However, the perturbation around the esarpment itself
seems to be better aptured by RAMSIM than by EllipSys, whih alulates an
inreased TKE beyond the top of the esarpment, while measurements show a
rapid reovery (Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Uphill ow: proles of the normalized TKE at 10 m a.g.l.
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Downhill ow The downhill ow is more diult to model, as it detahes
substantially in the lee of the esarpment. RAMSIM predits a reirulation region
up to 4 m deep and 20 m wide, reeping up about 60% of the slope (Figure 30).
Though no diret observations of this region are available, other measurements
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Figure 30: Streamline plot of the downhill ow alulated by RAMSIM, highlight-
ing the reirulation region in the lee of the esarpment.
as well as the EllipSys simulation indiate that the atual reirulation region is
larger.
The measured and alulated vertial veloity proles of the downhill ow are
shown on Figure 31. RAMSIM largely agrees with the eld measurements at the
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Figure 31: Same as Figure 27 but for the downhill ow (ow diretion is from right
to left).
top of the esarpment (where one would plae a wind turbine), but not in the
immediate lee of the esarpment, where the speed redution is signiantly under-
estimated; this is also visible on proles taken at a xed height of 10 m (Figure 32).
The proles given by EllipSys, on the other hand, agree ompletely with the mea-
surements in the lee-side measurements, and hint at a larger reirulation region
than that predited by RAMSIM. The sharp bend at h = 5 m in the prole at
x = −50 m indiates that this point is lose to the trailing end of a reirulation
bubble, whereas RAMSIM's bubble does not extend beyond x = −35 m.
RAMSIM still performs somewhat better than WA
s
P, espeially right at the top
of the esarpment, where it agrees with the eld measurements, while WA
s
P pre-
dits a large, non-existent speed-up eet below h = 10 m. RAMSIM also predits
a slightly more pronouned speed redution near the foot of the esarpment than
WA
s
P does, and predits the presene of a reirulation zone, while WA
s
P assumes
attahed ow throughout the domain.
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Figure 32: Downhill ow: proles of the normalized horizontal wind veloity at 10
m a.g.l.
The level of TKE at the upstream referene point is alulated orretly by
both RAMSIM and EllipSys (Figure 29). Just upwind of the esarpment, between
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Figure 33: Downhill ow: proles of the normalized TKE at 10 m a.g.l.
x = 30 m and 0 m, an inrease in TKE is measured, but neither model alulates
this; in fat, both have a slight downward trend in this region. Jørgensen et al.
(2006) attribute the measured inrease of TKE to the onave urvature of the
terrain upstream of the top of the esarpment; suh an eet has been reported
by, for instane, Jensen (1983). Jørgensen et al. explain the non-responsiveness of
EllipSys to this eet by the law-of-the-wall boundary ondition employed, whih
requires the horizontal pressure gradient to be zero, so that the onavity-indued
pressure gradient near the surfae is not aounted for in the momentum balane.
RAMSIM does allow a non-zero horizontal pressure gradient at the surfae, but
oers no improvement over EllipSys. It appears doubtful, however, that suh a
mild onavity as ours near the top of the esarpment (see the ground prole
on the exaggerated height sale of Figure 31) would produe a TKE perturbation
one-half as large as that produed by the muh larger onavity and the separated
ow at the foot of the esarpment. The Askervein terrain (disussed in Setion 6.4)
also presents small onavities, but no similar eet on the TKE is observed. This
raises the possibility of measurement artifats in the Hjardemål ase.
At x = −13 m, the measured TKE returns to its baseline value. Here, EllipSys
mathes the measurements, but RAMSIM registers a 37% drop below this level.
Around x = −15 m, the 10 m a.g.l. line begins to fall in the shadow of the
esarpment, where the ow separates and muh TKE is reated; hene we see a
sharp rise in the measured TKE, mathed by that alulated by EllipSys. Here,
RAMSIM registers an small inrease in TKE, but starting from a redued value;
hene there is a qualitative failure to predit the heightened level of TKE.
These errors are likely due to the rising importane of non-linear eets as
the esarpment top is passed and ow separation sets in; the ow separation
alulated by RAMSIM ours muh below the h = 10m line. Moreover, RAMSIM
is inherently onstrained to zero-mean perturbations along a line of xed z´ (to rst
order, z´ ≈ h), and so it is fored to redue the TKE somewhere (e.g. around the
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esarpment top) if it is to inrease it elsewhere (e.g. in the wake region). The
measured TKE perturbation is, however, exlusively positive.
6.4 Askervein hill
The Askervein study, known in ertain irles as the mother of all wind exper-
iments, is the most extensive wind ow measurement ampaign undertaken to
this date. Carried out as a two-phase, multi-national researh projet in 1982 and
1983, it involved the deployment of over fty meteorologial masts on Askervein
hill, loated on the island of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides of Sotland. An
overview of the projet was published by Taylor and Teunissen (1987), inluding
an extensive desription of the setup and instrumentation, and a summary of the
data olleted.
Askervein hill learly represents three-dimensional terrain; hene three-dimensional
eets do aet wind ow. However, sine the hill is very elongated, one an expet
two-dimensional eets to dominate when the wind blows perpendiularly to the
hill's major axis, thereby oering the possibility of omparing our two-dimensional
alulations to eld measurements.
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Figure 34: Topographial map of Askervein hill. The height ontours spaing is 10
m near the base of the hill, and is rened down to 1 m at the top of the hill. Lines
A, AA, and B, as well as points HT and CP, are indiated.
The hill
Askervein hill is 116 meters high, and presents itself as an elongated, smoothed-out
ridge, with mostly igar-shaped height ontours (Figure 34), and with a full width
at half-maximum of approximately 500 m along its short axis and 1300 m along its
long axis. Height proles taken perpendiularly to the long axis are eerily Gaussian
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(Figure 35), with maximum slopes of about 0.30 to 0.38. The terrain southwest
of the hill is largely at for several hundred meters, thus oering spae for an
undisturbed ow to develop.
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Figure 35: Height proles of lines A and AA.
Experimental setup
Most of the masts deployed were 10 m high and arried a single up anemometer,
but a few were higher (up to 50 m) and arried additional up anemometers at up
to seven dierent heights, and several were equipped with instruments for three-
omponent turbulene measurements. In the 1982 phase, 10-m masts were plaed
along lines A and B, and also line AA in the 1983 phase (Figure 34), allowing
for the measurement of the spatial variations of mean wind speed at xed height.
Vertial proles were measured at points HT (hilltop) and CP (entrepoint).
RAMSIM alulations
A digitized height ontour map of Askervein hill, formatted for use with WA
s
P
was retrieved from arhives at the Risø Wind Energy Department. Terrain height
proles about 1.5 km in length were interpolated from this map along lines A and
AA, buered with L
buf
= 1000 m, low-pass ltered with σ = 10 m, and resampled
with 2048 points. The roughness length was taken to be z0 = 3 m (onsistent
with most of the literature, e.g. Salmon et al. 1988), yielding kz0
min
= 2.5× 10−5,
still within the range of numerial stability.
RAMSIM alulations are ompared to measurements taken during from run
TU-03B of the 1983 measurement ampaign, during whih the wind diretion was
210
o
, i.e. arriving from the at area southwest of the hill, and owing more or
less perpendiularly (77
o
) to the hill's major axis. We will also ompare results
to those of Beljaars et al.'s (1987) linear MSFD model with E − ε losure, and of
Castro et al.'s (2003) non-linear nite-volume simulation with RNG E− ε losure
with their highest-resolution grid (155× 155× 31).
The frational speed-up ∆S is dened as the frational hange in horizontal
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wind speed ompared to the undisturbed wind prole:
∆S(x, h) =
u1(x, h)− U´ (0)1 (h)
U´
(0)
1 (h)
where h is the height above ground level. RAMSIM's alulated vertial prole
of the frational speed-up at point HT agree better with the measurements than
Beljaars et al.'s and Castro et al.'s alulations (Figure 36). At point CP, RAMSIM
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Figure 36: Vertial proles of the frational speed-up: Calulations by RAMSIM
are ompared to those by Beljaars et al.'s (1987) linear MSFD model with E − ε
losure and by Castro et al.'s (2003) non-linear nite-volume simulation with
RNG E − ε losure, as well as to run TU-03B measurements over points HT
(up anemometers) and CP (up and Gill anemometers).
under-estimates the speed-up at CP below h = 7 m; so does Castro et al.'s non-
linear model, but by a lesser amount.
The atual roughness length near the hilltop has been reported to be lower than
the value of 3 m prevailing in the surroundings, possibly as being little as 1 m
(Zeman and Jensen 1987). This would aount for the speed-up underestimates
by the three models. Indeed, Castro et al. onduted further simulations with
a orretion for the variable roughness, and obtained better agreement with the
measurements below h = 10 m without aeting the rest of their prole.
The speed-up proles alulated by RAMSIM and at 10 m a.g.l. along line A
are similar to those of the linear MSFD model: both are lose to the measurements
on the upwind side and rest of the hill, but not in the lee of the hill, where the
speed redution is underestimated in the region starting 100 m beyond the hill
rest and extending at least down to the foot of the hill (Figure 37). The wind
speed in this region is overestimated by a fator of up to 2.2 at x = 391 m. In
ontrast, Castro et al.'s non-linear alulations apture the speed redution in the
wake region, perhaps exessively so: the wind speed is underestimated by about
the same fator. Along line AA, results are less dierentiated. RAMSIM almost
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Figure 37: Proles of the frational speed-up at 10 m a.g.l. along lines A and AA:
Calulations by RAMSIM, Beljaars et al.'s (1987) linear MSFD model with E− ε
losure, and Castro et al.'s (2003) non-linear nite-volume model with RNG E−ε
losure, ompared to run TU-03B measurements (up anemometers).
mathes the non-linear model's auray on the lee side, while the linear MSFD
model overestimates the wind speed by about 35%.
Irregular, small-sale utuations are observed on the alulated wind speed
proles at 10 m a.g.l.; these will be disussed in Setion 7.3.
Modelling the TKE is more diult. Castro et al.'s non-linear alulations agree
qualitatively, but not quantitatively, with the observations along line A; too few
measurements are available on line AA for a meaningful omparison (Figure 38).
More reent non-linear simulations by Eidsvik (2005) and Undheim et al. (2006)
(not shown) have a generally dereased level of TKE ompared to Castro et al.'s,
thus agreeing better with the measurements upstream of the hill rest (x < 0 m),
but less well with those on the lee side (x > 0 m), though this does not seem to
aet their aurate alulation of the frational speed-up in both regions.
As in the ase of Hjardemål esarpment, RAMSIM fails to qualitatively model
the TKE perturbation when the wind ows past the hill rest and over a downward
slope. This is likely due to the importane of non-linear eets in this region, and
to the fat that RAMSIM is onstrained to a zero-mean TKE perturbation.
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Figure 38: Proles of the TKE at 10 m a.g.l. along lines A and AA: Calulations
by RAMSIM and Castro et al.'s (2003) non-linear nite-volume model with RNG
E − ε losure, ompared to run TU-03B measurements.
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7 Disussion
7.1 Performane assessment
Computational load
The generation of the RAMSIM look-up table on a 2-GHz PC takes 2 minutes,
whih in and of itself is rather quik. One generated, the LUT an be used to
alulate the ow over any terrain extremely quikly. Calulating the ow eld
on a 2048× 150 grid, whih provides more than suient resolution for any wind
resoure assessment, takes under 3 seonds of CPU time. This spatial resolution
(3 m in the ase of Askervein) is perhaps exessively ne: non-linear CFD models
usually employ far oarser grids, by a fator of 10 or so in the horizontal diretion;
RAMSIM alulations on omparable grids would orrespondingly be muh faster.
The planned extension of our model to three dimensions will of ourse ause
the omputational time to inrease, for three reasons. Firstly, there will be two
more variables to interpolate from the 3D LUT, namely Ω and Ω
′
. These will
then be used in additional alulations to determine the two horizontal veloity
omponents.
Seondly, mathing a measured wind diretion θm at a given point in the domain
may require n
it
= 3 or 4 iterations with dierent foring stress angles θf , thus
multiplying the omputation time by n
it
, as explained in Setion 5.2 (page 62).
However, alulating the ow eld for, say, n = 12 dierent θm spread aross the
360
o
wind rose, as is usually required in wind resoure assessment, will not inrease
the omputation time by a fator n
it
n ≈ 48, but only by a fator as little as 3,
up to at most 10 or so. This is in part due to the eet of mirroring, explained in
Setion 5.7 (page 72).
Thirdly, and most importantly, the alulation domain will have an additional
horizontal dimension. This will roughly multiply the alulation time by Ny, the
number of wavenumbers in this dimension (the FFT omputation time, propor-
tional to Ny logNy, makes up only a small fration of the total omputation time).
Calulations for a single foring stress angle θf on a 2048× 2048× 150 grid would
thus require an estimated 2 hours. A oarser 512× 512× 50 grid, still ner than
the nest grids used by Castro et al. (2003) over Askervein hill, would result in
omputational times of the order of 3 minutes for a single value of θf .
RAMSIM is onstrained to alulating the entire ow eld at one, and as suh
is not as quik for single-point alulations as WA
s
P, whose arhiteture is designed
preisely for this kind of task (WA
s
P takes only a small fration of a seond). But
the alulation of the entire ow eld is preisely what is required when produing
resoure maps, i.e. a grid of the wind resoure at a given height over a large area.
This an take WA
s
P a few hours (for a 3D terrain) if a high resolution is required,
sine it repeats its alulation proedure in a point-by-point fashion. RAMSIM
promises to be muh better suited to this task.
Upwind slope and hilltop
There is generally good agreement between RAMSIM results and measurements
over upwind slopes and at the top of hills or esarpments, where there is most
in plaing wind turbines. This is true despite the fat that the assumption of
linearity appears to be strained, with measured frational speed-ups in exess of
100%. This observation is onsistent with previous experiene with linear-model
simulation of the ow over Askervein hill, reviewed byWalmsley and Taylor (1996),
as well as over two other hills with moderate slope that were the subjet of wind
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measurement ampaigns: Kettles hill (Salmon, Teunissen, Mikle and Taylor 1988)
and Blashaval (Mason and King 1985).
RAMSIM has a tendeny, however, to predit a spuriously large speed-up near
the ground at the hill top; though not as large as that predited by WA
s
P over
Hjardemål esarpment. This should not represent a major problem in pratie: in
both full-sale test ases examined, the spurious speed-up region was far below
the hub heights of modern wind turbines; alulated speed-up maxima ourred
around h = 2 m at the top of Hjardemål esarpment and h = 3 m over the top of
Askervein hill. Either hill would have to be saled up by an order of magnitude for
these spurious maxima to reah the hub height of the smallest turbines ommonly
ereted today.
An important exeption is if the measurement used to normalize the alulated
ow eld is taken preisely in a spurious speed-up region; this would result in an
exessive down-normalization of the predited wind resoure at hub height. Most
meteorologial masts used for wind resoure assessment measurements are 10, 20,
or oasionally 40 metres high. Hjardemål or Askervein would have to be saled
up by a fator of only two or three for the smallest (and, unfortunately, most
ommon) of these masts to be aeted by the top of the spurious speed-up region.
Lee side and wake
Sine wind turbines are unlikely to be plaed in regions of redued wind speed,
model auray in wake regions is not as ritial as in regions of antiipated
speed-up. As with the previous linear models reviewed in Setion 1.6, the wind
speed in the wake region is muh overestimated by RAMSIM, and reovery ours
more rapidly than is measured. However, ontrary to other linear models, to the
best knowledge of the author, RAMSIM is apable of prediting the ourrene
of reirulation. The dimensions of the reirulation region are underestimated,
usually by about half.
RAMSIM does not apture the lee-side inrease in TKE measured by soni in-
struments and alulated by non-linear ow models. These errors an be attributed
in part to the importane of non-linear eets in the wake region. Perhaps more
importantly, as a linear model, RAMSIM is inherently onstrained to zero-mean
perturbations at a given z´. This may be a good approximation for the veloity,
but it is not realisti in the ase of the TKE, sine the atual orography-indued
TKE perturbation is almost always positive, i.e. an inreased TKE ompared to
the at-terrain baseline. A non-linear extension to our model (disussed below)
may be neessary to allow for a DC omponent to appear in the perturbation.
Reirulation implies that the ow perturbation is loally greater than the mean
ow, and so the linear approximation beomes suspet  so does it when the
speed-up beomes very large at hilltops. We are still ondent that the behaviour
of the ow remains somewhat physial, even in reirulation regions, sine the
rst-order perturbation does ontain some physis, most notably ontinuity and
inompressibility, whih fores the veloity eld to respond realistially to the
presene of orography.
Referring bak to Setion 2.5, the linear approximation is valid if higher-order
perturbations have less inuene on the ow than the rst-order perturbation:
f2 + f3 + ... ≪ f0 + f1 (118)
Sine by denition we do not alulate the higher-order terms, we have no diret
way of determining whether this ondition is satised. The relative size of the
zero- and rst-order ontributions is thus usually taken as lue on the behaviour of
higher-order ontributions: f1 < f0 suggests that the series is lose to onvergene
and that the perturbation dereases in importane as one limbs in order (f2 < f1,
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et.), and onversely, f1 > f0 suggests that f2, f3, . . . might be even greater. These,
however, are mere indiations: f1 < f0 does not guarantee linearity, nor does
f1 > f0 neessarily invalidate linearity. The validity of the linear approximation
an only be tested by omparing alulations with those of non-linear models
and determining the inuene of non-linear terms. One way of doing so, and to
improve results in regions where we are suspiious of the linear approximation, is
by developing a non-linear extension to our model.
Non-linear extension
A possible avenue for the mitigation of the inauraies in the wake region and
of the overestimated speed-up at hilltops, would be to derive some of the most
important non-linear seond-order terms, and inlude them as extra soure terms
in the rst-order equations, in an approah similar to that of Xu and Taylor (1992)
and Xu et al. (1994). The equations would be solved iteratively in Fourier spae.
The starting point would be the linear solution we have now; subsequent iterations
would inlude the non-linear terms, alulated in physial spae based on the ow
eld generated by the previous iteration.
This will ause the user omputational time to inrease signiantly: a new LUT
will have to be built for eah iteration, though only over the range of kz0 relevant
for the urrent terrain. One an thus antiipate omputation times of the order of
1 minute per iteration for 2D terrain.
A possible senario would be to have the user interfae allow the ow model
to operate in two modes: a quik preview mode, in whih the the linear model
provides a good estimate of the ow eld in order tentatively evaluate various
arrangements of wind turbines; and a nal alulation mode, using the non-linear
model for a more aurate predition of wake eets from hills.
Pressure drag
A further inonveniene in the linear approximation is its inability to aount for
the fore exerted on the ow by the ground via the pressure drag (or form drag).
The pressure drag Fp, previously dened in Equation (117) (page 81), is formally a
seond-order quantity: in the zero-order, unperturbed, horizontally homogeneous
ase, both the pressure p0 and the terrain slope (∂ht/∂x)0 are zero. The leading
pressure term is p1, while the terrain slope is purely rst-order; and so the leading
term of the produt of the two is seond-order in nature. We an ertainly alulate
it after the fat, and use it as a diagnosti tool as we did in the sinusoidal hills'
test ase (Setion 6.1). However it does not enter the rst-order equations as suh,
and does not aet our alulated ow.
Following the onvention of Wood and Mason (1993), the total fore F
tot
ex-
erted horizontally on the terrain by the ow has ontributions from the horizontal
omponents of the pressure fore Fp, ating perpendiularly to the ground surfae,
and of the surfae frition Fs, proportional to U∗
2
0 , ating parallel to the surfae:
F
tot
= Fp + Fs
In the ase of at terrain, there is no pressure drag, F
tot
= Fs, and we have the
logarithmi prole of Equation (72). The addition of the orography-indued Fp,
however, leads to a modied logarithmi prole in the far eld:
U¯(z) =
U e∗
κ
ln
(
z
ze0
+ 1
)
(119)
where U e∗ is an eetive frition veloity (Ftot is proportional to the square of
U e∗ ) and z
e
0 , an eetive roughness length. As disussed by Wood and Mason
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(1993), this relation represents well the horizontally averaged wind speed U¯(z)
when z exeeds a few hill heights H above the terrain. This was observed by, for
instane, Athanassiadou and Castro (2001) in the sinusoidal hills' test ase we
examined in Setion 6.1.
Seen from z ≫ H , the orography thus ats as extra surfae roughness. As
we move up in z, the orography-indued perturbations do not simply die out,
but rather settle down at k = 0 as a horizontally uniform modiation of the
undisturbed wind prole. This annot be aptured by our linear model, sine
all wavenumbers are separated: a terrain omponent of wavenumber ka an only
produe a (zero-mean) perturbation of wavenumber ka, and no ontribution to the
k = 0 horizontal average. A non-linear extension will be required to inlude the
eet of the pressure drag, as well as other non-zero-mean eets of the orography,
suh as the inreased TKE.
7.2 Addressing the kz0 → 0 problem
As our alulation domain beomes large and the roughness length dereases
(kz0 → 0), RAMSIM beomes plagued by numerial instability, as desribed in
Setion 5.5. Currently we annot over the entire range of non-dimensional rough-
nesses kz0 dened in Table 2 (page 62); over two deades are missing.
None of the test ases examined in Setion 6 were aeted by this partiular
problem. The losest all was our 1.5 km-long Askervein hill height proles; after
buering and mirroring, this beame a 7 km-long domain with kz0
min
= 2.5 ×
10−5, whih is about one deade above the point where instability sets in (reall
Figure 10). However, maps used for WA
s
P alulations an reah 20 km in length,
i.e. 50 km or so after buering and mirroring. This is already reahing our limit;
a roughness length lower than Askervein's 3 m would put us beyond it.
In order to attak this problem, three prospetive approahes present them-
selves: the rst is logistial, the other two are attempts to quilt the solution
using speial limit solutions for the problemati regions in (kz´, kz0) parameter
spae. These approahes have not yet been implemented, and represent the next
steps in the development of our ow model.
Inreased mahine preision
Perhaps the least elegant approah would be to perform our alulations with
a greater omputer preision. In this manner, we would retain enough signi-
ant digits, so that the solutions that are exponentially deaying in kz´ ould
be better resolved despite their being superposed with the muh larger, undesir-
able, exponentially growing solutions. Our Fortran ompiler (Compaq Computer
Corporation 2000) an handle omplex data types onsisting of up to 16 bytes on a
PC platform; the 32-byte data type is only available on more speialized hardware,
suh as the VAX and Alpha family of omputers, or systems with a Intel Itanium
CPU. However, it has ome to our attention that the more reent Intel Fortran
Compiler (Intel Corporation 2005) an emulate the extended-preision format in
software. In future work, we will attempt a migration to this ompiler, in the hope
that the 32-byte data type will give us enough preision to over, in part or in
whole, the two missing deades of kz0.
Reduing the kz´ range of numerial integration using solutions for the
limits kz´ → 0 and kz´ →∞
As argued in Setion 5.5 (page 69), the size of our range of numerial integration
(from kz´ = 0 to kz´ = kz´
top
= 10) has a deisive impat on how muh numerial
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noise is present in the solution: the longer the range, the more the undesirable,
exponentially growing solutions end up swamping the interesting, exponentially
deaying solutions at the upper boundary. In response to this, one approah would
be to redue the span of kz´ aross whih the numerial integration must travel, by
using speial solutions for the limits kz´ → 0 and kz´ →∞. From kz´ = 0 up to some
level kz´ = kz´
low
, we would use the kz´ → 0 solution, and from kz´ = kz´
top
down to
some level kz´ = kz´
high
, we would use the kz´ →∞ solution. Numerial integration
of the full equations would be limited to the redued interval between kz´
low
and
kz´
high
, where the boundary values would be provided by the limit solutions. This
is illustrated shematially in Figure 39. A judiious hoie of kz´
low
and kz´
high
would be required to ensure that the limit solutions are still good approximations
to the solution of the full equations.
Figure 39: Using solutions for the limits kz´ → 0 and kz´ →∞.
Limit kz´ →∞ We have two analytial solutions that obey our upper boundary
onditions. The rst one is the analytial solution presented in Setion 5.6. The
seond one is the solution to the far-eld equation, derived in Setion 5.5. A
far-eld solution X∞(z´) an be obtained from X∞ = T
−1R, where T is the
rotation matrix dened in Equation (114), and the analytial solution R is given
in Equation (116).
Limit kz´ → 0 The expression for the zero-order dissipation (Equation 75),
ε0 =
U∗
3
0
κ(z´ + z0)
(120)
learly has the potential to be the seed of numerial diulties when both kz´ → 0
and kz0 → 0. In response to this (and also for the previously stated goal of
reduing the range of numerial integration of the full equations), one may derive
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the equations for the limit kz´ → 0, and attempt to nd an analytial solution, or
perhaps even integrate them numerially from the surfae (kz´ = 0) to a low height
kz´
low
, just high enough to lear the danger zone presented by Equation (120).
Deriving and solving the equations for the limit kz0 → 0
The fat that kz0 nds itself isolated in the denominator in a number of terms in
our equations may well be the soure of our numerial problems when kz0 → 0.
In response to this, one may derive the equations for the limit kz0 → 0, and
investigate both analytial and numerial solutions. Hopefully this limit solution
would remain valid long enough to be mathed with our urrent numerial solution
at a ertain (kz0)low where the latter is still numerially stable.
These approahes based on limit solutions are not mutually exlusive; on the on-
trary, one an envision using them in onjuntion, in various regions of parameter
spae. The resulting solution quilt is illustrated in Figure 40.
Figure 40: Quilting the solution in (kz´, kz0) parameter spae.
7.3 Sensitivity to small-sale terrain features
The irregular utuations visible on the wind speed proles alulated by RAM-
SIM at 10 m a.g.l. over Askervein hill are also seen on those alulated by the
linear MSFD model of Beljaars et al. (Figure 37), as well as those yielded by
other linear models, for example Salmon et al. (1988, gs. 6, 10, 11 and 16) using
MS3DJH/3, a linear model developed by Taylor, Walmsley and Salmon (1983).
Similar features an be deteted, but are not nearly as pronouned, on proles
alulated by non-linear CFD models, suh as those of Castro et al. (plotted on
Figure 37) and of Eidsvik (2005, gs. 6-7).
Interestingly, Beljaars et al. (1987, page 297) omment that their modelled
Askervein ow is sensitive to small slope hanges in what, at rst glane, ap-
pears to be a rather smooth hill without small-sale features. Upon omparing
proles of the Askervein ow from various soures, this appears to be a property
ommon to all linear models.
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In addition, however, there is reason to believe that the utuations visible on
our proles are exaggerated by our oordinate transformation. The Fourier-domain
oordinate transformation funtions Λ1 and Λ3, dened in Equations (30) to (36)
(page 35), are stated expliitly here for the two-dimensional ase:
Λ1(k, z´) = −ikz´ e−|k|z´ hˆt(k)
Λ3(k, z´) = (1 + |k| z´) e−|k|z´ hˆt(k)
and plotted in absolute value on Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Plot of the absolute value of the oordinate transformation funtions
Λ1 and Λ3, normalized by the terrain height funtion.
The horizontal transformation Λ1 has a maximum at kz´ = 1. At a given height
z´, Λ1 ats as a blurring lter for high wavenumbers, but as a sharpening lter
below kz´ = 1, suh that the eet of terrain features between, say, kz´ = 0.5 and
kz´ = 2 are muh amplied. At z´ = 10m (whih roughly orresponds to h = 10 m),
ampliation is exerted on terrain features of length sale L = 2π/k between 31
m and 126 m  muh larger than σ = 10 m and thus unaeted by our low-
pass ltering of the terrain. In an intuitive sense, these terrain features ause the
greatest horizontal ompression of vertial grid lines at the height onsidered.
No similar sharpening ours in the vertial oordinate transformation, as Λ3
ats purely as a blurring lter. The spaing between horizontal grid lines varies
monotonially from the ground to the upper boundary. The resulting λ1 and λ3 at
10 m a.g.l. over Askervein hill are ompared on Figure 42; note the muh smoother
λ3.
Upon returning to Cartesian spae, the ampliation aused by Λ1 is not om-
pletely annulled, due to our linear approximation: the ontributions of all the
higher-order terms, whih in reality should be inluded for a seamless bak-and-
forth transition between Cartesian and transformed oordinates, is disarded from
the eld variables in the transformed oordinate system. The eld variables are
thus ontaminated by residues of the ltering eets of our hosen Λ1, with great-
est noise indued from terrain features of the sales mentioned above. This
is illustrated on Figure 43: the utuations in the Askervein wind speed pro-
le at 10 m a.g.l. orrespond exatly to the peaks and troughs in the metri
dx1/dx´1 = 1 + dλ1/dx´1.
Our oordinate transformation thus aptures some of the eets of ground-
surfae urvature on the ow (onvex terrain speeds up the ow, onave terrain
slows it down), but then exaggerates them.
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Figure 42: λ1 and λ3 at 10 m a.g.l. along Askervein hill line AA.
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Figure 43: The eet of the oordinate transformation on the speed prole at 10
m a.g.l. along Askervein hill line AA.
Sine our urrent oordinate transformation funtion introdues these notieable
exaggerations in the ow eld, we will devote future eorts to nding a Λi(k, z´)
that has a redued sharpening eet, while hopefully retaining its more desirable
properties.
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8 Conlusion
8.1 Development of RAMSIM
The subjet of this thesis has been the user-oriented development of a fast and
reasonably aurate numerial model for wind ow over orography, designed to be
used for wind resoure assessment and the siting of wind turbines. The proposed
model, RAMSIM, is based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for
inompressible ow in the neutrally-stratied atmospheri boundary layer, and the
E − ε turbulene losure, all expressed in non-Cartesian oordinates. A terrain-
following oordinate system is reated from a simple analytial expression that is
substituted diretly into the governing equations.
Assuming a uniform surfae roughness z0, the equations are linearized by a
perturbation expansion about the at-terrain ase. The equations desribing the
orography-indued perturbation are Fourier-transformed analytially in the two
horizontal dimensions, and the pressure and horizontal veloity omponents are
eliminated, resulting in a set of four higher-order ordinary dierential equations in
z´ (the vertial transformed oordinate). RAMSIM is urrently only implemented
in two-dimensional spae, for whih ase there are only three ODEs.
The ODEs are solved by numerial integration. Sine the 2D equations depend
on only two non-dimensional parameters (kz´, kz0), intermediate results are saved
in a look-up table for all foreseeable ombinations of these parameters. The ow
perturbation aused by any given orography is then quikly obtained by inter-
polating the required spetral variables from the LUT, saling, and returning to
physial spae by inverse FFT.
8.2 Test ases
Four test ases approximating two-dimensional terrain were examined, allowing
us to test our ow model under various onditions:
• A series of hills approximating an innite sinusoidal (laboratory ow): the
simplest possible terrain, onsisting of a single wavenumber, and with mod-
erate slopes.
• A single hill with a sinusoidal height prole (laboratory ow): steep slopes.
• Hjardemål esarpment: moderate slope, omparatively abrupt hange in slope.
• Askervein hill: large domain, most inuene from three-dimensional eets.
The performane of RAMSIM is, on the whole, quite enouraging, though it is
aeted by some of the lassial problems of linearized ow models, namely a
poor representation of the ow in the wake region and an overestimated hilltop
speed-up eet near the ground. After omparing RAMSIM's alulations over the
terrains listed above to those of other models, as well as to measurements from
the eld and laboratory experiments, one an draw the following onlusions:
• RAMSIM appears to be at least as aurate as WAsP and its ousin LINCOM
over upwind slopes and hilltops. While WA
s
P assumes unhanged streamlines
if the ow diretion is reversed, and is thus unable to apture any distintion
between the upwind and wake regions of a given hill, RAMSIM is able to
predit asymmetri ow over symmetri hills, and, to a ertain extent, the
ourrene of reirulation. Sine it alulates the entire ow eld at one,
RAMSIM is not as fast as WA
s
P for single-point alulations, but promises
to be faster for the alulation of resoure grids.
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• RAMSIM annot ompete in auray with non-linear CFD models; these
do a muh better job at apturing the wind speed redution (inluding re-
irulation), pressure inrease, and TKE inrease in the wake region, and
do not yield the same near-ground overestimate of the speed-up at hilltops.
RAMSIM is, however, orders of magnitude faster, and is therefore suitable
for routine use on a personal omputer, whereas non-linear CFD models are
likely to remain prohibitively expensive in the oming deades, depending on
future PC tehnologial improvements.
• It is still doubtful whether RAMSIM yields results muh dierent from those
of other linear models suh as the MSFD models of Beljaars et al. (1987)
and Ayotte and Taylor (1995), though RAMSIM appears to have a slight
advantage in ertain lee-side wind speed alulations (e.g. Askervein line AA)
and in prediting the ourrene of reirulation. RAMSIM is undoubtedly
muh faster than MSFD models, thanks to the possibility of using results
stored in a LUT. Even if no LUT were to be used, RAMSIM would likely
remain faster, sine its ODEs are solved by diret integration, and no iteration
is involved, ontrary to MSFD models.
8.3 Future work
Though a version of our ow model has been made funtional in two-dimensional
spae, two main issues must be takled before RAMSIM an be onsidered a viable
omplement or replaement for the WA
s
P orography model:
Addressing the kz0 → 0 problem is the rst priority; prospetive approahes for
doing so were disussed in Setion 7.2, namely inreased mahine preision, and
quilting the solution in (kz0, kz´) parameter spae using limit solutions.
The seond, non-trivial task is to implement the three-dimensional version of
the ow model. The equations and boundary onditions have already been de-
rived, and the solution method and overall arhiteture of the program from the
2D version an be applied with minor modiations. Some work will be required
to investigate the eet of the third non-dimensional parameter inuening the
equations, namely the angle γ between the foring applied at the upper bound-
ary and the wavenumber vetor. The three-dimensional LUTs required to over
(kz0, kz´, γ) parameter spae may beome prohibitively large in terms of storage
spae and aess time. Their resolution may therefore need to be redued, and
other measures taken to maintain the same interpolation auray, suh as using
the information from derivative variables for the interpolation along kz´ (e.g. us-
ing W ′,W ′′,W ′′′ to interpolate W), or parameterizing eah of the the N
v
= 10
variables in terms of empirial analytial funtions of kz0, kz´ and/or γ.
A further task will be to investigate alternative oordinate transformation for-
mulas that have a lesser sharpening eet, in an eort to redue the sensitivity of
the ow eld to small-sale terrain features, as disussed in Setion 7.3.
Looking beyond these bare-bones neessities, we will diret our eorts to ex-
panding RAMSIM in the following respets. Firstly, we will investigate the inlu-
sion of some non-linear terms as extra soure terms in the rst-order equations,
whih are then solved iteratively, as previously disussed (page 98). Previous au-
thors (Xu et al. 1992, 1994; reviewed by Taylor 1998) attempted this strategy
with the MSFD model, and obtained muh improved results in the lee of hills,
but were simultaneously onfronted with intratable numerial stability problems
when slopes exeeded 0.3. Sine our solution tehnique is dierent, there is room
for hope that similar diulties an be avoided.
Seondly, we will work on ombining RAMSIM with a model for the eets
of roughness hanges. In real terrain, z0 is not uniform: hanges in the surfae
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roughness ause an additional perturbation, not aounted for by RAMSIM. Fur-
thermore, the roughness perturbation an interat with the orography-indued
perturbation to produe seond-order eets on the ow. As a rst-order approxi-
mations, however, these seond-order interations an be negleted, and the alu-
lated orography and roughness perturbations simply added together. The urrent
roughness model used by WA
s
P is a potential andidate; it uses empirial relations
to model how roughness hanges modify the bakground ow into a piee-wise log-
arithmi prole. One an also oneive using an approah similar to RAMSIM's,
with ordinary dierential equations solved to nd the Fourier omponents of the
perturbation, whih ould then be stored in a LUT.
Thirdly, we will work on relaxing our assumptions on atmospheri boundary-
layer ow by re-inluding some of the eets that are negleted in the urrent
model. The rst step will be to inlude the Coriolis fore in our governing equa-
tions, along with the eet of nite boundary-layer height, using the Apsley
and Castro's (1997) limited-length-sale E − ε turbulene losure (introdued on
page 22). This will imply abandoning the analytial solution for ow over at
terrain disussed in Setion 3.3, and resorting to a numerial zero-order solution
instead, an example of whih was given in Figure 3 (page 24). These urves ould
then be parameterized using analytial funtions. The latitude-dependent Coriolis
parameter f

will beome a fourth parameter (in addition to kz0, kz´, γ) on whih
the equations will depend.
A further step will be the inlusion of a temperature transport equation in order
to resolve thermal stratiation eets. The temperature eld an be oupled to
the other ow variables through Apsley and Castro's (1997) limited-length-sale
E − ε losure.
Looking even further ahead, we an envision inluding more omplex eets in
our ow model. There has been inreasing interest in plaing wind turbines in
forested areas, not beause they oer a favourable wind resoure  in fat their
very high roughness makes it just the opposite  but simply beause they are
so abundant. Vegetation anopies oer a speial hallenge to wind ow modelling
enthusiasts, due to the ompliated struture of the ow within it, and its wide
dierene from the free-air ow above. Reent papers have proposed modiations
to the E − ε losure to aount for plant drag, notably Foudhil, Brunet and
Caltagirone (2005) and Sogahev and Panferov (2006). The inorporation of these
modied losures will be investigated, in the view of making a future version of
our ow model useable for wind resoure assessment in forested areas.
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A Derived zero-order quantities
Given the analytial zero-order solution disussed in Setion 3.3, here are some
derived zero-order quantities that appear in the oeients of the ordinary dier-
ential equations for the rst-order variables.
∂U0
∂z´
=
U∗0
κ(z´ + z0)
∂2U0
∂z´2
= − U∗0
κ(z´ + z0)2
∂3U0
∂z´3
= 2
U∗0
κ(z´ + z0)3
∂E0
∂z´
= 0
∂2E0
∂z´2
= 0
∂ε0
∂z´
= − U∗
3
0
κ(z´ + z0)2
1
ε0
=
κ(z´ + z0)
U∗
3
0
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
)
=
κ
U∗
3
0
∂2
∂z´2
(
1
ε0
)
= 0
1
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
= − 1
z´ + z0
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
)
=
1
(z´ + z0)2
ν0
1
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
= −κU∗0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
1
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
)
= 0
ν0
1
E0
∂ε0
∂z´
= −
√
Cµ U∗
2
0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
1
E0
∂ε0
∂z´
)
= 0
∂ν0
∂z´
= κU∗0
1
ν0
∂ν0
∂z´
=
1
z´ + z0
∂2ν0
∂z´2
= 0
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Π0 = ν0
∂U0
∂z´
∂U0
∂z´
=
U∗
3
0
κ(z´ + z0)
A = ik1U0
B = ik˘1U0 = −ik2U0
∂A
∂z´
= ik1
∂U0
∂z´
∂B
∂z´
= −ik2 ∂U0
∂z´
∂2A
∂z´2
= ik1
∂2U0
∂z´2
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂B
∂z´
)
= −ik2
∂
√
Cµ
∂z´
= 0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂B
∂z´
)
= −ik2 ∂
∂z´
(
κ(z´ + z0)
U∗0
)
= −ik2 κ
U∗0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
= ik1
∂
√
Cµ
∂z´
= 0
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
= ik1
∂
∂z´
(
κ(z´ + z0)
U∗0
)
= ik1
κ
U∗0
∂2
∂z´2
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
=
∂
∂z´
(
ik1
κ
U∗0
)
= 0
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B Full derivation of the rst-order
equations
In Setion 4, we gave a summary of how the rst-order equations were derived. We
present here their full derivation, making use of the shorthand notation introdued
on page 50. The ontinuity equation is examined rst, as it is most simple. We then
move on to the TKE and dissipation equations; as we will see, their expressions will
be required in the momentum equation, due to the term involving the rst-order
visosity, ν1, whih is
ν1 =
(
Cµ
E2
ε
)
1
= Cµ
(
2
E0E1
ε0
− E0E0
ε0ε0
ε1
)
= Cµ
(E0)
2
ε0
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
= ν0
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
(B.121)
B.1 Continuity equation
We have simply
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´j
= 0 (B.122)
Fourier-transforming the ontinuity equation yields
F
{
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´j
}
= F
{
∂U´
(1)
1
∂x´1
+
∂U´
(1)
2
∂x´2
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´3
}
= ik1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 + ik2
ˆ´
U
(1)
2 +
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
= 0
whih an be rearranged into the simple form
ikq
ˆ´
U (1)q = −W ′ (B.123)
with q = 1, 2.
B.2 TKE equation
U´i
∂E
∂x´i︸ ︷︷ ︸
advetion
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σE
αpj
∂
∂x´q
(
JαqjE
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
+
ν
2J
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
prodution
− Jε︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
(B.124)
We start by deriving the rst-order equation term by term. The advetion term:[
U´i
∂E
∂x´i
]
1
= U´
(1)
i
∂E0
∂x´i
+ U´
(0)
i
∂E1
∂x´i
(B.125)
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The diusion term:[
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σE
αpj
∂
∂x´q
(
JαqjE
))]
1
=
∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)
=
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)
(B.126)
The prodution term:
ν
2J
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]2
=
ν1
2
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (0)r
)]2
− ν0J1
2
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (0)r
)]2
+ν0
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]
0
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]
1
=
(
ν0
2
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
− ν0J1
2
)(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
1
U´ (0)r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (1)r
)]
=
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
− J1
)
ν0
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
αpi(1)U´
(0)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjr(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
]
=
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
− J1
)
Π0
+2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
]
(B.127)
where we used
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (ϑ)r
)
=
∂
∂x´p
((
αpj(0)β
i
r(0) + α
p
i(0)β
j
r(0)
)
U´ (ϑ)r
)
=
∂U´
(ϑ)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(ϑ)
j
∂x´i
(B.128)
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where ϑ = 0, 1 indiates the order of U´
(ϑ)
r . We also used:
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
1
U´ (ϑ)r
)
=
∂
∂x´p
((
αpj(1)β
i
r(0) + α
p
j(0)β
i
r(1) + α
p
i(1)β
j
r(0) + α
p
i(0)β
j
r(1)
)
U´ (ϑ)r
)
=
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)β
i
r(0)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(0)β
i
r(1)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
αpi(1)β
j
r(0)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
αpi(0)β
j
r(1)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
=
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(ϑ)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
αpi(1)U´
(ϑ)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjr(1)U´
(ϑ)
r
)
(B.129)
as well as
1
J
=
1
1 + s∂λi∂x´i + . . .
≈ 1− s∂λi
∂x´i
− . . . (B.130)
hene ( 1
J
)
1
= −∂λi
∂x´i
= −J1 (B.131)
And nally the dissipation term:
[−Jε]1 = −J1ε0 − ε1 (B.132)
Colleting terms, the rst-order TKE equation is:
∂(U´
(1)
i E0)
∂x´i
+
∂(U´
(0)
i E1)
∂x´i
=
∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)
+
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
− J1
)
Π0
+2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
+2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
− J1ε0 − ε1 (B.133)
Grouping known terms on RHS
∂(U´
(1)
i E0)
∂x´i
+
∂(U´
(0)
i E1)
∂x´i
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)
−
(
2
E1
E0
−ε1
ε0
Π0 − 2 ν0∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
+ ε1 = SE (B.134)
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where
SE =
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))
+2 ν0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
−J1(Π0 + ε0) (B.135)
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Fourier transformation
We Fourier-transform the rst-order TKE equation term by term:
F
{
∂(U´
(1)
i E0)
∂x´i
}
= F
{
∂(U´
(1)
1 E0)
∂x´1
+
∂(U´
(1)
2 E0)
∂x´2
+
∂(U´
(1)
3 E0)
∂x´3
}
= i
(
k1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 + k2
ˆ´
U
(1)
2
)
E0 +
∂(
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 E0)
∂x´3
F
{
∂(U´
(0)
i E1)
∂x´i
}
= F
{
∂(U´
(0)
1 E1)
∂x´1
+
∂(U´
(0)
2 E1)
∂x´2
}
= ik1U´
(0)
1 Eˆ1 + ik2U´
(0)
2 Eˆ1
F
{
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)}
= − ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
F
{
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´j
)}
= F
{
− ∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´1
)
− ∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´2
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂E1
∂x´3
)}
= (k1k1 + k2k2)
ν0
σE
Eˆ1 − ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂Eˆ1
∂x´3
)
F
{
−
(
2
E1
E0
− ε1
ε0
)
Π0
}
= −
(
2
Eˆ1
E0
− εˆ1
ε0
)
Π0
F
{
−2 ν0∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)}
= F
{
−2 ν0∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)}
= −2 ν0F
{
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
1
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´1
)
+
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
2
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´2
)}
= −2 ν0
[
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
(
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
∂x´3
+ ik1U´
(1)
3
)
+
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
(
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
2
∂x´3
+ ik2U´
(1)
3
)]
F {ε1} = εˆ1
Colleting terms, the Fourier-transformed TKE equation is
ikqU´
(1)
q E0 +
∂(
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 E0)
∂x´3
+ ikqU´
(0)
q Eˆ1 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+ kqkq
ν0
σE
Eˆ1
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂Eˆ1
∂x´3
)
−
(
2
Eˆ1
E0
− εˆ1
ε0
)
Π0 − 2 ν0∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
+ ikqU´
(1)
3
)
+ εˆ1 = SˆE
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with q = 1, 2.
We now Fourier-transform the soure term:
F
{
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σE
αp3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)}
= ik1
ν0
σE
αˆ13(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
+ ik2
ν0
σE
αˆ23(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
αˆ33(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
= ikq
ν0
σE
αˆq3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
αˆ33(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´j
(
J1E0
))}
= −kqkq ν0
σE
J1E0 +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
Jˆ1E0
))
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)E0
))}
= −k1k1 ν0
σE
αˆ11(1)E0 − k1k2
ν0
σE
αˆ21(1)E0 + ik1
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)E0
)
−k2k1 ν0
σE
αˆ12(1)E0 − k2k2
ν0
σE
αˆ22(1)E0 + ik2
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
α32(1)E0
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
α13(1)E0
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)E0
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)E0
))
F
{
2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
F
{[
∂
∂x´1
(
α13(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq1(1)U´
(0)
1
)]
+
[
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq2(1)U´
(0)
2
)]
+
[
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq3(1)U´
(0)
3
)]}
= 2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
[
ik1αˆ
1
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆq1(1)U´
(0)
1
)
+ ik2αˆ
2
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆq2(1)U´
(0)
2
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
)]
= 2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
[
ikrαˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqr(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
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F
{
2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2 ν0F
{
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´3
(
∂
∂x´j
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
))}
= 2 ν0F
{
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
(
∂
∂x´1
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
))
+
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
(
∂
∂x´2
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
))}
= 2 ν0
(
ik1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+ ik2
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
))
= 2 ikqν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
)
F {−J1Π0} = −Jˆ1Π0
F {−J1ε0} = −Jˆ1ε0
Colleting terms, the Fourier-transformed soure term is:
SˆE = ikq
ν0
σE
αˆq3(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
αˆ33(1)
∂E0
∂x´3
)
−kqkq ν0
σE
J1E0 +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
Jˆ1E0
))
−k1k1 ν0
σE
αˆ11(1)E0 − k1k2
ν0
σE
αˆ21(1)E0 + ik1
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)E0
)
−k2k1 ν0
σE
αˆ12(1)E0 − k2k2
ν0
σE
αˆ22(1)E0 + ik2
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
α32(1)E0
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
α13(1)E0
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)E0
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σE
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)E0
))
+2 ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
[
ikrαˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqr(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
+2 ikqν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
)
−Jˆ1(Π0 + ε0) (B.136)
Shorthand notation
Rewriting the TKE equation using the ontinuity equation (81) and the shorthand
notation and noting that
− ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
= −2 ∂
∂x´3
(
Eˆ1
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
εˆ1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
= −2 Eˆ1 ∂
∂x´3
(
1
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+ εˆ1
∂
∂x´3
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
−2 ∂Eˆ1
∂x´3
(
1
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
+
∂εˆ1
∂x´3
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂x´3
)
(B.137)
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and that (as will be used in one of the prodution terms)
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
=
kpkq
krkr
∂U´
(0)
p
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
+
k˘pk˘q
krkr
∂U´
(0)
p
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
= − 1
krkr
(
∂(ikpU´
(0)
p )
∂x´3
∂(ikq
ˆ´
U
(1)
q )
∂x´3
+
∂(ik˘pU´
(0)
p )
∂x´3
∂(ik˘q
ˆ´
U
(1)
q )
∂x´3
)
= − 1
krkr
(
− ∂A
∂x´3
∂W ′
∂x´3
+
∂B
∂x´3
∂Ω
∂x´3
)
=
1
krkr
(
∂A
∂x´3
W ′′ − ∂B
∂x´3
Ω
′
)
(B.138)
we have
−W ′E0 +W ∂E0
∂z´
+W ′E0 +AE
−E ∂
∂z´
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
− E ′
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+D ∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+ D′
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+kqkq
ν0
σE
E − ν0
σE
E ′′ − 1
σE
∂ν0
∂z´
E ′
−2 EΠ0
E0
+DΠ0
ε0
− 2 ν0 1
krkr
∂A
∂x´3
W ′′
+2 ν0
1
krkr
∂B
∂x´3
Ω
′ − 2 ν0 ∂A
∂x´3
W +D = SˆE (B.139)
with q = 1, 2, i.e.
∂E ′
∂z´
=
σE
ν0
[
−2 ν0 1
krkr
∂A
∂z´
W ′′
+
[
∂E0
∂z´
− 2 ν0 ∂A
∂z´
]
W
+
[
−
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
− 1
σE
∂ν0
∂z´
]
E ′
+
[
A− ∂
∂z´
(
2
E0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+ kqkq
ν0
σE
− 2 Π0
E0
]
E
+
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σE
∂E0
∂z´
)
+
Π0
ε0
+ 1
]
D
+2 ν0
1
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
−SˆE
]
(B.140)
with q = 1, 2. This last equation is written in the form of an ODE, in whih we
highlight eah perturbation variable and its oeient.
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B.3 Dissipation equation
Even though we use the standard E − ε losure, here we derive the rst-order
dissipation equation of the limited length-sale E − ε losure, whih we will use
in future implementations of our ow model. The standard E − ε equation is a
simpliation of this ase.
U´i
∂ε
∂x´i︸ ︷︷ ︸
advetion
=
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σε
αpj
∂
∂x´q
(
Jαqjε
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
+Cε1Cµ
E
2J
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
prodution
− JCε2 ε
2
E︸ ︷︷ ︸
destrution
(B.141)
The advetion term:[
U´i
∂ε
∂x´i
]
1
= U´
(1)
i
∂ε0
∂x´i
+ U´
(0)
i
∂ε1
∂x´i
The diusion term:[
∂
∂x´p
(
ν
σε
αpj
∂
∂x´q
(
Jαqjε
))]
1
=
∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σε
αp3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´j
(
J1ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε1
∂x´j
)
The prodution of dissipation term:
{
Cε1Cµ
E
2J
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]2}
1
= Cε1Cµ
E1
2
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (0)r
)]2
−Cε1CµE0J1
2
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (0)r
)]2
+Cε1Cµ
E0
2
2
[
∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
0
U´ (0)r
)] [ ∂
∂x´p
((
αpjβ
i
r + α
p
i β
j
r
)
U´r
)]
1
= Cε1Cµ
E1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
− Cε1CµE0J1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+Cε1CµE0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
2
[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
]
where we used the previously derived results (B.128), (B.129) and (B.131).
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But to minimize the number of derivatives to be alulated, we an write(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
]
=
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
)[
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
]
=
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
The destrution of dissipation term:[
−JCε2 ε
2
E
]
1
= −J1Cε2 (ε0)
2
E0
− Cε2 2ε0ε1
E0
+ Cε2(ε0)
2 E1
(E0)2
= +Cε2
(
−J1 (ε0)
2
E0
− 2ε0ε1
E0
+ (ε0)
2 E1
(E0)2
)
where we used
1
E
=
1
E0 + sE1 + . . .
=
1
E0
1
1 + s(E1/E0) + . . .
≈ 1
E0
(
1− sE1
E0
+ . . .
)
=
1
E0
− s E1
(E0)2
+ . . .
hene (
1
E
)
1
= − E1
(E0)2
Colleting terms, the rst-order dissipation equation is:
∂(U´
(1)
j ε0)
∂x´j
+
∂(U´
(0)
j ε1)
∂x´j
=
∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σε
αp3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´j
(
J1ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε1
∂x´j
)
+Cε1Cµ
E1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+ −Cε1CµE0J1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+2Cε1CµE0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
+2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
+Cε2
(
−J1 (ε0)
2
E0
− 2ε0ε1
E0
+ (ε0)
2 E1
(E0)2
)
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Grouping known terms on the RHS
∂(U´
(1)
j ε0)
∂x´j
+
∂(U´
(0)
j ε1)
∂x´j
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε1
∂x´j
)
−Cε1CµE1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
− 2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)
+Cε2
(
2ε0ε1
E0
− (ε0)2 E1
(E0)2
)
= Sε
where the soure term is
Sε =
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σε
αp3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´j
(
J1ε0
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ε0
))
− Cε1CµE0J1
2
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
+2Cε1CµE0
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]
−Cε2J1 (ε0)
2
E0
Fourier transformation
We Fourier-transform the TKE dissipation equation term by term:
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F
{
∂(U´
(1)
j ε0)
∂x´j
}
= F
{
∂(U´
(1)
1 ε0)
∂x´1
+
∂(U´
(1)
2 ε0)
∂x´2
+
∂(U´
(1)
3 ε0)
∂x´3
}
= ikq
ˆ´
U (1)q ε0 +
∂(
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 ε0)
∂x´3
F
{
∂(U´
(0)
j ε1)
∂x´j
}
= F
{
∂(U´
(0)
1 ε1)
∂x´1
+
∂(U´
(0)
2 ε1)
∂x´2
}
= ikqU´
(0)
q εˆ1
F
{
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)}
= − ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
F
{
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂ε1
∂x´j
)}
= kqkq
ν0
σε
εˆ1 − ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂εˆ1
∂x´3
)
F

−Cε1CµE12
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
 = F
{
− ε0
(E0)2
Cε1E1Π0
}
= − ε0
(E0)2
Cε1Eˆ1Π0
F
{
−2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
(
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
)}
= −2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
F
{(
∂U´
(1)
q
∂x´3
+
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´q
)}
= −2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
+ ikqU´
(1)
3
)
F
{
Cε2
(
2ε0ε1
E0
− (ε0)2 E1
(E0)2
)}
= Cε2
(
2ε0εˆ1
E0
− (ε0)2 Eˆ1
(E0)2
)
Colleting terms, the Fourier-transformed dissipation equation is:
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ikq
ˆ´
U (1)q ε0 +
∂(
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 ε0)
∂x´3
+ ikqU´
(0)
q εˆ1 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+kqkq
ν0
σε
εˆ1 − ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂εˆ1
∂x´3
)
− ε0
(E0)2
Cε1Eˆ1Π0
−2Cε1CµE0 ∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
∂x´3
+ ikqU´
(1)
3
)
+Cε2
(
2ε0εˆ1
E0
− (ε0)2 Eˆ1
(E0)2
)
= Sˆε (B.142)
Fourier-transforming the soure term Sε:
F
{
∂
∂x´p
(
ν0
σε
αp3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
)}
= ikq
ν0
σε
αˆq3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ33(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´j
(
J1ε0
))}
= −kqkq ν0
σε
Jˆ1ε0 +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
Jˆ1ε0
))
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ε0
))}
= −k1k1 ν0
σε
αˆ11(1)ε0 − k1k2
ν0
σε
αˆ21(1)ε0 + ik1
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)ε0
)
−k2k1 ν0
σε
αˆ12(1)ε0 − k2k2
ν0
σε
αˆ22(1)ε0 + ik2
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ32(1)ε0
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ13(1)ε0
)
+ ik2
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ23(1)ε0
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ε0
))
F

−Cε1CµE0J12
(
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)2
 = F
{
− ε0
E0
Cε1J1Π0
}
= − ε0
E0
Cε1Jˆ1Π0
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F
{
2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
F
{[
∂
∂x´p
(
αp3(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βqr(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
F
{[
∂
∂x´1
(
α13(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq1(1)U´
(0)
1
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq2(1)U´
(0)
2
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βq3(1)U´
(0)
3
)]}
= 2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
ikrαˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqr(1)U´
(0)
r
))
F
{
2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
[
∂
∂x´p
(
αpj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βir(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
F
{[
∂
∂x´q
(
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
)]}
= 2 ikqCε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
β3r(1)U´
(0)
r
F
{
−Cε2J1 (ε0)
2
E0
}
= −Cε2Jˆ1 (ε0)
2
E0
Colleting terms, the Fourier-transformed soure term Sˆε is:
Sˆε = ikq
ν0
σε
αˆq3(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ33(1)
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
− kqkq ν0
σε
Jˆ1ε0 +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
Jˆ1ε0
))
−k1k1 ν0
σε
αˆ11(1)ε0 − k1k2
ν0
σε
αˆ21(1)ε0 + ik1
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)ε0
)
−k2k1 ν0
σε
αˆ12(1)ε0 − k2k2
ν0
σε
αˆ22(1)ε0 + ik2
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ32(1)ε0
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ13(1)ε0
)
+ ik2
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
αˆ23(1)ε0
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
σε
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ε0
))
+2Cε1CµE0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
(
ikrαˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q +
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqr(1)U´
(0)
r
)
+ ikqβ
3
r(1)U´
(0)
r
)
− ε0
E0
Cε1Jˆ1Π0 − Cε2Jˆ1 (ε0)
2
E0
(B.143)
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Shorthand notation
Rewriting the dissipation equation using the ontinuity equation (Equation (81)),
the shorthand notation and noting that
− ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
= −2 ∂
∂x´3
(
Eˆ1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
εˆ1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
= −2 Eˆ1 ∂
∂x´3
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+ εˆ1
∂
∂x´3
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
−2 ∂Eˆ1
∂x´3
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
+
∂εˆ1
∂x´3
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂x´3
)
we have
−W ′ε0 +W ∂ε0
∂z´
+W ′ε0 +AD
−2 E ∂
∂z´
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+D ∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
−2 E ′
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+D′
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+kqkq
ν0
σε
D − ν0
σε
D′′ − ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
σε
)
D′ − ε0
(E0)2
Cε1EΠ0
−2Cε1CµE0 1
krkr
∂A
∂z´
W ′′ + 2Cε1CµE0 1
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
−2Cε1CµE0 ∂A
∂z´
W + Cε2 2ε0
E0
D − Cε2
(
ε0
E0
)2
E = Sˆε
i.e.
∂D′
∂z´
=
σε
ν0
[
+
[
∂ε0
∂z´
− 2Cε1CµE0 ∂A
∂z´
]
W
−2Cε1CµE0 1
krkr
∂A
∂z´
W ′′
−2
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
E ′
+
[
−2 ∂
∂z´
(
1
E0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
− ε0
(E0)2
Cε1Π0 − Cε2
(
ε0
E0
)2]
E
+
1
σε
(
ν0
ε0
∂ε0
∂z´
− ∂ν0
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
A+
∂
∂z´
(
1
ε0
ν0
σε
∂ε0
∂z´
)
+ Cε2
2ε0
E0
+ kqkq
ν0
σε
]
D
+2Cε1CµE0
1
krkr
∂B
∂z´
Ω
′
−Sˆε
]
(B.144)
with q = 1, 2.
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B.4 Momentum transport equation
∂
∂x´q
(
αqjν
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
i β
j
p
)
U´p
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diusion
− 1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(Jαqi p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure
= U´j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J
βiqU´q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
advetion
(B.145)
The rst-order advetion term:[
U´j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J
βiqU´q
)]
1
= U´
(1)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J0
βiq(0)U´
(0)
q
)
+ U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(( 1
J
)
1
βiq(0)U´
(0)
q
)
+U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J0
βiq(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+ U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
1
J0
βiq(0)U´
(1)
q
)
= U´
(1)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+ U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
−J1U´ (0)i + βiq(1)U´ (0)q + U´ (1)i
)
(B.146)
where we used (J−1)1 = −J1.
The rst-order pressure term:(
−1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(Jαqi p)
)
1
= −1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(
J1α
q
i(0)p0
)
− 1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(
J0α
q
i(1)p0
)
− 1
ρ
∂
∂x´q
(
J0α
q
i(0)p1
)
= −1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´i
(B.147)
In expanding the rst-order diusion term, we use the results derived in Equa-
tions (B.128) and (B.129).
The rst-order diusion term:[
∂
∂x´q
(
αqjν
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
iβ
j
p
)
U´p
))]
1
=
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
iβ
j
p
)
0
U´ (0)p
))
+
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(0)ν1
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
iβ
j
p
)
0
U´ (0)p
))
+
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(0)ν0
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
iβ
j
p
)
1
U´ (0)p
))
+
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(0)ν0
∂
∂x´r
((
αrjβ
i
p + α
r
iβ
j
p
)
0
U´ (1)p
))
=
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν1
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
( ∂
∂x´r
(
αrj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´r
(
αri(1)U´
(0)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
)))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
(∂U´ (1)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
))
(B.148)
Colleting terms, the rst-order momentum transport equation is
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν1
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
( ∂
∂x´r
(
αrj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´r
(
αri(1)U´
(0)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
)))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
(∂U´ (1)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
))
− 1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´i
= U´
(1)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+ U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
−J1U´ (0)i + βiq(1)U´ (0)q + U´ (1)i
)
(B.149)
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Grouping known terms on the RHS
We now plae all terms ontaining the unknowns U´
(1)
i , ν1 and p1 on the LHS,
and group the other terms ontaining only zero-order ow variables (and known
rst-order geometry fators J1, β
i
j(1) and α
j
i(1)) into the soure term Si.
U´
(1)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
+ U´
(0)
j
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
(∂U´ (1)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
))
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν1
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´i
= Si
where
Si = U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
J1U´
(0)
i − βiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
+
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))
+
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
( ∂
∂x´r
(
αrj(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´j
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´r
(
αri(1)U´
(0)
j
)
+
∂
∂x´i
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
)))
Fourier-transformation of the momentum transport equation
F
{
U´
(1)
j
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
}
= F
{
U´
(1)
1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+U´
(1)
2
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+U´
(1)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
}
=
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
F
{
U´
(1)
3
}
=
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
In the ase i = 3, this term is zero sine U´
(0)
3 = 0.
F
{
U´
(0)
j
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
}
= F
{
U´
(0)
1
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´1
+ U´
(0)
2
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´2
+ U´
(0)
3︸︷︷︸
=0
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
}
= U´
(0)
1 F
{
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´1
}
+ U´
(0)
2 F
{
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´2
}
= ik1U´
(0)
1
ˆ´
U
(1)
i + ik2U´
(0)
2
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
= i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν1
(∂U´ (0)i
∂x´j
+
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
))}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
ν1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν1
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)}
= ik1νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´i
+ ik2νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´i
+
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
= iνˆ1
(
k1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´i
+ k2
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
Note that the rst two terms vanish for i = 1, 2 and the last term vanishes for
i = 3.
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F
{
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´j
)}
= F
{
− ∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´1
)
− ∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´2
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂U´
(1)
i
∂x´3
)}
= k1k1ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i + k2k2ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´3
)
= (k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´3
)
Looking at the term
− ∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
)
= −∂ν0
∂x´j
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
− ν0 ∂
∂x´j
(
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´i
)
= − ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
− ν0 ∂
∂x´i
(
∂U´
(1)
j
∂x´j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
where we made use of the rst-order ontinuity equation (80) to eliminate a term.
In the ases i = 1, 2,
F
{
− ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
}
= −iki ∂ν0
∂x´3
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
F
{
1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´i
}
=
1
ρ
ikipˆ1
In the ase i = 3,
F
{
− ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂U´
(1)
3
∂x´i
}
= − ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´i
F
{
1
ρ
∂p1
∂x´3
}
=
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂x´3
Colleting terms, we have, in the ase i = 1, 2:
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+ i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
+(k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´3
)
−iki ∂ν0
∂x´3
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
ikipˆ1 = Sˆi (B.150)
and in the ase i = 3:
i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 + (k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
)
− ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´i
−iνˆ1
(
k1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
+ k2
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂x´3
= Sˆ3 (B.151)
We now Fourier-transform the soure term Si, term by term:
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F
{
U´
(0)
j
∂
∂x´j
(
J1U´
(0)
i − βiq(1)U´ (0)q
)}
= ik1U´
(0)
1
(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
i − βˆiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
+ ik2U´
(0)
2
(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
i − βˆiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
= i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
i − βˆiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
F
{
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´j
)}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
α13(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)}
= ik1αˆ
1
3(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+ ik2αˆ
2
3(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
= i
(
k1αˆ
1
3(1) + k2αˆ
2
3(1)
)
ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
F
{
∂
∂x´q
(
αqj(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
α1j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´2
(
α2j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
α3j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)}
= ik1αˆ
1
j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
+ ik2αˆ
2
j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
= i
(
k1αˆ
1
j(1) + k2αˆ
2
j(1)
)
ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´i
)
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂
∂x´r
(
αrj(1)U´
(0)
i
))}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´1
(
α11(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´2
(
α21(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
α31(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´1
(
α12(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´2
(
α22(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
α32(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´1
(
α13(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´2
(
α23(1)U´
(0)
i
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
α33(1)U´
(0)
i
))}
= ik1ν0ik1αˆ
1
1(1)U´
(0)
i + ik1ν0ik2αˆ
2
1(1)U´
(0)
i + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+ik2ν0ik1αˆ
1
2(1)U´
(0)
i + ik2ν0ik2αˆ
2
2(1)U´
(0)
i + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ32(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0ik1αˆ
1
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0ik2αˆ
2
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
i
))
= −k1k1ν0αˆ11(1)U´ (0)i − k1k2ν0αˆ21(1)U´ (0)i + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)U´
(0)
i
)
−k2k1ν0αˆ12(1)U´ (0)i − k2k2ν0αˆ22(1)U´ (0)i + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ32(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
1
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+ ik2
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
2
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
i
))
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F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂
∂x´j
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´1
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´2
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βip(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= −k1k1ν0βˆip(1)U´ (0)p − k2k2ν0βˆip(1)U´ (0)p +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆip(1)U´
(0)
p
))
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂
∂x´r
(
αri(1)U´
(0)
j
))}
= −k1k1ν0αˆ1i(1)U´ (0)1 − k1k2ν0αˆ2i(1)U´ (0)1 + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3i(1)U´
(0)
1
)
−k2k1ν0αˆ1i(1)U´ (0)2 − k2k2ν0αˆ2i(1)U´ (0)2 + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3i(1)U´
(0)
2
)
Case i = 1, 2:
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂
∂x´i
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´i
(
β1p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´i
(
β2p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´i
(
β3p(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= −k1kiν0βˆ1p(1)U´ (0)p − k2kiν0βˆ2p(1)U´ (0)p + iki
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0βˆ
3
p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
Case i = 3:
F
{
∂
∂x´j
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βjp(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= F
{
∂
∂x´1
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
β1p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´2
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
β2p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
β3p(1)U´
(0)
p
))}
= ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ1p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+ ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ2p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
Colleting terms, we have, for i = 1, 2,
Sˆi = i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
i − βˆiq(1)U´ (0)q
)
+i
(
k1αˆ
1
3(1) + k2αˆ
2
3(1)
)
ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
−k1k1ν0αˆ11(1)U´ (0)i − k1k2ν0αˆ21(1)U´ (0)i + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ31(1)U´
(0)
i
)
−k2k1ν0αˆ12(1)U´ (0)i − k2k2ν0αˆ22(1)U´ (0)i + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ32(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+ik1
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
1
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+ ik2
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
2
3(1)U´
(0)
i
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
i
))
−k1k1ν0βˆip(1)U´ (0)p − k2k2ν0βˆip(1)U´ (0)p +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆip(1)U´
(0)
p
))
−k1k1ν0αˆ1i(1)U´ (0)1 − k1k2ν0αˆ2i(1)U´ (0)1 + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3i(1)U´
(0)
1
)
−k2k1ν0αˆ1i(1)U´ (0)2 − k2k2ν0αˆ2i(1)U´ (0)2 + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3i(1)U´
(0)
2
)
−k1kiν0βˆ1p(1)U´ (0)p − k2kiν0βˆ2p(1)U´ (0)p + iki
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0βˆ
3
p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
(B.152)
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and, for i = 3,
Sˆ3 = −i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
βˆ3q(1)U´
(0)
q
+i
(
k1αˆ
1
j(1) + k2αˆ
2
j(1)
)
ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3j(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
j
∂x´3
)
−k1k1ν0βˆ3p(1)U´ (0)p − k2k2ν0βˆ3p(1)U´ (0)p +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
−k1k1ν0αˆ13(1)U´ (0)1 − k1k2ν0αˆ23(1)U´ (0)1 + ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
1
)
−k2k1ν0αˆ13(1)U´ (0)2 − k2k2ν0αˆ23(1)U´ (0)2 + ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
2
)
+ik1ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ1p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+ ik2ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ2p(1)U´
(0)
p
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3p(1)U´
(0)
p
))
(B.153)
Note that the soure term an also be written
Sˆq = ikrU´
(0)
r
(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
q − βˆqr(1)U´ (0)r
)
+ikrαˆ
r
3(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
)
−kskrν0αˆrs(1)U´ (0)q + iksν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+ikr
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
))
−krkrν0βˆqs(1)U´ (0)s +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqs(1)U´
(0)
s
))
−krksν0αˆsq(1)U´ (0)r + ikrν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3q(1)U´
(0)
r
)
−krkqν0βˆrs(1)U´ (0)s + ikq
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0βˆ
3
s(1)U´
(0)
s
)
(B.154)
where q, r, s = 1, 2 and
Sˆ3 = −ikrU´ (0)r βˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s
+ikrαˆ
r
s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂x´3
+
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂x´3
)
−krkrν0βˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s +
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
))
−kskrν0αˆr3(1)U´ (0)s + iksν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
s
)
+ikrν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆrs(1)U´
(0)
s
)
+
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
))
(B.155)
where r, s = 1, 2
Eliminating the pressure and horizontal veloity omponents
We wish to eliminate pˆ1 as well as
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 and
ˆ´
U
(1)
2 from the rst-order equations, so
that only an equation for
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 =W remains, to be solved along with the equations
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for E and D.
Restating the rst-order momentum equations, we have, in the ase i = 1, 2:
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
+ i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
+(k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
∂x´3
)
−iki ∂ν0
∂x´3
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂U´
(0)
i
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
ikipˆ1 = Sˆi (B.156)
and in the ase i = 3:
i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 + (k1k1 + k2k2) ν0
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
)
− ∂ν0
∂x´3
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂x´3
−iνˆ1
(
k1
∂U´
(0)
1
∂x´3
+ k2
∂U´
(0)
2
∂x´3
)
+
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂x´3
= Sˆ3 (B.157)
We multiply Equation (B.156) by iki,
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂(ikiU´
(0)
i )
∂x´3
+ i
(
k1U´
(0)
1 + k2U´
(0)
2
)
iki
ˆ´
U
(1)
i
+(k1k1 + k2k2) ν0iki
ˆ´
U
(1)
i −
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂(iki
ˆ´
U
(1)
i )
∂x´3
)
+kiki
∂ν0
∂x´3
ˆ´
U
(1)
3 −
∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂(ikiU´
(0)
i )
∂x´3
)
− kiki 1
ρ
pˆ1 = ikiSˆi (B.158)
The rst-order ontinuity equation is ikq
ˆ´
U
(1)
q = −W ′ where q = 1, 2. We substitute
this result where iki
ˆ´
U
(1)
i appears in Equation (B.158), and get
W ∂A
∂z´
−AW ′ − kjkjν0W ′ + ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′′)
+kjkj
∂ν0
∂z´
W − ∂
∂z´
(
νˆ1
∂A
∂z´
)
− kjkj 1
ρ
pˆ1 = ikjSˆj (B.159)
where j = 1, 2 and where we swithed to the shorthand notation.
We have thus eliminated
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 and
ˆ´
U
(1)
2 . We now proeed to eliminate pˆ1. We
take the vertial derivative of Equation (B.159):
∂
∂z´
(
W ∂A
∂z´
)
− ∂
∂z´
(AW ′)− kjkj ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′) + ∂
2
∂z´2
(ν0W ′′)
+kjkj
∂
∂z´
(
∂ν0
∂z´
W
)
− ∂
2
∂z´2
(
νˆ1
∂A
∂z´
)
− kjkj 1
ρ
∂p1
∂z´
= ikj
∂Sˆj
∂z´
(B.160)
We write the vertial momentum equation (B.157) in shorthand form:
AW + kqkqν0W − ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′)− ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′ − νˆ1 ∂A
∂z´
+
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂z´
= Sˆ3 (B.161)
We multiply it by kjkj :
kjkjAW + kjkjkqkqν0W − kjkj ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′)
−kjkj ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′ − kjkj νˆ1 ∂A
∂z´
+ kjkj
1
ρ
∂pˆ1
∂z´
= kjkjSˆ3 (B.162)
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and add it to Equation (B.160):
∂
∂z´
(
W ∂A
∂z´
)
− ∂
∂z´
(AW ′)− kjkj ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′)
+
∂2
∂z´2
(ν0W ′′) + kjkj ∂
∂z´
(
∂ν0
∂z´
W
)
− ∂
2
∂z´2
(
νˆ1
∂A
∂z´
)
+kjkjAW + kjkjkqkqν0W − kjkj ∂
∂z´
(ν0W ′)
−kjkj ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′ − kjkj νˆ1 ∂A
∂z´
= ikj
∂Sˆj
∂z´
+ kjkjSˆ3
(B.163)
We now expand the derivatives of produts ontainingW ; ertain things anel
out.
W ∂
2A
∂z´2
−AW ′′ − 2 kjkjν0W ′′
−2 kjkj ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′ +W ′′ ∂
2ν0
∂z´2
+ 2
∂ν0
∂z´
W ′′′
+ν0W ′′′′ + kjkj ∂
2ν0
∂z´2
W − ∂
2
∂z´2
(
νˆ1
∂A
∂z´
)
+kjkjAW + kjkjkqkqν0W − kjkj νˆ1 ∂A
∂z´
= ikj
∂Sˆj
∂z´
+ kjkjSˆ3 (B.164)
We note that
− ∂
2
∂z´2
(
νˆ1
∂A
∂z´
)
= − ∂
∂z´
(
∂
∂z´
(
ν02
Eˆ1
E0
∂A
∂z´
))
+
∂
∂z´
(
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
εˆ1
ε0
∂A
∂z´
))
= −2 ∂
2
∂z´2
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
Eˆ1 − 4 ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
∂Eˆ1
∂z´
− 2 ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
∂2Eˆ1
∂z´2
+
∂
∂z´
(
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
))
εˆ1 + 2
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
∂εˆ1
∂z´
+
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
∂2εˆ1
∂z´2
and that
−kjkj νˆ1 ∂A
∂z´
= −kjkjν0
(
2
Eˆ1
E0
− εˆ1
ε0
)
∂A
∂z´
= −2 kjkj ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
E + kjkj ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
D
We nally group terms aording to the order of the derivative of W :
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∂W ′′′
∂z´
= − 1
ν0
[
+ 2
∂ν0
∂z´
W ′′′
+
(
−A− 2 kjkjν0 + ∂
2ν0
∂z´2
)
W ′′
−2 kjkj ∂ν0
∂z´
W ′
+
(
∂2A
∂z´2
+ kjkjA+ kjkjkqkqν0 + kjkj
∂2ν0
∂z´2
)
W
−2 ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
E ′′
−4 ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
E ′
+
[
−2 ∂
2
∂z´2
(
ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
)
− 2 kjkj ν0
E0
∂A
∂z´
]
E
+
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
D′′
+2
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
D′
+
[
∂2
∂z´2
(
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
)
+ kjkj
ν0
ε0
∂A
∂z´
]
D
−ikj ∂Sˆj
∂z´
−kjkjSˆ3
]
(B.165)
But E ′′ = ∂E′∂z´ and D′′ = ∂D
′
∂z´ , and Equations (84) and (87) preisely provide
expressions for these. We therefore substitute them for E ′′ and D′′ in the ode.
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Now we spell out the soure term
ikq
∂Sˆq
∂z´
+ kqkqSˆ3 =
∂
∂z´
[
Jˆ1A
2 − ikqβˆqr(1)U´ (0)r A
+ikrαˆ
r
3(1)ν0
∂A
∂z´
+
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂A
∂z´
)
−kskrν0αˆrs(1)A+ iksν0
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ3s(1)A
)
+ikr
∂
∂z´
(
ν0αˆ
r
3(1)A
)
+
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ33(1)A
))
−ikqkrkrν0βˆqs(1)U´ (0)s + ikq
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
∂
∂z´
(
βˆqs(1)U´
(0)
s
))
−kqksν0αˆsq(1)A+ ikqν0
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ3q(1)A
) ]
−ikrkqkqβˆrs(1)U´ (0)s
∂ν0
∂z´
− kqkq ∂
∂z´
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
∂ν0
∂z´
)
−kqkqAβˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s
+ikqkqkrαˆ
r
s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂z´
+ kqkq
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ3s(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
s
∂z´
)
−kqkqkrkrν0βˆ3s(1)U´ (0)s + kqkq
∂
∂z´
(
ν0
∂
∂z´
(
βˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
s
))
+ikqkqkrν0αˆ
r
3(1)A+ kqkqν0
∂
∂z´
(
αˆ33(1)A
)
(B.166)
B.5 Obtaining an equation for rst-order vortiity
As we see in Setions B.2 and B.3, the expression ik˘q
ˆ´
U
(1)
q appears in the prodution
term of the rst-order TKE and dissipation equations. This expression is simply
the Fourier-transformed rst-order vertial vortiity,
ˆ´ω
(1)
3 :
ik˘q
ˆ´
U (1)q = ik˘1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1 + ik˘1
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
= −ik2 ˆ´U (1)1 + ik˘2 ˆ´U (1)1
= F
{
−∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
∂x´2
+
∂
ˆ´
U
(1)
1
∂x´1
}
= F
{
ω´
(1)
3
}
= ˆ´ω
(1)
3 ≡ Ω (B.167)
The vortiity annot be expressed in terms of the dependent variablesW ,W ′,W ′′ . . .
(or E ,D and their derivatives, with whih it has nothing to do in any diret sense).
We must therefore derive an equation for
ˆ´ω
(1)
3 . We do this by multiplying the
ˆ´
U
(1)
q
equation by ik˘q (q = 1, 2).
We multiply the rst-order horizontal momentum equation (B.156) by ik˘q (q =
1, 2), and get
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂(ik˘qU´
(0)
q )
∂x´3
+ ikrU´
(0)
r
(
ik˘q
ˆ´
U (1)q
)
+ krkrν0
(
ik˘q
ˆ´
U (1)q
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂(ik˘q
ˆ´
U
(1)
q )
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂(ik˘qU´
(0)
q )
∂x´3
)
= ik˘qSˆq (B.168)
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into whih we substitute
ˆ´ω
(1)
3 = ik˘q
ˆ´
U
(1)
q and B = ik˘qU´
(0)
q :
ˆ´
U
(1)
3
∂B
∂x´3
+B ˆ´ω
(1)
3 + krkrν0
ˆ´ω
(1)
3
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂ ˆ´ω
(1)
3
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂B
∂x´3
)
= ik˘qSˆq (B.169)
Using the shorthand notation and noting that
− ∂
∂x´3
(
νˆ1
∂B
∂x´3
)
= − ∂
∂x´3
(
2 ν0
Eˆ1
E0
∂B
∂x´3
)
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
εˆ1
ε0
∂B
∂x´3
)
this an be written as
∂B
∂x´3
W +BΩ + krkrν0Ω − ν0Ω ′′ − ∂ν0
∂z´
Ω
′
−2 ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
E0
∂B
∂x´3
)
E − 2 ν0
E0
∂B
∂x´3
E ′
− ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
ε0
∂B
∂x´3
)
D − ν0
ε0
∂B
∂x´3
D′ = ik˘qSˆq
i.e.
∂Ω ′
∂z´
=
1
ν0
[
− ∂ν0
∂z´
Ω
′ + (B + krkrν0)Ω
+
∂B
∂z´
W
−2 ν0
E0
∂B
∂z´
E ′ − 2 ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
E0
∂B
∂z´
)
E
−ν0
ε0
∂B
∂z´
D′ − ∂
∂z´
(
ν0
ε0
∂B
∂z´
)
D
−ik˘qSˆq
]
(B.170)
Carrying out the multipliation of the soure term by −ik˘q:
−ik˘qSˆq = k˘qkrU´ (0)r
(
Jˆ1U´
(0)
q − βˆqr(1)U´ (0)r
)
+k˘qkrαˆ
r
3(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
− ik˘q ∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)ν0
∂U´
(0)
q
∂x´3
)
+ik˘qkskrν0αˆ
r
s(1)U´
(0)
q + k˘qksν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3s(1)U´
(0)
q
)
+k˘qkr
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0αˆ
r
3(1)U´
(0)
q
)
− ik˘q ∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ33(1)U´
(0)
q
))
+ik˘qkrkrν0βˆ
q
p(1)U´
(0)
p − ik˘q
∂
∂x´3
(
ν0
∂
∂x´3
(
βˆqp(1)U´
(0)
p
))
+ik˘qkrksν0αˆ
s
q(1)U´
(0)
r + k˘qkrν0
∂
∂x´3
(
αˆ3q(1)U´
(0)
r
)
(B.171)
where q, r, s = 1, 2
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C Analytial solution
This analytial solution to the rst-order ODEs (Equation 102) was fortuitously
disovered in the ourse of performing manipulations using Mathematia.
W = iU∗0k(1 + kz´) ln
(
z0 + z´
z0
)
e−kz´κ−1
W ′ = − iU∗0k(1 + kz´)
ekz´κ(z0 + z´)
−
iU∗0k
2 ln
(
z0+z´
z0
)
ekz´κ
+
iU∗0k
2(1 + kz´) ln
(
z0+z´
z0
)
ekz´κ
W ′′ = − 2iU∗0k
2
ekz´κ(z0 + z´)
+
iU∗0k(1 + kz´)
ekz´κ(z0 + z´)2
+
2iU∗0k
2(1 + kz´)
ekz´κ(z0 + z´)
+
2iU∗0k
3 ln
(
z0+z´
z0
)
ekz´κ
−
iU∗0k
3(1 + kz´) ln
(
z0+z´
z0
)
ekz´κ
W ′′′ = 3iU∗0k
2
ekz´κ(z0 + z´)2
+
6iU∗0k
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